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Computers are useless. They can only give you answers.

–Pablo Picasso
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

The Semantic Web is a proposed web of linked data that co-exists with the
current World Wide Web of linked documents. One way of building this Semantic
Web is to extract the classes, instances and relations from the text documents
on the current Web. This can be done either by hand or (semi-)automatically.
This thesis is about methods that automatically extract structured information
from text documents on the Web so that they can be used by Semantic Web
applications. The methods we propose for this exploit a property of the current
Web of documents: the fact that a lot of information is redundantly available.
By using simple and therefore generally applicable extraction methods, we can
aggregate evidence from multiple sources, contributing to the performance of
these methods. In this introduction, we first provide some more background on
this task.

1.1 background

Since the end of the Twentieth century, the Internet has rapidly grown in size,
number of users and in functionality. Where the Internet was first only conceived
as a means of communication, with the publication of the World Wide Web project
by Tim Berners-Lee and Robert Cailliau in the early 1990s [Berners-Lee and
Cailliau, 1990], its main application quickly became the interconnected network
of hypertext documents that can be explored using web browsers. Humans
with an information need use these web browsers to locate and extract relevant
information from natural language fragments, tables and lists that appear in
these documents. With the growing popularity of the Web, more functionality
emerged as new technologies allowed for interactive applications and user-
generated content. To acknowledge this progression of the Web, these combined
technologies have been dubbed the Web 2.0. While this new version of the Web
opens up many more usage possibilities, the Web still continues to evolve.

One of these currently evolving developments is that of the Semantic Web. The
concept of the Semantic Web was introduced by Tim Berners-Lee together with
Jim Hendler and Ora Lassila in their 2001 paper [Berners-Lee et al., 2001]. Where
the old World Wide Web is in its essence a web of linked documents intended for
human readers, the Semantic Web is an initiative that attempts to establish a web
of interlinked data, information and knowledge that can be used and interpreted
by programs.

1



2 introduction

For example, to find out which Dutch painters belonged to the "Impression-
ism" movement from the Web of documents one has to read through relevant
documents to find the answer. In the proposed Semantic Web, such a question
can be answered directly by a program when the relevant knowledge is available.
By traversing and interpreting the interlinked data, the program should be able
to produce a correct answer to the question.

For the Semantic Web, a set of new technologies including the Resource
Description Framework (RDF) and the Web Ontology Language (OWL), are
proposed to facilitate the formalization and sharing of this information. This
formalization takes place in the form of ontologies, which make up the backbone
of the Semantic Web. These ontologies define for a given domain, the types
of concepts and relations that are used in that domain (such as the concept of
a painter, an art style or the relation between the two). Knowledge bases that
conform to these ontologies hold the actual information instances of the classes
and the relations (such as the fact that Vincent van Gogh belongs to the Post-
Impressionism movement). By establishing relations between classes in ontologies
and instances in knowledge bases, this web of interlinked information expands
and increasingly more complex questions can be answered.

1.2 semi-automatic ontology enrichment

1.2.1 Ontology Learning, Population and Enrichment

Ontology Engineering concerns itself with constructing the ontologies that are
used in the Semantic Web and filling the knowledge base with instances of
these ontologies. For smaller domains, creating the ontologies and filling them
by hand is a feasible task. For larger domains, manual ontology engineering is
too time-consuming and (semi-)automatic methods are needed (see for instance
work by Maedche and Staab [2001] or Cimiano et al. [2004]). Since the Web
of documents already contains a large amount of information in almost every
domain imaginable, this is a good source that these automatic methods can use
as a corpus from which to extract the target information (cf. [Craven et al., 1998]).
By doing this, we are extracting the Semantic Web from the current World Wide
Web. In this thesis, we present a number of methods that (semi-)automatically
extract semantic knowledge from HTML documents.

We distinguish a number of automatic ontology engineering tasks. For this,
we first clarify the notions used throughout this thesis. An ontology is a shared
formalization of a conceptualization of some domain (cf. [Gruber, 1995], [Uschold
and Gruninger, 1996]). It contains classes and relations between those classes. A
knowledge base that conforms to this ontology contains the instances of the classes
and instances of the relations. In other words, it holds the actual data of the
domain.

Ontology Learning is the automatic identification of the classes and relations in
the ontology in some corpus [Maedche and Staab, 2001]. For Ontology Population,
the goal is to extract instances of the classes or the instances of the relations and
store them in the knowledge base [Buitelaar et al., 2005]. Ontology Enrichment
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is a term denoting cases of the Ontology Learning or Population task where a
partial ontology and knowledge base is already available. In this thesis, we are
concerned with methods for automatic Ontology Population, more specifically
the extraction of relation instances. We do this for previously defined ontologies
that are already partly populated and therefore this is an Ontology Enrichment
task. A task related to the learning of relations is that of Ontology Mapping.
Here, relations (usually part-of, same-as or hyperonymy/hyponymy relations)
are learned between terms in different ontologies or thesauri in order to achieve a
mapping between the two or more ontologies/thesauri. In recent years, the Web
is more and more used as a source of information from which ontology elements
and knowledge base instances and mappings between ontologies can be learned
(cf. [Gligorov et al., 2007], [van Hage et al., 2006], [Malaisé et al., 2007]).

1.2.2 The Information Extraction Task

Ontology Population is closely related to the notion of Information Extraction.
Information Extraction is a subtask of Information Retrieval, where the goal is to
automatically extract structured data from unstructured text in a corpus [Mooney
and Bunescu, 2005, McCallum, 2005]. A popular Information Extraction task
is that of Named Entity Recognition (NER). Here the goal is to identify in a (set
of) text document(s) the occurrences of instances of a set of predefined target
classes such as person names, locations or time expressions. Every occurrence
of an instance of a target class in the text is to be recognized by the NER system
and all hits and misses count toward the final performance. Another subtask of
Information Extraction is Question Answering (QA), where the goal is to provide
a single answer to a natural language question of a user. This answer is to be
extracted from a corpus. Here, the performance of the method is only determined
by whether or not an answer is correct. In other words, the target information
needs to be found only once. The Information Extraction task that this thesis
deals with, Ontology Population, shares its goal with QA to extract a target piece
of information from a corpus. Although information about multiple occurrences
can be aggregated to determine the likelihood that a target instance is correct,
for measuring performance, we do not care whether or not we have found every
occurrence of an instance in the corpus. Here the input is not a natural language
question but a class or relation as defined in the ontology for which instances are
to be extracted. The resulting information is stored in the knowledge base.

The general approach to Information Extraction is to extract the desired in-
formation from the text using patterns. The type of patterns that can be used
varies per method. These patterns can be either constructed by hand or can be
derived (semi-)automatically using machine learning techniques. For the machine
learning task, there exist effective supervised methods such as that described
by Bunescu and Mooney [2006] or Zelenko et al. [2003]. These methods require
significant amounts of examples to learn from and manual annotation of large
corpora is recognized to be expensive and tedious. Unsupervised learning meth-
ods have also been developed, for example by [Grenager et al., 2005] where prior
knowledge is used to aid the learning of field segmentation models. However, in
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general unsupervised methods unfortunately do not attain performance close to
state-of-the-art supervised methods (cf. [Bellare and McCallum, 2009] or, [Ireson
et al., 2005]). Semi-supervised learning methods that learn from a small set of
examples are increasingly popular for the Information Extraction task. Examples
of semi-supervised approaches include work by Michelson and Knoblock [2007],
and Bunescu and Mooney [2007]. In Chapter 2, we describe a semi-supervised
approach to learning relations.

We can further divide the automatic IE methods by the type of information they
use. Broadly speaking, we identify two categories: those that make heavy use of
natural language processing (NLP-based methods) and those that use patterns that
exploit structural regularities in (HTML) documents: wrapper-based methods. Mod-
ern Information Extraction systems employ a multitude of extraction methods
and heuristics and are not necessarily restricted to either NLP-or wrapper-based
methods. However, the following issues remain for the individual methods.

NLP-based methods make use of a range of natural language processing
techniques including part-of-speech-tagging, stemming, phrase chunking, de-
pendency tree construction etc.. This information is then used in the extraction
patterns with which new instances of a target class or relation are extracted
[Mooney and Bunescu, 2005]. One problem with these methods is that they are
very much dependent on the language -a model trained in one language will not
be able to extract new information from documents in a second language. Even
within one language, the documents in the corpus are required to be more or less
natural language (i.e. complete grammatically correct sentences). Although the
latter assumption holds for often-used static corpora such as newspaper corpora,
a lot of information in Web documents does not appear in these natural language
sentences but in lists, information boxes or short phrases.

Wrapper-based methods on the other hand are explicitly designed to exploit
these structures in corpus documents [Kushmerick et al., 1997]. Wrappers are
essentially patterns that extract target information from a text. These patterns
can consist of textual and structural information and are very useful to extract
terms that occur in the same context as similar terms. These wrappers can be
made by hand or, in wrapper induction, learned from a set of labeled instances.
Wrappers perform well on semi-structured documents but have a hard time
extracting information from natural language, as the number of possible varia-
tions of denoting the same information is very large. When the goal is to extract
information from a static, offline corpus, a method that is suited for that specific
corpus can be used as these methods can efficiently exploit the particularities
of the documents in that corpus. For a newspaper corpus consisting of natural
language documents in one language, NLP-based methods will perform well. For
a corpus of (semi-)structured documents, wrapper-based techniques are most
suitable.

1.2.3 Heterogeneity of the Web

The World Wide Web is highly heterogeneous in multiple ways. First, it consists
of documents in many different languages. Second, the document types are
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heterogeneous. The Web consists of ’free text’ documents containing more or
less grammatically correct sentences, structured documents containing tables
and lists and semi-structured documents (a combination of both). Thirdly, the
’genre’ of web documents differs: the web consists of commercial, encyclopedic
or personal documents, blog posts, news articles, homepages etc. In documents
from different genres, the same information will be listed in different forms,
introducing heterogeneity. Methods that can cope with more different types of
documents are applicable to a larger part of the Web corpus and will therefore be
able to extract more heterogeneous information. This makes it possible to exploit
the redundancy of information on the Web.

The ’redundancy’ from this thesis’ title refers to the property of the Web
that a lot of information occurs in multiple documents. This is partly because
of the size of the Web and because it has a lot of different authors copying,
reusing and rephrasing information. This means that a lot of information is
available in different formats in different document types. Methods that are able
to extract information from many different types of documents and combine this
information can use frequencies of occurrences to determine the likelihood that
an extracted instance or relation is correct. Moreover, methods that can exploit
redundancy are more robust: if the target information cannot be extracted from
one source, chances are it can be extracted from other documents on the Web. The
more generally applicable a method is, the more different types of documents
it can handle and the more the redundancy of information on the Web can be
exploited.

A strategy for generally applicable methods is to use simple co-occurrence of
terms. Generally speaking, this strategy assumes that when terms often co-occur
in the same context, there is a relation between them. Extraction by co-occurrence
can be seen as a generalization of the wrapper- and NLP-based methods where the
patterns used are extremely generalized and no document-specific information
is used other than that two terms must co-occur within a sentence, paragraph
or document. Co-occurrence-based methods are simple by design and thus rely
less on language or document structure. They are more generally applicable than
NLP- or wrapper-based techniques. An intrinsic drawback of a more general
method such as a co-occurrence-based method is that they are very coarse and
that precision can be relatively low. They are however able to extract information
from a larger part of the corpus. By exploiting the redundancy of information
in this larger corpus, we hypothesize that we can achieve the same or better
accuracy than more specific methods can achieve.

In Chapter 2, we investigate this hypothesis by presenting a semi-supervised
relation instantiation method that works on large web corpora with documents of
heterogeneous structure. For this we use a simple co-occurrence-based extraction
strategy. In Chapter 3, we also use this strategy for a more specific Ontology
Enrichment task: to find time periods for concepts. In Chapter 4, we investigate
how exactly the generality of patterns influences the performance of an extrac-
tion method. In that chapter, we use hand-made patterns to extract the target
information. In Chapter 5, we combine the different methods and ontological
background knowledge to see how the use of multiple heterogeneous methods
increases the Ontology Enrichment performance.
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1.3 multimedian e-culture repositories and vocabularies

The research in this thesis has been carried out within the context of the Multime-
diaN E-culture project. The main goal of this project is to construct an application
that demonstrates Semantic Web and novel information presentation technolo-
gies within a cultural heritage context [Schreiber et al., 2006]. The tool shows
how the use of (Semantic) Web standards facilitates interoperability between
different vocabularies and different cultural heritage collections. For this purpose,
object descriptions of different Dutch cultural heritage institutions are mapped
to common vocabularies. Relations between different instances describing art
objects and other art terms such as art styles or people result in a large network
of knowledge through which a user can browse, search and interrelate different
types of information.

The total database of the current version of the MultimediaN E-culture demon-
strator holds more than 100.000 descriptions of art objects from four Dutch
cultural heritage institutions and one online art archive. The demonstrator uses a
number of thesauri and vocabularies to describe the objects descriptions including
the three Getty vocabularies1 (i.e. the Getty Art & Architecture Thesaurus (AAT,
>31,000 terms), Union List of Artists Names (ULAN, >130,000 terms) and the The-
saurus of Geographical Names (TGN, >890,000 terms), the SVCN dutch cultural
heritage thesaurus (>11,000 terms)2 and the lexical resource WordNet [Fellbaum,
1998] (>115,000 terms). In total, more than one million classes and instances are
stored in these vocabularies, each having one or more labels describing them.
Throughout this thesis, when we present experiments to empirically evaluate the
proposed Ontology Enrichment methods, we will return to extracting instances
of relations defined in the vocabularies and enrich the knowledge base with them.
One recurring relation on which we specifically focus is a relation between art
styles in the AAT and artists in the ULAN. This relation is not present in the
original vocabularies. The interlinkedness of the knowledge base will benefit
greatly from adding these links, relating not only artists to art styles, but also
artists to other artists (e.g. artists with the same style), artists to works, works to
styles etc.. The relation instances that we have discovered in this thesis concerning
these vocabularies were added to the demonstrator’s knowledge base where they
provide additional browsing and search results.

1.4 scalability issues

An important issue in the design of Ontology Enrichment methods is the large
size of the repositories and vocabularies used. This size poses some restrictions
on the methods that can be used to enrich the ontologies as the methods must be
scalable, to be able to cope with the large numbers of instances. For example, in
Chapter 4 we will see that loading the entire ULAN, containing more than 130,000

artists, with different name spellings into a text analysis tool causes a number
of problems for discovering these artists in text documents. Some preprocessing

1 http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting research/vocabularies/
2 www.svcn.nl
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has to be performed to reduce the number of objects loaded in the tool’s memory.
Another example is given in Chapter 2. Here, we show that for methods that use
a web search engine to check the likelihood of a relation, this requires a number
of lookups equal to or greater than the sizes of the two sets multiplied. For the
discovery of relation instances between two large sets of instances, methods that
consider all possible combinations of instances do not scale.

At the same time, the size of the vocabularies used introduces an ambiguity
in the terms itself: the more terms there are in a vocabulary, the more difficult
it will be to unambiguously map a term in the text to a single instance in the
vocabulary. For example, the term "van Gogh" matches three instances in the
ULAN, one of which is the famous Dutch painter Vincent van Gogh and in the
TGN, the string "Paris" occurs in labels of 102 separate vocabulary instances.
Examples of disambiguation measures that are used in this thesis are extracting
more descriptive terms that are to be matched ("Vincent van Gogh" instead of just
"van Gogh") or to do preprocessing of the vocabulary (such as only considering
larger cities in Europe for Paris in the TGN).

We design our methods in such a way that they are efficient in the sense that
they can deal with large vocabularies and can extract new information for large
numbers of instances. The methods must also deal with the problem of the
inherent ambiguity of terms in large vocabularies.

1.5 approach

In each of the Chapters 2, 3 and 4 we present a method that (semi-)automatically
extracts ontology constructs from the Web. These methods are based on the obser-
vation that a great deal of information is redundantly available on the Web. We
explore the behavior of these methods in real-world Ontology Enrichment tasks
in the cultural heritage domain and evaluate their reusability with experiments
in other domains. Each of these methods makes use of a web search engine to
construct a working corpus. In the working corpus, simple methods are used to
extract entities that can be used to enrich the ontology. These extraction methods
do not use ’deep’ natural language processing techniques and in general are
designed to be as domain-, language- and corpus-independent as possible. The
general methods have the ability to extract and combine information from multi-
ple sources and can therefore benefit from the redundancy of information on the
Web. We will show that by exploiting this redundancy, we can get satisfactory
performance on the Ontology Enrichment tasks.

A second way of using redundancy to our benefit is to use multiple Information
Extraction/Ontology Enrichment methods together with available background
knowledge. In Chapter 5, we present a method to combine the results of these
different information sources. When the different extraction methods vary in
the way they extract new instances, we can expect that they will have different
uncorrelated errors. By combining the results of multiple methods, mistakes
made by one method can be corrected by others. In the same fashion, we consider
background knowledge in the ontology and knowledge base to filter candidate
knowledge base instances that are the result of Information Extraction methods.
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By combining evidence from these possibly redundant methods and background
knowledge sources, we can expect increased performance.

1.6 research questions

In this thesis, we present a number of methods for the (semi-)automatic Ontol-
ogy Enrichment, more specifically the extraction of relation instances and class
instances. Through this, we investigate the main research question of this thesis:

How can we efficiently automatically enrich ontologies with large knowledge
bases from heterogeneous textual sources on the World Wide Web?

We refine this general research question into a number of more specific ques-
tions that we answer in each of the following chapters. Each question concerns
a different specific Ontology Enrichment task for which we present a number
of methods in the following chapters. The first question focuses on relation
instantiation from heterogeneous sources:

1. Given a small set of instances of a relation, how can we use a semi-
supervised learning method to iteratively extract more instances of this
relation from Web documents using simple term matching methods?

This sub-question considers the task of enriching an ontology by adding more
instances of a relation to the knowledge base. More specifically, we assume that
a small set of examples of the relation are already present in the knowledge
base and that these can be used as labeled examples for a semi-supervised
Information Extraction task. The performance of relation extraction techniques
that use Natural Language Processing or Wrapper-induction is heavily dependent
on the language and the structure of the text. By using simple term matching
techniques, we aim for a method that is independent of the language and structure
of the documents. In Chapter 2, we propose a method for the extraction of relation
instances that uses this bootstrapping approach. By combining information from
different documents, we can exploit the redundancy of information on the web.
We investigate whether a metric based on co-occurrence with the seed set can
correctly rank the candidate relation instances.

2a. How can we extract time periods from the Web.

This research question concerns a very specific type of Ontology Enrichment
task, that of temporal information. Again, NLP- or wrapper-based are limited to a
certain type of documents. Our approach attempts to use simple term matching to
extract temporal information from as many documents as possible and combine
that using simple statistics. This way, we can exploit the redundancy of temporal
information on the web. The extraction method we propose results in a statistical
distribution of temporal terms and we argue that many (historical) time periods
have a fuzzy rather than a discrete nature. A second question regarding Ontology
Enrichment with extracted time periods is:

2b. How can extracted probabilistic models of time periods be converted to
vocabulary instances, while still retaining their fuzzy nature.
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In Chapter 3 we investigate a structured vocabulary that can be used to denote
time and time periods. Through this structured vocabulary, complex time indica-
tions such as "Beginning of the Twentieth Century" can be stored in the knowledge
base. We investigate a method to transform the extracted frequency distributions
of dates into terms denoting periods from this structured vocabulary.

3. For pattern-based web Information Extraction methods whose patterns
contain references to semantic classes, how does the generality of patterns
affect their performance.

Pattern-based Information Extraction is often used for Ontology Enrichment or
other Information Extraction tasks. New text analysis tools such as the tOKo text
analysis tool [Anjewierden, 2006] offer the option to include semantic classes in
the pattern, allowing for a wider variety of generality of the patterns (cf. [Califf
and Mooney, 2003]). For Information Extraction, specific patterns result in a high
precision but often have a low recall. More general patterns have higher recall,
at the cost of precision. By using more general patterns in combination with a
threshold on the frequency of the occurrences of the results, we also exploit the
redundancy of information in the working corpus. In Chapter 4, we investigate
how the performance of patterns is influenced by their generality.

4. How can multiple Information Extraction methods and background knowl-
edge be combined to improve the Ontology Enrichment performance?

In Ontology Enrichment, there is often a lot of background knowledge available
that can be used to improve the performance. The use of background knowledge
to check the likelihood of a candidate relation instance can reduce the uncertainty
of that relation instance. At the same time, combining information from multiple
Information Extraction methods can also reduce this uncertainty. In Chapter
4, we investigate how we can introduce background knowledge to the relation
instantiation task and combine information from multiple sources.

1.7 outline of the thesis

This thesis is outlined as follows. In Chapter 2, we present a semi-supervised
method for the extraction of relation instances from heterogeneous sources on the
web. The method starts with a small seed set of relation instances and iteratively
adds new instances extracted from a working corpus retrieved from the web. The
method is able to exploit the redundancy of information on the web. We evaluate
it using a number of experiments and compare it to other methods.

In Chapter 3, we discuss a method to extract time periods for historical concepts.
Furthermore, we present a number of rewriting rules that transform these ex-
tracted probabilistic descriptions of the time periods into instances of a structured
vocabulary. We evaluate both the performance of the time Information Extraction
method and the rewritten descriptions for a number of different concepts in
different domains.

Chapter 4 describes a relation instantiation method that uses a text analysis tool
that incorporates semantic classes in its pattern search functionality. Using this,
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we can efficiently extract candidate instances of relations. With this method, we
are also able to extract class instances in addition to the relation instances. We do a
number of experiments in different domains using patterns of varying generality
and report on the performance of these patterns. Using more general patterns
has the result that more information from different source can be considered,
therefore counterbalancing the loss in precision caused by not using more specific
patterns. We again evaluate the method on a number of relation instantiation
tasks in a number of domains, including the cultural heritage domain.

In Chapter 5, we present a method for combining the results from different
Information Extraction methods and background knowledge in the ontology
and knowledge base. We present a number of rules through which background
knowledge related to a target relation instance can be used to yield additional
positive or negative evidence for a candidate relation instance. Combining all
this information, we can assign a higher or lower likelihood to candidate relation
instances, thereby increasing the total performance of the Ontology Enrichment
process.

In Chapter 6, we present the overall conclusions from this thesis



2
A R E D U N D A N C Y- B A S E D M E T H O D F O R R E L AT I O N
E X T R A C T I O N

In this chapter we present an approach, that extracts instances of relations
defined in an ontology. We use generic, domain independent techniques to
extract candidate relation instances from the Web and exploit the redundancy
of information on the Web to compensate for loss of precision caused by the
use of these generic methods. The candidate relation instances are ranked
based on co-occurrence with a small seed set. In an experiment, we extracted
instances of the relation between artists and art styles. The results were
manually evaluated against selected art resources. The method was also
tested in a football domain. We also compare the performance of our ranking
to that of a Google-hit count based method.

This chapter is based on an article co-authored with Maarten van Someren
and Bob Wielinga, "A redundancy-based method for the extraction of relation
instances from the Web" [de Boer et al., 2007], which appeared in the
International Journal of Human-Computer Studies, volume 65(9), 2007.
Elements of this chapter have been presented at the 3rd European Semantic
Web Conference (ESWC 2006) [de Boer et al., 2006b], the 17th European
Conference of Artificial Intelligence (ECAI 2006) [de Boer et al., 2006a], and
the 29th Annual German Conference on AI (KI 2006) [de Boer et al., 2006d].

2.1 introduction

The emerging notion of the Semantic Web envisions a next generation of the
World Wide Web in which content can be semantically interpreted with the use
of ontologies. Following Maedche and Staab [2001], we distinguish two parts of
an ontology: the data model and the knowledge base. The ontology data model
consists of its classes (concepts) and relations that make up a conceptualization of
a domain. The knowledge base contains the content of the ontology, consisting of
the instances of the classes and relations in the underlying ontology data model.
The Semantic Web calls for a large number of ontologies on different domains as
well as knowledge base content.

It has been argued (e.g. [Maedche and Staab, 2001], [Cimiano et al., 2004]) that
manual construction of ontologies is time consuming and that (semi-)automatic
methods for the construction of the ontology data models would be of great
benefit to the field. For the same reason, to avoid the knowledge acquisition

11
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bottleneck, we also would like to extract the content of the knowledge base
in a (semi)-automatic way from existing sources of information such as the
World Wide Web. This task is called ontology population. Automatic methods for
ontology population are needed to avoid the tedious labor of manually identifying
the instances in the corpus and adding them to the knowledge base.

The task of Ontology Learning can be decomposed into learning ontology
classes for a domain, discovering the class hierarchy by identifying taxonomic
relations and learning other relations between the classes. We can also decompose
the task of ontology population into the extraction of class instances or instances
of relations. In this chapter, we focus on the task of automatically extracting
instances of relations that are defined in the ontology data model. This task,
further defined in the next section, we call relation instantiation. For this task, we
designed a method that extracts the information from heterogeneous sources on
the World Wide Web.

The task of Ontology Learning and Population is related to Information Re-
trieval tasks such as Information Extraction and Question Answering. In these
tasks, the goal is to extract a specific piece of information from a corpus of
documents (such as the Web). Question Answering starts with a user-defined
question formulated in natural language. This question is then analyzed and the
answer is extracted from the corpus. In Information Extraction, the query is in a
structured form. Named Entity Recognition tasks such as extracting all instances
of geographical locations in a text are an example of such an Information Extrac-
tion task. Ontology Learning and Population also aim to extract relevant pieces
of information from a corpus, but these are then used to form, populate or enrich
ontologies. Both the query and the result are structured terms and not pieces of
text. Our method is designed to extract instances of relations for partly populated
ontologies.

Current approaches to Information Extraction are used for ontology population.
However, these methods assume a specific structure of the corpus documents.
Wrapper-induction techniques such as proposed by Kushmerick et al. [1997]
exploit structures within documents (e.g. lists and tables) and structures that
are similar across individual corpus documents. They perform best in domains
with a highly structured corpus. Methods that learn natural language patterns
such as Hearst patterns [Hearst, 1992] generally perform well on free text, but
do not work as well for more structured data. We design our method to be
structure-independent.

Methods that use some form of supervised Machine Learning assume a large
number of tagged example instances to be able to learn patterns for extracting
new instances and this is a serious limitation for large scale use [Cimiano, 2005].
We designed our method to require only a small amount of examples that are
used as a seed set.

A number of methods that use learned patterns for Information Extraction
perform very well on the domain they were constructed for. Their performance
drops however when they are applied in a new, unknown domain (cf. [Riloff and
Jones, 1999]). Our method as presented in this chapter is domain-independent.

Our approach incorporates generic methods that do not rely on assumptions
about the domain or the type of documents in the corpus. By using these general
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methods for the extraction, we will lose in precision since the general methods
are not optimized for a specific corpus or domain. However, since we use more
generic methods, we are able to extract information from a greater number
of sources. The main assumption behind our method is that because of the
redundancy of information on the Web and the ability to combine information
from heterogeneous sources, we can compensate for this loss of precision.

In the next section we will give a more elaborate definition of the relation
instantiation task and state our assumptions with respect to this task. In Section
2.3, we will describe our approach to this task. We tested the method in two
domains. Experiments in the cultural heritage domain will be discussed in
Section 2.4 and we report on experiments in the Football domain in Section
2.5. We compared the method to an other redundancy-based web metric: the
Normalized Google Distance and describe this and other related research in
Section 2.6. In the last section we will look at conclusions and further research.

2.2 relation instantiation task

We define an ontology data model as a set of labeled classes C1, ...,Cn, ordered
by a subclass relation. Relations between classes other than the subclass relation
are also defined (R : Ci ×Cj). We speak of a (partly) populated ontology when,
besides the ontology data model, a knowledge base with instances of both classes
and relations from the ontology data model is also present.

We define the task of relation instantiation from a corpus as follows:

Given two classes Ci and Cj in a partly populated ontology, with sets
of instances Ii and Ij and given a relation R : Ci ×Cj, identify for an
instance i ∈ Ii all instances j ∈ Ij such that the relation R(i, j) holds
given the information in the corpus.

Furthermore, we make a number of additional assumptions:

• R is not a one-to-one relation. The instance i is related to multiple elements
of Ij.

• We know all elements of Ij.

• We have a method available that recognizes these elements elements of Ij
in the documents in our corpus. For a textual corpus such as the Web, this
implies that the instances in the knowledge base must have at least one
textual label. Instances can have more than one label.

• There must be multiple documents in the corpus, in which multiple in-
stances of the relation are represented.

• We have a (small) example set of instances of Ci and Cj for which the
relation R holds. This is used as a seed set.

The second assumption states that we do not attempt to extract new instances
of a class with this method but attempt to find instances of relations between
already known instances. An example of such a relation instantiation task is the
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extraction of instances of the relation appears_in between films (instances of
class Film) and actors (instances of class Actor) in an ontology about movies.
Another example is finding the relation has_artist between instances of the class
Art Style and instances of the class Artist in a populated ontology describing
the cultural heritage domain. In Section2.4, we report on experiments with our
method to extract instances of this relation.

2.3 redundancy-based relation instantiation

In Section 2.3.1, we present our general approach to the relation instantiation
task. We have done experiments with a basic version of the method and a slightly
expanded version that uses bootstrapping. These versions are described in Section
2.3.2.

2.3.1 Approach

The basic approach of the method is outlined in Figure 1. To extract instances
of the relation R : Ci ×Cj, the method takes as input a single instance i of Ci
and the set of instances of Cj. Further input is in the form of a (small) seed set of
instances for which we already know that the given relation holds.

The method uses a generic method such as Named Entity Recognizers to
identify instances of Cj in the individual documents from the Corpus, extracted
from the Web, and marks them as candidates for the right-hand side of a relation
instance. The documents are then given a score that reflects how well the relation
R is represented in those documents. The level of co-occurrence of the candidates
with the seed set is used to calculate this Document Score. All candidates are then
scored based on the Document Scores of the pages they appear on, resulting in a
ranked list of right-hand side instances. In the basic version of the method, this
ranked list is the output. In the iterative method, on each iteration, the top n
candidates are added to the seed set and all scores are recalculated.

The next section further specifies the four steps of the method. We describe
the extraction methods used, as well as the formulas for scoring the documents
and the candidates. In this section, the method is also expanded to an iterative
bootstrapping method.

2.3.2 Method Specification

The basic method consists of four steps, as shown in Figure 1. Step 1 takes the
instance i of Ci as input and constructs a ‘working corpus’. This is done by
constructing a query from the label(s) of the instance i. If there are multiple labels,
the individual labels are double-quoted and separated by a disjunctive operator,
specific to the search engine. In this chapter, we use Google [Brin and Page, 1998]
as our search engine. For Google, a query formed with multiple labels looks like:
‘"Label A" OR "Label B" OR "Label C"’. This query is then presented to the search
engine. The first M pages are then retrieved from the web, forming the working
corpus. M, the size of this working corpus, is a parameter of the method. Larger
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Figure 1: Outline of the redundancy based method

working corpora will yield more reliable results, but processing these takes more
time. In the experiments described in Section 2.4, we use M=200 and M = 1000.

In step 2, we identify the instances of Cj in the documents of the working
corpus. Since we assume that we already know all instances of Cj, this step
consists of matching the instances to their representations in the documents.
These representations are extracted from the document using a extraction method
as listed in our assumptions. Named Entity Recognizers can extract different
types of entities such as dates, persons, locations, companies, etc. These extracted
representations (strings) are then matched to the instances from the knowledge
base. This matching process itself aims for a high precision. The use of a large
number of documents to extract information from, will raise recall. The identified
instances in the documents are the right-hand side instances of the candidate
relation instances.

In steps 3 and 4, the method combines the evidence from the different docu-
ments to produce a ranking for these candidate instances. We base this ranking
on the assumption that on average in individual web pages, a target relation
is either well represented (the web page contains a relatively large number of
correct right-hand side instances) or not represented (it contains few or none
of these instances). We view this process as an instance of Semi-Supervised
Learning, more precisely self-training. In self-training, one trains a classifier with
a small amount of labeled data and classifies unlabeled data. Typically, the most
confidently classified data points are then added to the labeled data set [Zhu,
2005]. We view the pages as classifiers for correct right-hand side instances. Since
we have no negatively labeled instances, the confidence of such an individual
classifier is the number of positive labeled instances divided by the number
of positive and unknown instances on that page [Lin et al., 2003]. We use this
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confidence as our Document Score DS. In step 3, the value of DS is calculated for
each of the documents:

DSdoc =
µdoc
νdoc

(2.1)

where µdoc is the number of instances of Cj identified in document doc for
which the relation is already in our seed set and νdoc is the total number of
instances of Cj identified in document doc.

In step 4, we then combine all the evidence from the individual classifiers
for each of the candidate instances. For this we take for each of the candidate
instances the sum of the Document Scores from the documents in which the
candidate instance has been identified. This number is then normalized by the
total number of corpus documents, N. This results in an Instance Score IS:

ISi =

∑docDSdoc
N

(2.2)

where i ∈ Ij, i ∈ doc.
At the end of this step, we have an ordered list of candidates for new relation

instances. In the basic method, this is the output of the method. The issue of
how many instances are to be added to the knowledge base depends largely on
the needs of the ontology engineer and the specific task for which the ontology
population has been executed. If precision is preferred over recall, adding con-
siderably less instances leads to higher quality. In Section 2.4.2, we examine the
performance of the method with respect to a threshold based on the value of IS.

This threshold is domain- and task-specific and for a new task needs to be
determined by hand. To make it more task-independent, we expanded the basic
method with a bootstrapping cycle where after each step, we add new relation
instances found in that iteration to the knowledge base. This cycle is also shown
in Figure 1. Corpus construction, instance identification and the scoring of docu-
ments and candidate instances are done in the same way as in the basic method.
From the resulting ordered list we add the top n candidates to the seed set. Then
on the next iteration, the document and instance scores are again calculated,
using the updated seed list. In our experiments, we set n = 1. This procedure
iterates by recalculating all DS and IS, based on the expanded seed set. In the
basic method, pages that do not have any instances from the seed set will never
get a DS higher than zero. In this iterative method with its expanding seed set,
these documents can receive a higher DS when instances in these documents
appear in the seed set.

Again, an issue is after how many iterations to stop adding instances. However,
now we can use the number of iterations rather than a value for IS as our thresh-
old, making the threshold less domain-specific. In Section 2.4.4, we introduce a
method to determine to stop iterating.
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2.4 extracting artist-art style relation

We tested our method in the cultural heritage domain. In this section, we describe
the setup of the experiments and the results in this domain. This section is
structured as follows: In Section 2.4.1, we give a description of the cultural
heritage domain and the specific implementation of the method in this domain.
The experiments done in the domain are grouped in three sections. In Section
2.4.2, the experiments done with the basic method are covered and in Section 2.4.3
the experiments with the iterative method are described. The effect of the iterative
threshold parameters is examined in the experiments that make up Section 2.4.4.

2.4.1 Cultural Heritage domain

We used two well-known cultural heritage vocabularies that we interpret as partly
populated ontologies. One is the Art and Architecture Thesaurus (AAT) [The
Getty Foundation, 2000a], a thesaurus defining more then 133.000 terms used to
describe and classify cultural heritage objects. The other is the Unified List of
Artist names (ULAN) [The Getty Foundation, 2000c], a list of more then 255.000

names of artists. We also added a relation aua:has_artist
1 between the AAT

class aat:Styles_and_Periods and the top-level ULAN class ulan:Artist. The
aua:has_artist relation describes which artists represent a specific art style.
In the experiments described in the coming three sections, the task is to find
new instances of this aua:has_artist relation with the use of a seed set of
relation instances. R is aua:has_artist, Ci is aat:Styles_and_Periods and Cj
is ulan:Artist. Note that this relation satisfies the requirement that it is not a
one-to-one relation since a single art style is represented by a number of artists.
In each of the experiments, we manually added a number of instances of the
aua:has_artist relation to the knowledge base.

These experiments were inspired by the need for enrichment of actual cultural
heritage vocabularies for use in the MultimediaN E-culture project [Schreiber
et al., 2006]. The goal of this project is to build a Semantic Web application that
makes it possible to access different cultural heritage collections from across the
Netherlands using existing vocabularies, including AAT and ULAN.

For each experiment, we first chose a number of instances of aat: Styles_and

_Periods for which we extract new relation instances. Then in Step 1, a number of
pages were extracted as a working corpus by querying Google with a combination
of the preferred and non-preferred labels from the AAT (for ‘Dada’ this resulted
in the query ‘Dada OR Dadaist OR Dadaism’), the number of pages differs per
experiment and are noted in their respective sections. Since the right-hand side
instances in this task are persons, we first identified in Step 2 all person names
in the documents. For this we used the Person Name Extractor from the tOKo
toolkit [Anjewierden et al., 2004]. We evaluated the performance of this Person
Name Extractor on our domain. For this, we extracted person names from 11

authoritative web pages on the art style ‘Impressionism’. On these pages the
person name extractor performed very well with an average precision of 0.95 and

1 aua denotes our namespace specifically created for these experiments
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a recall of 0.93. To go from string representation in the document to a knowledge
base instance, the extracted names are then matched to the ULAN list of artists.
This matching step is problematic as the number of artists in the ULAN is very
large and so is the number of possible occurrences of person names in the texts.
For example, ‘Vincent van Gogh’ can also appear as ‘V. van Gogh’, ‘van Gogh, V.’
or ‘van Gogh’.

To tackle this matching problem, we performed tokenization on both the labels
of all ULAN instances and the extracted Person Name strings. An ULAN instance
is a possible match if all tokens in the extracted string are also tokens of that
instance. If a string has exactly one possible match, we accept that match. If there
still is ambiguity (the string ‘van Gogh’ matches three different artists), we reject
the string and proceed to the next candidate string.

We assume that because of the redundancy of names from the corpus, a
non-ambiguous name will eventually be extracted and correctly matched. If
a non-ambiguous name exists in our corpus, we will be able to determine the
correct individual. However, as we found in earlier experiments, some individuals
can not be distinguished only using their names (we give an example in Section
2.4.2.3). In addition, some names will not be extracted due to imperfections of
the Person Name Extractor.

After the candidate instances have been extracted, in step 3, we calculated the
Document Scores for each document. In step 4 the evidence from all documents
is combined into Instance Scores for each of the instances, resulting in an ordered
list of scored candidates.

2.4.2 Basic Method Experiments

Evaluation of Ontology Learning and Population still is an open issue. Since the
specific task we tackle resembles Information Retrieval, we would like to calculate
standard IR evaluation measures such as precision, recall and the combination:
the F-measure [van Rijsbergen, 1979]. However, this requires a gold standard.
Although we assume we know all artists, there is no classic gold standard that for
a single art style indicates which artists represent that art style. This is due to the
vagueness of the domain. Art websites, encyclopedias and experts disagree about
which individual artists represent a certain art style. Although this fuzziness
occurs in many domains, it is very apparent in the Art domain. Also, manually
annotating the large number of web pages from the working corpus for each
instance is too time-consuming.

In experiments described in this section, we opted to construct a strict gold
standard. For this, we chose a number of representative web pages on a specific
art style and manually identified the artists that were designated as representing
that art style. If there was a relative consensus about an artist representing the art
style among the pages, we added it to our ‘gold standard’. The gold standard we
obtained using this method is used to measure recall, precision and F-measure
values.
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Table 1: Our gold standard for ‘Expressionism’. The names of the three artists selected for
the seed set are italicized.

Paula Modersohn-Becker Emil Nolde Edvard Munch

Georges Rouault George Grosz Erich Heckel

Kathe Kollwitz Otto Dix Lyonel Feininger

Egon Schiele August Macke Paul Klee

Ernst Ludwig Kirchner Max Pechstein Ernst Barlach

Oskar Kokoschka Alexei Jawlensky Francis Bacon

Chaim Soutine James Ensor Gabriele Munter

Franz Marc Karl Schmidt-Rottluff Heinrich Campendonk

Max Beckmann Alfred Kubin Jules Pascin

Wassily Kandinsky Amedeo Modigliani Gustav Klimt

2.4.2.1 Experiment 1: Expressionism

Experiments 1 and 2 were conducted to test the performance of the basic method,
specifically the ranking based on Instance Scores. In our first experiment, we
chose ’Expressionism’ as the instance of Ci. We manually constructed a gold
standard from 12 authoritative web pages. For a total of 30 artists that were
considered Expressionists in three or more of these documents we used the
relation aua:has_artist from Expressionism to those artists as our gold standard.
The actual artists that make up our gold standard are shown in Table 1. From
these 30 instances of the relation, we randomly selected three instances with the
use of the MS Excel random function as our seed set. The three artists in the
resulting seed set are italicized in Table 1. After that, we followed the approach
described above to retrieve the remaining instances of the relation.

In Step 1 (the retrieval step) 200 documents were extracted. We now describe
the resulting data set by focusing on the first ten documents of this working
corpus. Of these ten pages seven pages were encyclopedic pages about our target
art style ’Expressionism’. One page described a single Expressionist artist, ’Edvard
Munch’. One page was an encyclopedic page about ’Abstract Expressionism’,
a completely different art style. The last page was an online art poster store,
advertising posters of different artists. These ten pages are heterogeneous in
structure: Three of the ten pages consisted completely of natural language. On
one page (the poster store page), artist names occurred only in structured tables.
In the other six pages, the artist names occurred both in natural language and
in list or table structures on the same page. All of the first ten pages from the
working corpus were written in English. However, in the rest of the extracted
documents other languages such as German and French occur. In Step 2, in six of
the first ten documents, at least one artist instance could be identified. In total
65 artist occurrences were identified across the ten documents. For the whole
working corpus, in 81 pages at least one artist was identified adding up to a total
of 399 artist occurrences for the 200 documents.
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Table 2: The first fifteen artists of the resulting ordered list for Experiment 1, where
i =‘Expressionism’. For each identified artist, we have listed whether it appears in
the gold standard (‘1’) or not (‘0’).

artist name IS in GS

George Grosz 0.0100 1

Emil Nolde 0.0097 1

Erich Heckel 0.0092 1

Franz Marc 0.0060 1

Max Pechstein 0.0058 1

Max Beckman 0.0056 1

Wassily Kandinsky 0.0054 1

Edvard Munch 0.0042 1

Oskar Kokoschka 0.0042 1

Egon Schiele 0.0041 1

Paul Klee 0.0040 1

Otto Dix 0.0024 1

Alexej von Jawlensky 0.0021 1

Chaim Soutine 0.0020 1

Santiago Calatrava 0.0016 0

... ... ...

We then calculated the DS score for each document in Step 3 and the IS score
for each artist in Step 4, as described in the previous sections. Table 2, shows the
top 15 candidates for the instantiation of the relation according to the resulting
ranked list. It shows that the first fourteen instances found are all correct instances
according to the gold standard. The fifteenth instance is the first false positive.
The table shows that the ranking we use does put the correct instances on top of
the ranked list.

In Figure 2, we plotted the value for recall, precision and F-measure against
the value of the Instance Score for all of the instances in the resulting ranked list.
The F-measure value decreases as the value for the IS decreases. The highest F-
measure value is 0.70 (this occurs at values for recall and precision of respectively
0.56 and 0.94). This highest F-measure value is obtained if we stop adding
instances after the IS 0.0012.

To test the robustness of the method with respect to the content of the seed
set, we performed the same experiments using two different seed sets selected
from the gold standard, one consisting of the three most likely Expressionists
from our gold standard and consisting of the least likely ones. The likelihood
was based on the number of authoritative web pages used to create the gold
standard on which they were considered Expressionists. The seed set with the
most likely Expressionists consisted of the artists Emil Nolde, Edvard Munch
and Egon Schiele, who were considered an Expressionist on respectively 11, 10

and 9 pages out of the 12. This seed set yielded the same results: a maximum
value of F-measure of 0.69 was found (recall = 0.63, precision = 0.77). The seed
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Figure 2: Recall, precision and F-measure for Experiment 1

set with the least likely Expressionists consisted of Jules Pascin, Ernst Barlach
and Gustav Klimt all three of which were considered Expressionists on only
three of the authoritative pages. This seed set resulted in a lower maximum value
of F-measure: 0.58 (recall = 0.63, precision = 0.53). This suggests that using the
seed set with highly likely Expressionists as our example extension of the has
_artist relation results in a better representation of the relation. In this case, the
correct artists are given higher scores than when the least likely Expressionists
are used in the seed set. We also conducted this experiment using different sizes
of the seed set with the same gold standard (15 seeds leaving 15 to be found and
9 seed leaving 21 to be found). These experiments yielded approximately the
same maximum values for the F-measure. Before we discuss further findings, we
first present the results of a second experiment within the art domain, using a
different instance of Ci: Impressionism.

2.4.2.2 Experiment 2: Impressionism

From 11 authoritative web pages on the art style Impressionism we identified 18

artists as our gold standard. From these 18 instances of the relation, we again
randomly selected three as our seed set and followed the approach described
above to retrieve the 15 remaining instances of the relation. Again, the actual
artists are shown in Table 3.

We again extracted a working corpus of 200 documents and performed the
described steps. In Table 4, we show a part of the resulting ordered list. These
results are slightly worse than the results from Experiment 1. The first false
positive is ‘Vincent van Gogh’. Still, in the first fifteen instances, only two errors
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Table 3: Our gold standard for ‘Impressionism’. The names of the three artists selected for
the seed set are italicized.

Claude Monet Frederick Bazille Paul Gauguin

Alfred Sisley Boudin Armand Guillaumin

F.C. Frieseke Gustave Caillebotte Childe Hassam

Berthe Morisot Mary Cassat Edouard Manet

Georges Seurat Paul Cezanne Edgar Degas

Camille Pissarro Camille Corot Pierre-Auguste Renoir

Table 4: Part of the resulting ordered list for Experiment 2 (i =‘Impressionism’)

artist name IS in GS

Edgar Degas 0.0699 1

Edouard Manet 0.0548 1

Pierre-Auguste Renoir 0.0539 1

Berthe Morisot 0.0393 1

Vincent van Gogh 0.0337 0

Mary Cassatt 0.0318 1

Paul Cezanne, 0.0302 1

Georges-Pierre Seurat 0.0230 1

Gustave Caillebotte 0.0180 1

Frederic Bazille, 0.0142 1

Armand Guillaumin 0.0132 1

Paul Signac 0.0131 0

Childe Hassam 0.0120 1

Eugene-Louis Boudin 0.0084 1

John Singer Sargent 0.0081 0

... ... ...

are made. Again, evaluating the first fifteen results shows that the method
performs relatively well.

Again, to show the results of the evaluation of all extracted instances in the
ranked list, we plot the value of precision, recall and F-measure(Figure 3). In this
experiment, the F-measure reaches a maximum value of 0.83 (where recall = 0.80

and precision = 0.86) at a threshold value of 0.0084. We also tested for robustness
by using different content for the seed set in the same way as in Experiment 1. If
the seed set contained the most likely Impressionists gathered in the same way
as in Experiment 1, the maximum value of the F-measure is 0.72 (recall = 0.60,
precision is 0.90). If we start with the least likely Impressionists the maximum
value of the F-measure is 0.69 (recall = 0.8, precision = 0.6), showing the same
effect as in Experiment 1.
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Figure 3: Recall, precision and F-measure for Experiment 2

2.4.2.3 Discussion

In the experiments, we find almost the same maximum value of F-measure under
different conditions. In both cases, the first few found artist are always in the
gold standard, after which the precision drops due to false positives. The values
of F-measure are encouraging. There are several reasons that the F-measure does
not reach higher values. These can be divided into reasons for lack of precision
and for lack of recall.

First of all, one of the reasons for the false positives is precision errors of
the Person Name Extraction module. For example, in Experiment 2 the string
"d’Orsay" (name of a museum on impressionist art) is first misclassified as a
person name and then passes the disambiguation step and is mapped to the
ULAN entity "Comte d’Orsay". It appears as a false positive as the 29th candidate
instance.

Another portion of the error in precision is caused by the strictness of the gold
standard that we used. In Experiment 2, Vincent van Gogh is a false positive since
he is not in our gold standard. However, two of the authoritative web pages cite
him as an Impressionist painter. A less strict gold standard would have included
this painter. This strictness of the gold standard accounts for portion of the lack of
precision. Errors in recall are also caused by three factors. We find that 2 of the 15

Impressionists and 10 of the 27 Expressionists are not in our ordered list at all. As
with precision, errors made by the Person Name Extraction module account for a
part of the lack of recall. The module, has apparent difficulty with non-English
names such as ‘Ernst Ludwig Kirchner’ and ‘Claude Monet’. A better Person
Name Extractor would yield a higher recall and consequently, a better value for
the F-measure.
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Another cause for recall errors is the difficulty of the disambiguation of the
artist names. From some extracted names, it is even impossible to identify the
correct ULAN entity. An example is the string ‘Lyonel Feininger’. In the ULAN
there are two different artists: one with the name ‘Lyonel Feininger’ and one with
the name ‘Andreas Bernard Lyonel Feininger’. Our method cannot determine
which one of these entities is found in the text and so the name is discarded.

Of course, a number of artists are not retrieved because they simply do not
appear in the same (retrieved) page as one of the artist from a seed list. This
shortcoming can be lifted if we use the iterative version of the method, as
described in Section 2.4.3.

A problem that is not directly related to recall and precision is that from the
experiments featured above, it is not possible to a priori determine a standard
value for a threshold, with which the value of the F-measure is maximized. An
optimal threshold value for Experiment 1 is 0.0012, whereas in Experiment 2

it is 0.0043. The lack of a method to determine this threshold value poses a
problem when the method is used in different, real life situations. It requires
experimentation to find the optimal value for the F-measure. In the next section
we describe an extension to our method to eliminate the need for a threshold
value.

2.4.3 Experiment 3: Iterative Experiment

Experiment 3 is conducted to determine if the performance of the iterative method
is better than the basic method. In this experiment, we added bootstrapping as
defined in Section 2.3.2 to the ‘Expressionism’ experiment from the previous
section. We again used 200 pages, the same three artists in the seed set and
evaluated the results against the same strict gold standard. The top fifteen
instances results from the iterative method (shown in in Table 5) are comparable
to those of Experiment 1 (‘Santiago Calatrava’ and ‘Chaim Soutine’ are replaced
by ‘Vincent van Gogh’ and ‘James Ensor’ in the top 15 results).

The precision, recall and F-measure for all 50 iterations are plotted in Figure 4.
While we find approximately the same values for the F-measure, we have indeed
eliminated the need for a threshold on the value of the Instance Score. In the
next section, we introduce a method for determining after which iteration to
stop adding instances. We also find that three more Expressionists that were not
extracted using the basic method have now been extracted. In the basic method,
only Expressionists whose names occur on pages that also contain seed set artists
can be identified. The Instance score for these artists is always 0. The use of
bootstrapping makes it possible that these instances will get higher scores after a
number of iterations by expanding this seed set. It is however not guaranteed that
correct instances will be identified. In this experiment using the bootstrapping
method 7 out of 27 Expressionists are still not retrieved after 50 iterations.
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Table 5: The first 15 iterative results for Experiment 3 (‘Expressionism’).

iteration artist name in GS

1 George Grosz 1

2 Emil Nolde 1

3 Erich Heckel 1

4 Max Pechstein 1

5 Max Beckman 1

6 Wassily Kandinsky 1

7 Edvard Munch 1

8 Oskar Kokoschka 1

9 Franz Marc 1

10 Paul KLee 1

11 Otto Dix 1

12 Egon Schiele 1

13 Alexey von Jawlensky 1

14 Vincent van Gogh 0

15 James Ensor 1
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Figure 4: Recall, precision and F-measure for the Iterative Experiment
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Table 6: Art styles used in Experiment 4

Art Deco Fauve

Art Nouveau Impressionist

Cubist Neo-Impressionist

Dada Neue Sachlichkeit

Expressionist Surrealist

2.4.4 Experiment 4: Ten Art Styles

In this experiment, we attempt to extract instances for a larger number of art styles.
We also introduce and evaluate a domain-independent method for determining
when to stop adding instances.

Due to the larger number of art styles for which we extracted relation instances,
constructing a gold standard as in the previous experiments proved too costly. In
this experiment, we opted to only calculate precision. We did this by having two
annotators manually evaluate each of the 40 retrieved relation instances for each
art style. For this, the annotators were allowed to consult a fixed set of sources: the
articles on both the art style and the artist on the Wikipedia web encyclopedia2,
the art style page on the Artcyclopedia website3 and any encyclopedic webpage
that Google retrieved in the first ten results when queried with both the art style’s
label and the artist’s name. If in any of these sources the artist was explicitly
stated as a participant in the art style, the annotator was to mark the relation
instance ‘correct’ and else mark it ‘incorrect’.

After separately evaluating the relation instances in this way, inter-annotator
agreement was calculated using Cohen’s Kappa measure. Calculated over all ten
art styles, this resulted in a value of 0.83. The annotators then reached agreement
over the instances that initially differed. The consensus annotations are used to
calculate precision.

From the instances of aat:Styles_and_Periods, we chose ten modern Euro-
pean art styles to extract. We list their preferred labels from the AAT in Table 6.
For each of these art styles, we applied the iterative method.

2.4.4.1 Results for ‘Neue Sachlichkeit’

We first illustrate the results for a single art style: ‘Neue Sachlichkeit’ (‘New
Objectivity’). The three artists we added to the seed set were ‘George Grosz’,
‘Otto Dix’ and ‘Christian Schad’. Table 7 shows the top 15 results of the 40 artists
iteratively extracted from the documents. For each of the artists, we also list
the Instance Score for that instance at the iteration that it was extracted. The
last column shows the evaluation (1=‘correct’, 0=‘incorrect’). In these top 15

candidates, we again find only one false positive, ‘Erich Heckel’.
Figure 5 shows the Instance Scores for the top artists for all 40 iterations as

well as the value for the precision (number of extracted candidates evaluated

2 http://www.wikipedia.org
3 http://www.artcyclopedia.com
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Table 7: Top ranked candidate artists for the has_artist relation for the art style ‘Neue
Sachlichkeit’ for the first 15 iterations

iteration artist name IS correct

1 Max Beckmann 0.0651 1

2 Rudolf Schlichter 0.0291 1

3 Alexander Kanoldt 0.0318 1

4 Georg Schrimpf 0.0351 1

5 Walter Adolf Gropius 0.0252 1

6 Otto Griebel 0.0239 1

7 Giorgio de Chirico 0.0260 1

8 Curt Querner 0.0287 1

9 Carl Grossberg 0.0299 1

10 Bruno Taut 0.0300 1

11 Richard Oelze 0.0312 1

12 Adolf Uzarski 0.0291 1

13 Hermann Muthesius 0.0303 1

14 Karl Hubbuch 0.0191 1

15 Erich Heckel 0.0131 0

as correct divided by the total number of extracted candidates). The Instance
Score represents the confidence at each iteration that for the top ranked artist a
relation should be added to the knowledge base. As can be seen, this confidence
for the first candidate instance is relatively high (0.0651), then drops to about
0.025 and stays relatively constant for a number of iterations. After 13 iterations,
the Instance Score again drops to a new constant level of about 0.01.

Looking at the precision curve, at this point the method starts adding more and
more false relation instances. For this art style, we achieve the best precision/num-
ber of extractions ratio if we set the maximum number of iterations somewhere
between 13 and 21 iterations (after 21 iterations, only incorrect instances are
added).

For popular art styles, with many associated artists, this drop in precision
will occur after more iterations than for relatively small art styles such as ‘Neue
Sachlichkeit’, so we predict that this maximum number of iterations will depend
on the specific art style. We also cannot cut off the iterations by setting an absolute
threshold value for the Instance Score since it is highly variable for the different
art styles.

As can be seen in the figure, the drop in precision co-occurs with a drop in
the Instance Score. We choose the iteration threshold to be dependant on the
relative drop in the Instance Score. The relative drop at an iteration is the Instance
Score at that iteration divided by the maximum of the Instance Scores up to
that iteration. We introduce a threshold on this relative drop, the Drop Factor,
(DF). The algorithm stops adding relation instances to the knowledge base if the
relative drop is lower than DF. We also stop adding instances after an absolute
maximum number of iterations has been reached (Max). For example, in the
case of ‘Neue Sachlichkeit’, if we set DF to 0.2 and Max to 40, the algorithm
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Figure 5: Instance score versus rank number for ‘Neue Sachlichkeit’

stops adding new relation instances after iteration 16, when the relative drop is
lower than 0.2. This leads to a precision of 0.933, with 15 correct relations and
one incorrect relation added to the knowledge base.

2.4.4.2 Results for the ten Art Styles

In this section, we present the results for all ten art styles for which the relation
instances were extracted.

In Table 8, we show the precision and the number of correct relation instances
extracted for each of the ten art styles for an arbitrarily chosen value for the two
threshold parameters (DF=0.3 and Max=20). For these values, the precision for
each of the art styles ranges from 0.667 to 1. The number of correct extractions
differs considerably between the art styles, for a ‘small’ art style such as ‘Surrealist’
only 5 correct new relation instances are extracted with a threshold at 7 iterations,
resulting in a precision of 0.714. This seems to confirm our prediction in Section
2.4.4.1 that a good cutoff point varies between art styles. The average precision in
this example is 0.84 with a standard deviation of 0.14.

In Table 9, we list both the average precision and the total sum of the number
of correct relation instances extracted for the ten art styles for 24 combinations of
the two threshold parameters DF and Max. The lowest value for precision is .616.
This occurs at DF=0.1 and Max=40. In that case 241 extractions are evaluated as
correct.

The highest average precision, 0.921 with a standard deviation of 0.11, is
reached at DF=0.6 and Max=10, with only 55 correct relation instances added
to the knowledge base. In this case, DF has a big effect. For some art styles (e.g.
Expressionist, Impressionist) ten instances are extracted, while for other styles
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Table 8: Precision and number of correct extractions (extr.) for the ten Art Styles forDF=0.3
and Max=20

art style precision extr.

Art Deco 0.900 18

Art Nouveau 1.000 16

Cubist 0.850 17

Dada 1.000 15

Expressionist 0.750 15

Fauve 0.769 10

Impressionist 0.700 14

Neo-Impressionist 0.667 4

Neue Sachlichkeit 1.000 13

Surrealist 0.714 5

Table 9: Average precision (prec.) and total number of correct extractions (extr.) for the ten
Art Styles

Max

10 20 30 40

DF prec. extr. prec. extr. prec. extr. prec. extr.

0 0.860 86 0.785 157 0.690 207 0.618 247

0.1 0.860 86 0.785 157 0.689 205 0.616 241

0.2 0.860 86 0.782 149 0.762 191 0.734 209

0.3 0.868 82 0.835 127 0.824 148 0.806 154

0.4 0.861 71 0.828 106 0.820 124 0.818 130

0.5 0.901 64 0.873 96 0.864 113 0.863 119

0.6 0.921 55 0.896 76 0.884 90 0.882 96
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such as ‘Neue Sachlichkeit’, only one relation instance is extracted. The values
for the standard deviation for each of these values of average precision ranged
from 0.10 to 0.20.

2.4.4.3 Discussion

We observe a tradeoff between precision and number of correct extractions
comparable to that of the traditional precision/recall tradeoff. Depending on
further processing of these results, different parameter setting can be used. If the
results will be manually validated by a domain expert before they are added to
the knowledge base, the threshold parameters can be chosen in such a way that
recall is maximized (high value for Max and a low value for DF). If the aim is
for a high precision, one can use a higher DS and a lower value for Max. Since
we don’t have real recall values, we cannot calculate the value of F-measure. But
if, for the sake of finding an optimal parameter setting, we assume that 247 is the
maximum number of artists that could have been found, we can calculate a type
of recall with respect to this number (at DF=0 and Max=40, this ‘recall’ would
be 1; at DF=0.6 and Max=10, recall would be 55/247=0.22). If we use the recall
values obtained in this way to calculate a F-measure, we find that the F-measure
is has a maximum value of 0.786 at DF=0.2 and Max=40.

2.5 experiments in a second domain: football players

To test the generality of our method, we tested the iterative method on a similar
relation instantiation task in a different domain. As our domain, we chose the
football (soccer) domain, a popular domain for Ontology Learning and Population
methods (eg. [Weber and Buitelaar, 2006]). We use the method to extract instances
of a relation between football clubs and players. In the next sections, we give
a more precise description of the task, we present the experimental setup and
present the results.

2.5.1 Task Description

Unlike the cultural heritage experiments, the ‘ontology’ and the knowledge base
consisting of the instances that are being used in the experiments from this section
were created by hand specifically for this purpose. In the football domain, we
chose to extract instances of the has_player relation between Football Club (Ci)
and Football Player (Cj). Since there can be multiple relations between football
clubs and (former) players, we specify the intrinsic meaning of the relation as
including both current and past players for a the first team of that football club 4.

For our experiments, we populated the Football Club class with three Dutch
clubs as its instances: ‘Ajax’, ‘Feyenoord’ and ‘AZ’. We also populated the class
Football Player with 590 instances that we extracted from the Wikipedia page
listing the most well-known Dutch football players from the past and present5,

4 Other possible definitions of this relation include ’current players’, ’players and coaches’, ’current and
past players including players from youth teams’

5 http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lijst_van_Nederlandse_voetballers
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thus forming our Ij. Each football player instance has exactly one label, as
opposed to the artists example, where multiple labels were available for each
instance.

The relation instantiation task in this domain is to extract the correct instances
of the has_player relation between Football Club and Football Player,
starting from a seed set of example relation instances.

2.5.2 Experiment Setup and Evaluation

We use the iterative version of the method, as described in Section 2.3.2. For
each of the Football Club instances, we first manually constructed a seed set of
three well known football players of that club, from both past and present, that
were also in Ij. In Step 1, we extracted a working corpus of 1000 documents by
querying the Google search engine with the label of the football club instance.
In Step 2, we used the same Person Name Extractor and applied the same name
matching method as in the cultural heritage experiments to identify the instances
of Cj in the working corpus pages, although here we only have a single label for
each instance. We use equations 2.1 and 2.2 on each iteration to calculate the next
top candidate. For each of the three football clubs we evaluated the list that is the
result of 100 iterations.

Evaluation is considerably more straightforward in this specific task. Since
almost all of our candidates had a personal Wikipedia page listing their past and
present clubs, we used these pages to evaluate for each football club whether a
candidate football player is or was a player for that team. For the few players that
did not have a personal Wikipedia page, we verified the relation in one of the
first ten results from the Google search engine queried with both the player’s an
the team’s name.

Again, calculating recall is problematic since we do not know which subset of
Ij are correct candidates for a relation instance. Contrary to the previous experi-
ments, this time Wikipedia pages for the football clubs are available listing past
and present players for that club6. However, these are not completely exhaustive
and in validating the results from our experiments, we found a small number
instances that were evaluated as ’correct’ although they did not appear on this
list. Since we did want to calculate some form of recall, in these experiments,
we took the size of the intersection of this page and Ij as our gold standard to
calculate recall values. Although in theory this could lead to recall values larger
than 1, this did not occur.

2.5.3 Results

In Table 10, we first show the results for a single Football Club instance:
’Feyenoord’.

In Figure 6, we show the values for the F-measure after each iteration for
each of the three Football Club instances and the average of these values. The
value of the average F-measure reaches a maximum of 0.60 after 56 iterations.

6 http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lijst_van_voormalige_en_huidige_Feyenoordspelers
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Table 10: Top ranked candidate football players for the has_player relation for ’Feyenoord’
for the first 16 iterations

iteration candidate instance instance score correct

1 Erwin Koeman 8.73 1

2 Danny Buijs 9.13 1

3 Serginho Greene 8.15 1

4 Romeo Castelen 9.60 1

5 Patrick Lodewijks 11.00 1

6 Pascal Bosschaart 10.27 1

7 Patrick Paauwe 11.85 1

8 Ruud Gullit 10.86 1

9 Wim Jansen 12.33 1

10 Alfred Schreuder 11.10 1

11 Paul Bosvelt 11.16 1

12 Ronald Koeman 11.29 1

13 Dirk Kuijt 9.86 1

14 Patrick Kluivert 9.00 0

15 Coen Moulijn 8.10 1

16 Johan Cruijff 7.56 1

... ... ... ...

The individual F-measure maximums of instances ‘Feyenoord’ and ‘Ajax’ are
higher than that of ‘AZ’ (respectively 0.73, 0.75 and 0.58). Also, the maximum of
both ‘Feyenoord’ and ‘Ajax’ occurs after more iterations than the maximum of
‘AZ’. This can be explained by the fact that the former teams have been popular
for a longer period of time than ‘AZ’ and therefore have a larger number of
well-known past and present players. Recall therefore reaches a high value only
later on in the iterative process, influencing the F-measure accordingly. We also
examined the effect of the threshold parameters in these experiments. Other than
in Table 9, we list the F-measure for a number of combinations of DF and Max
in Table 11. We find the maximum F-measure value at DF = 0.2 and Max = 60.
The value of 0.618 is slightly higher than the 0.60 found without the threshold
parameters. At these values, the method stops adding candidates for ‘AZ’ after
47 iterations and for the other two instances after 60 iterations. Note that in
this domain, we find values of the F-measure comparable to the experiments in
sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3. We observe that the maximum value of the F-measure in
these experiments occurs at the same value for DF as that of the experiments in
Section 2.4.

2.6 comparison to the normalized google distance method

We are not aware of any state-of-the-art systems or methods that tackle the
exact same task as our method as described in section 2.2. However, we are
able to compare the result of using our proposed evidence measure as opposed
to a state-of-the-art redundancy based measure, the Normalized Google Distance.
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Figure 6: Average F-measure values for the three Football Club instances

Table 11: Average value for the F-measure for the three Football Clubs

Max

DF 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

0.0 0.346 0.443 0.503 0.581 0.597 0.593 0.574 0.590 0.586 0.564

0.1 0.346 0.443 0.503 0.581 0.597 0.593 0.574 0.590 0.586 0.558

0.2 0.346 0.443 0.503 0.581 0.602 0.618 0.614 0.614 0.614 0.614

0.3 0.346 0.443 0.503 0.571 0.574 0.574 0.574 0.574 0.574 0.574

0.4 0.314 0.356 0.376 0.394 0.394 0.394 0.394 0.394 0.394 0.394

0.5 0.314 0.349 0.334 0.334 0.334 0.334 0.334 0.334 0.334 0.334

0.6 0.314 0.345 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333
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Normalized Google Distance (NGD) was proposed by Cilibrasi and Vitanyi [2004]
as a measure for the semantic distance between two terms. It uses the Google
search engine to estimate the number of hits for each of the two terms and the
combination of the terms. The semantic distance between two terms x and y is
defined as:

NGD(x,y) =
max(logf(x), logf(y)) − logf(x,y)

logN−min(logf(x), logf(y))
(2.3)

where f(x) denotes the number of pages containing x, and f(x,y) denotes the
number of pages containing both x and y, as reported by Google. N is the total
number of webpages that Google indexes.

Although NGD is a measure for semantic relatedness of terms rather than
ontological instances, Cilibrasi and Vitanyi in their paper argue that the NGD can
be used for Ontology Learning and/or Population and present some examples.

For comparing the two methods, we chose the task from the experiment as
described in Section 2.4. However, there are two main problems for Normalized
Google Distance in handling the exact same task as our Redundancy Method.

The first problem is caused by the large number of Artist instances in the
ULAN, that is 255.000. For a single Art Style, NGD requires two Google queries
for each Artist instance to determine the semantic distance between the Art Style
and the Artist. Geleijnse et al. [2006] identify as the Google complexity of a
measure. The large number of queries combined with the restrictions the Google
search engine imposes on automated queries does not allow us to calculate the
Normalized Google Distance between all Art Styles and all Artists. To be able
to make a comparison between the results of our measure and NGD, we only
calculated the NGD between an Art Style and the first 40 Artists that our method
returned for that Art Style (i.e. the results from step 2 in our algorithm).

A second issue to address is for a single Artist instance what the exact term
should be to query Google. As our method uses the complete instance with all its
preferred and non-preferred labels from the AAT, we would like for NGD to also
use all available textual information. Therefore, for a single AAT instance, we
presented Google with a binary query consisting of the disjunction of all these
labels7, resulting in the value for f(x). For f(y), we also used the disjunction of
the labels of each of the ten art styles from Section 2.4.4. For f(x,y), we combined
these two queries using Google’s ‘AND’ operator. With these three values, we
calculate the NGD value for the 40 Art Style-Artist pairs. In Table 12 we show
the first ten artists according to the ranking by NGD for the art style ‘Neue
Sachlichkeit’. We compared the resulting rank ordering by distance to our own
results. For this we used Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient [Lehmann and
D’Abrera, 1998] (denoted by ρ).

In Table 13, we list the value of ρ between our ranking and the ranking
produced by NGD for 10 art styles. With N=40 and a significance level of 0.05,
positive correlations are significant if ρ > 0.304. Observe that the rankings of only
four of the ten art styles are significantly positively correlated with the rankings
from the Redundancy method.

7 e.g. ("van Gogh, Vincent" OR "Vincent van Gogh" OR "V. van Gogh")
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Table 12: First 16 results from the resulting NGD rank ordering for the art style ‘Neue
Sachlichkeit’, including NGD value and the evaluation (compare to Table 7).
ρ=0.208

rank NGD rank NGD value correct

1 Pablo Picasso 0.000 1

2 Matthias Grunewald 0.036 0

3 Max Beckmann 0.355 1

4 Otto Griebel 0.357 1

5 Ernst Ludwig Kirchner 0.385 0

6 Adof Uzarski 0.416 1

7 Heinrich von Campendonk 0.428 0

8 Karl Hubbuch 0.437 1

9 Paula Modersohn-Becker 0.438 0

10 Alexander Kanoldt 0.442 1

11 Carl Grossberg 0.457 1

12 Conrad Felix Muller 0.459 1

13 Rudolf Schlichter 0.466 1

14 Paul Klee 0.481 0

15 Georg Scholz 0.493 1

16 Edvard Munch 0.527 0

... ... ... ...

Table 13: Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient (ρ) between the rankings produced by
the Redundancy Method and the NGD-based method, for each of the ten art
styles

art style ρ

Art Deco -0.075

Art Nouveau 0.054

Cubist 0.338

Dada 0.497

Expressionist 0.075

Impressionist 0.486

Neo-Impressionist 0.296

Neue Sachlichkeit 0.208

Surrealist 0.340

Fauve -0.178

average: 0.204
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Figure 7: Precision with respect to the ranking position for the Redundancy Method and
Normalized Google Distance for the ‘Neue Sachlichkeit’ art style.

Since our threshold parameters do not apply to the Normalized Google Dis-
tance, we are not able to reproduce Table 9 for NGD. To compare the NGD and
Redundancy Method rankings for one art style, we determined the precision at
each ranking position for both methods. For ‘Neue Sachlichkeit’, we show this in
Figure 7. Since both methods rank the same 40 instances, their precision at rank
40 is the equal.

Since both rankings use the same 40 artists, the resulting precision at position
40 is equal. However, in the case of ‘Neue Sachlichkeit’, the precision of the
Redundancy Method is equal or greater than that of NGD at all positions of the
ranking. Figure 8 plots the precision averaged over all ten art styles with respect
to the ranking position. The graph shows that in these experiments, the average
precision of the Redundancy Method at every position of the rankings is higher
than the NGD’s precision at the same position.

2.7 related work

Recent research presents multiple systems and method for the extraction of
information including relations from the Web using redundancy. An example
of such a system is the Armadillo system [Ciravegna et al., 2004]. Armadillo
is designed to model a domain and construct a knowledge base by extracting
information from the World Wide Web. It uses different modules to extract entities
and objects and find relations between them. The Armadillo method starts with a
seed set, extracted from highly structured and easily minable domain sources such
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Figure 8: Average Precision with respect to the ranking of the ten art styles for the Redun-
dancy Method and Normalized Google Distance

as lists or databases. It then uses bootstrapping to train more complex modules
to extract information from other sources. Evidence from different sources is
combined, thus exploiting the redundancy of information on the Web. Contrary
to our method, Armadillo does not require a complete list of instances and it does
extract new instances from the web. However, for each new domain, a different
Armadillo application is created and valuable Web Services for that domain
have to be manually identified (such as the CiteSeer web site for modeling the
Computer Science domain). Our method does not use domain specific extraction
modules but instead uses a form of similarity-based reasoning on a working
corpus extracted using Google. In the method proposed by Cimiano et al. [2004],
evidence from heterogeneous sources is combined to extract taxonomic relations
between concepts. One of these sources is the result of applying Hearst patterns
on the Web. For a set of concepts a number of queries that use predefined
patterns such as ‘C1 such as X’and ‘C2 such as X’ are formed. It then uses the
Google hitcounts for those queries as evidence for taxonomic relations between
the concepts. As an example, if the query ‘C1 such as X’ generates a higher Google
hit count than ‘C2 such as X’, X is more likely to be a subclass of C1 than of C2.
The method, through the use of Google, also uses redundancy and combines
evidence from multiple sources to enrich an ontology. However, in contrast to
our method, the method of Cimiano et al. uses (handcrafted) patterns and is only
used to extract "is_a" relations.

A number of methods for the automatic extraction of relation instances differ
from our method in that they use patterns for the extraction. The DIPRE system
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by Brin [1998] is an early example of how with bootstrapping techniques a
small set of related pairs can be expanded to larger lists. This system identifies
hypertext patterns that express the target relation. These patterns are learned for
individual web pages. In SnowBall [Agichtein and Gravano, 2000], a named entity
recognizer is combined with bootstrapping techniques to construct patterns for
web Information Extraction. The idea of combining patterns and bootstrapping is
also used in the paper by Geleijnse and Korst [2005]. They present an automatic
and domain-independent method for ontology population by querying Google.
They also combine evidence from multiple sources (i.e. Google excerpts) and use
a form of bootstrapping that enables the method to start with a small seed set.
The method differs from our method in that it currently uses handcrafted rules
to extract these instances. In [Geleijnse et al., 2006], the method by Geleijnse and
Korst and a slightly modified version of our method are compared.

The KnowItAll system [Etzioni et al., 2005] aims to automatically extract ‘facts’
(instances) from the web autonomously and domain-independently. The method,
unlike our method, uses hyponym patterns such as Hearst patterns [Hearst,
1992] to extract instances. It starts with universal extraction patterns and uses
grammar induction algorithms [Crescenzi and Mecca, 2004] to learn more specific
extraction patterns. In combination with techniques that exploit list structures
the method is able to extract information from heterogeneous sources. Downey
et al. [2005] use a probabilistic model based on redundancy of information on the
Web to evaluate results extracted by the KnowItAll system.

In general, our method differs significantly from the methods described above
in that we do not extract new instances but only extract relations between known
instances. Therefore, the task our method is designed for is in that way more
restricted than for the methods described in this section that do extract new
instances.

We here present a semi-supervised method, which uses a small set of labeled
instances to learn more relation instances. In general, for Information Extraction
tasks, effective supervised methods exist such as described by Bunescu and
Mooney [2006] or Zelenko et al. [2003]. These methods however require significant
amounts of examples to learn from.

2.8 conclusions and further research

We presented a generic, domain-independent method for relation instantiation,
a subtask of ontology population. Our method uses co-occurrence of relation
instances on Web documents and exploits the redundancy of information on
the Web to find new relation instances. The relation instantiation method we
propose in this chapter does not use the label of the specific relation. It is based
on the extension of the relation in the form of the seed set. If multiple, different
relations would exist between two classes then the effect of the method depends
on the extent to which the seed set separates the two relations. Documents with
higher percentage of instances in the seed set will receive a higher Document
Score leading to higher Instance Scores for the correct right hand side instances.
Between the concepts from our experiments, no obvious other relations than
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the target relation (has_artist and has_player) existed that adhered to all
assumptions from Section 2.2 and we did not conduct any experiments to test the
level with which the method is able to distinguish between two or more relations
between the same classes.

In the task description in Section 2.2, we define relation instantiation as finding
the relations between instances in a knowledge base. However, the method
described in this chapter could also be used to extract the instance_of relation
between a (new) labeled class and a set of instances, this would expand the task
to include classification. If, for example, ULAN is expanded with the concept
‘Impressionist Artist’ as a subclass of ‘Artist’, the method could be used to find
the instances of this new concept in almost the same way as was done in Section
2.4. However, in this chapter we used the method to extract instances of relations
between instances only.

To test the performance of the method, we used it in a number of experiments
to extract instances of the Artist-Art Style relation. This was done using actual
ontologies from the cultural heritage domain. Results show a tradeoff of precision
and the number of correct extractions analogous to the precision/recall tradeoff.
Considering the method uses very generic methods and intuitive ranking scores,
the results are encouraging but also suggest that further processing of the results
could improve the relation instantiation. For example, the top of the resulting
ranking lists could be considered as hypothesis relations, where other methods
could be used to verify this hypothesis. The relations could also be verified using
other knowledge from the ontology. For the Art Style-Artist relation, biographical
information such as birth- and death-dates could prove to be helpful. The same
could hold for geographical knowledge about the style and artist. In this chapter,
we do not use any knowledge stored in the ontology in the extraction process
other than the different labels of an instance. In Chapter 5, we provide an example
general guidelines on how ontological background knowledge can be used to aid
the relation instantiation process.

For the aforementioned MultimediaN E-Culture application, The 247 Art Style-
Artist relation instances found in Experiment 4 that were evaluated as ‘correct’
were added to the knowledge base. This knowledge base is used in the current
implementation of the demo application8. Analysis of the documents from which
information was extracted showed that the documents were highly heterogeneous
in structure. Some documents were essays and consisted of free text while other
documents such as art prints web shops featured list structures. Also, content
was extracted from pages in a language different from English.

Improvement in the Person Name Extraction module or combining different
Person Name Extractors could improve the extraction. Using a different, less
strict named-entity matching procedure is also a possible improvement. Also,
other measures for the Document Score and Instance Score could be considered.

To show that the method works in a different domain, the method was also
used to extract instances of the Football Club-Player relation in the football
domain. The performance of the method is similar across both domains.

8 The demo application can be found at http://e-culture.multimedian.nl
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The assumptions in Section 2.2 give an indication for the types of specific
relation extraction tasks for which this method is useful: The second and third
assumptions state that lists or gazetteers of right-hand side instances must be
available for the task. This limits the method to domains where such lists exists
and its elements can be found in texts using NER(-like) methods (geographical
locations, person names, movies, etc.). The fourth assumption requires that in
multiple documents in the corpus, multiple instances will be encountered. And
because we rely on redundancy and co-occurrence, the method will not work if
the target relation is only very sparsely represented in the corpus. This restricts
the method to domains where the target elements are redundantly available.
When extracting from the Web, a significant number of web pages will have to
be available with the target instances. As an example, our method will be useful
for extracting relations instances for relatively well known people but not for
unknown people. In general, our method will be useful for instantiating relations
between instances that occur in large numbers on the web and will be not so
useful for more obscure instances.

The ranking procedure used by the method is compared to that of the Normal-
ized Google Distance, a method for determining the semantic distance between
two terms. We find that our ranking outperforms the Normalized Google Distance
ranking.

An obvious direction for further research is to test this method on more
domains where relations that satisfy our assumptions are to be instantiated. An
example could be geography (eg. which cities are located in a country). In both
of the relation instantiation tasks described in this chapter, we extracted the same
type of right-hand side candidates: persons. Extracting instances of relations with
different range types such as ‘cities’ in the aforementioned task could also be an
interesting test case for this method.
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E X T R A C T I N G H I S T O R I C A L T I M E P E R I O D S F R O M T H E
W E B

In this chapter we present an automatic method for the extraction of time
periods related to ontological concepts from the web. The method consists of
two parts: an Information Extraction phase and a Semantic Representation
phase. In the Information Extraction phase, temporal information about
events that are associated with the target instance are extracted from web
documents. The resulting distribution is normalized and a model is fitted to
it. This distribution is then converted into a semantic representation in the
second phase. We present the method and describe experiments where time
periods for four different types of concepts are extracted and converted to a
time representation vocabulary, based on the TIMEX2 annotation standard.

The first part of this chapter is based on a paper coauthored with Maarten
van Someren and Bob Wielinga, "Extracting Art Style Periods from the
Web" [de Boer et al., 2006c], which was presented at the ESWC 2006
Workshop on Mastering the Gap: From Information Extraction to Semantic
Representation, Budva, Montenegro, June 12, 2006. A version of this chapter,
coauthored with Maarten van Someren and Bob Wielinga, has been accepted
for publication in the Journal of the American Society for Information Science
and Technology (JASIST).

3.1 introduction

Temporal knowledge is of great value for many types of information systems
[Alonso et al., 2007]. Often the information need of a user is subject to temporal
constraints (e.g. "retrieve all newspaper headlines concerning financial crises
between the First and Second World War"). Systems that employ some form of
temporal reasoning are capable of retrieving the right results for such queries.
Especially in the cultural heritage domain, a number of concepts can be identified
that have associated time periods such as art styles and artists. Temporal knowl-
edge can here for instance be used in a system to verify relations (if Picasso is
born in 1881 it is unlikely that he was associated with the 17th Century ’Baroque’
art style). Other concepts that can also be enriched with temporal information in-
clude wars and general historical periods. Enriching the existing ontologies with
temporal information will allow more elaborate temporal reasoning, retrieval and
browsing in systems using these ontologies.

41
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Such explicit temporal knowledge is not always present in the background
information used by the system. Therefore methods that automatically enrich this
background information with temporal information are needed. Most current
temporal information extraction systems aim to identify specific temporal expres-
sions in the natural language text and relate these to events [Mani, 2003]. These
systems focus mainly on the English language news domain, where temporal
information is very often and explicitly included in the documents. They are not
designed for using temporal information to enrich ontologies.

In this chapter, we present an automatic approach for extracting temporal
information for arbitrary concepts. More specifically, we extract the time period
associated with a historical concept. We do not aim to extract this period from
specific documents or from a certain corpus, but rather from the Web as a whole.
In our approach we aggregate the temporal information from different documents
to produce a description of the time period associated with a historical concept.
Our temporal Information Extraction method that again exploits redundancy
of information about a target time period for a concept. In a second phase, this
temporal information is translated into semantic ontology constructs denoting
the time period.

The aim of this investigation is to develop a language-independent method for
the extraction of time periods, rather than a language-specific method. For this
reason we avoid more elaborate patterns and use short, language-independent
regular expressions to extract a large number of years from a larger working
corpus, loosely describing the target instance. The extracted years are com-
bined to determine the resulting time period of the target instance. This coarse
method of extraction ensures that the method is language, structure- and domain-
independent. Through the combination of redundant temporal information, we
can compensate for the initial drop in precision resulting from the coarse methods.

A problem that exists for automatic ontology enrichment in general is how to
translate extracted information into the predefined vocabulary of the target ontol-
ogy. A lot of Information Extraction methods output the retrieved information
with a degree of (un)certainty. At the same time, in most basic ontologies, thesauri
or structured vocabularies, knowledge is represented in discrete form so that any
statement can be determined as being either true or false. There exists a ‘Semantic
Gap’ between the statistical and often inconsistent information in corpora and the
certain and consistent knowledge of the target ontologies. In this chapter we show
how the statistical model resulting from our temporal Information Extraction
phase can be transformed to discrete time period representations that still capture
the fuzzy nature of the extracted time period.

In Section 3.2, we describe the temporal ontology enrichment task and give an
overview of the whole method. In Sections 3.3 and 3.4, we describe and evaluate
the two different parts of the method. In Section 3.5 we discuss related work. The
conclusions are presented in Section 3.6.
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3.2 task and method

We first describe our specific temporal ontology enrichment task in more detail
and then provide the general approach and our main assumptions for this task.

We have a partly populated ontology with a concept C that has a specific
relation to a time interval (a time period). This period is represented in some
way in the ontology. We have a number of subconcepts or instances of C: i1, i2, ...,
each having one or more description labels. For each of these instances, the task
is to extract from the web the correct period related to it and to add it to the
ontology in the representation used by the target ontology. We make three main
assumptions.

• In the ontology, there is only one period related to each instance. With the
method described below, we can only extract one time period per instance.
In some cases, when one related period falls within a second, larger related
period, we can use a method parameter to identify either the former or the
latter. In Section 3.3.5.4, we give an example of this.

• We can extract a relatively unambiguous working corpus from the Web
using the instance’s labels in the ontology. This working corpus must
contain a significant amount of documents about the target instance and its
associated events.

• For each period it is possible to extract moments within this interval (e.g.
years, days or minutes) from the Web. We assume that C is characterized
by a number of events that are associated with these moments (these events
need not to be specified in the ontology). The granularity of the moments
that need to be extracted depends on the length and nature of the time
period. In the case of art styles, the events are creation dates of paintings,
exhibitions or similar events, for which we can extract a single year from
documents. For shorter periods, months, days or even hours or minutes
might be used. We here focus only on larger periods and therefore extract
only years to determine the time periods.

We identify two main phases in this temporal ontology enrichment task. The
first is an Information Extraction phase in which temporal information is ex-
tracted from the web. In the second phase, this information is translated to the
representation for time periods that is used in the target ontology. We therefore
also split up our approach into two separate phases:

1. In the Information Extraction phase, we extract the distribution of individual
moments through the use of simple regular expressions. From the results,
we identify the years that are particularly correlated with the target instance
i by normalizing the extracted frequencies through the use of a general
distribution of these moments. On these normalized data points, we then
fit a simple statistical model. This fitted model describes the time period for
the target instance and is the output of the Information Extraction phase.
In Section 3.3, we describe the Information Extraction phase in more detail
and give a quantitative evaluation of this phase.
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Figure 9: Outline of the Information Extraction phase

2. In the semantic representation phase, this model is then used to formalize the
period in the form in which it is to be represented in the target ontology.
The exact method of producing these representations from the extracted
information is dependent on the chosen temporal representation. In Section
3.4, we describe a number of possible representations and elaborate on
the methods to rewrite the extracted model to these representations. For a
representation of time periods based on the TIMEX2 standard[Ferro et al.,
2005], we provide a small set of transformation rules. We then evaluate the
ontology enrichment process as a whole by generating representations in
the TIMEX2 format and having them assessed by non-expert evaluators.

3.3 the information extraction phase

For the extraction of the periods, we do not employ domain- or structure-specific
Information Extraction techniques such as the use of patterns or Natural Lan-
guage Processing techniques. The effectiveness of these methods is often depen-
dent on the specific domain and the structure of the documents in the corpus
used. Instead, we use a very simple domain- and structure-independent method
that extracts occurrences of moments (in our case years) from documents on the
Web that are retrieved by querying the Google search engine with the labels of
the concept that is to be enriched. We exploit the assumption that the distribution
of moments in these documents is different from the distribution of moments in
the whole of the Web and that we can find the target time period by comparing
the two distributions. To further clarify this, we present a detailed description of
the Information Extraction phase in the next section.

3.3.1 Information Extraction method overview

In Figure 9, we present the method used to extract the distribution of years.
To construct a working corpus from Web documents, we use the labels (using

synonyms when available) of the instance that is to be enriched (the target
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instance). For the retrieval step we use the search engine Google1. We construct a
disjunctive search query by taking all labels of the instance and connecting them
with Google’s binary search operator "OR". This query is passed to Google and
we download the first N documents as our working corpus. N is a parameter of
the method, in the experiments described below, we used N=1000.

3.3.2 Year extraction

In the next step of the algorithm, we extract occurrences of moments from the
documents using a single simple regular expression. As we have discussed earlier,
we here only consider the case where the level of granularity is years, as we will be
extracting periods spanning multiple years. We extract four consecutive integers,
followed by a punctuation mark or a whitespace. In the experiments described
below, we only extracted the years between 1000 and 2000 AD since we did not
experiment with target instances with an expected time period before 1000 AD.
For each of the extracted years, we denote the frequency of the occurrences in all
documents of the working corpus. These frequencies make up the ‘raw data’ for
the target instance.

This simple, coarse extraction rule will extract years that are not part of the
target period such as years in copyright notices or publication years of books
about a concept. In other words it will retrieve a lot of false positives. At the
same time, the simple regular expression will miss more elaborate temporal
declarations that more fine-grained methods might be able to extract. Of course,
different additional patterns that extract temporal descriptions can be used to
extract even more instances. Examples are patterns like "the NNth Century" or
"the NNNNs". However, these more elaborate patterns will make the method
more language-dependent and will require additional processing, making the
method more complex. We assume however, that the use of a simple method
and the use of a normalization procedure, combined with fitting an appropriate
statistical model on the data will result in acceptable performance. We do not
make any assumptions about the language or the structure of the documents, the
nature of the target concepts or the domain. The exploitation of the redundancy of
information on the Web through the use of this simple method on a large number
of web documents makes the whole approach independent on the language and
structure of the corpus.

3.3.3 Normalization

In the normalization step, we attempt to lower the frequencies of years that have
a high frequency but do not belong to the target time period. Inspection of the
raw data shows that besides years from the target period, very recent years (2005,
2006, etc.) and years that are ‘round numbers’ (1500, 1600, etc) generally have
a very high frequency. These high frequencies can be considered as noise. The
top left graph of Figure 10 shows an example frequency distribution of years for

1 http://www.google.com/
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Figure 10: The normalization process of the raw frequency data for the example ‘Baroque’

the concept ’Baroque’: besides the higher frequencies for years around 1650, the
noise can also be seen in the second peak.

We assume that this noise is evenly distributed among random web pages. We
can therefore remove this noise by normalize the data by the distribution of years
on the whole Web. For this we use the Google hit count distribution for the years.
This distribution is shown in the bottom-left graph of Figure 10. As can be seen
in this figure, the Google hit count distribution of years does indeed have the
expected high peaks at recent years and round numbers.

We normalize the data by dividing the frequency of each year by the Google hit
count for that year. This effectively filters out the noise peaks. The rightmost graph
in Figure 10 shows the resulting distribution after the normalization step for the
’Baroque’ example. The noise peak is removed and the correct high frequencies
around the year 1650 are retained.

3.3.4 Model fitting

In the final step, we fit a model to the data using a numerical fitting procedure.
Since we know that periods are sets of connected years, fitting an appropriate
model to the data will eliminate any ‘outliers’ and provide us with a short
description of the period (the optimal model parameters). To fit the model
to the normalized data, we minimize the sum of square root errors between
the data points and the model function value. To determine an appropriate
model, we experimented with four different candidate models. All four models
originate from an intuitive notion of how moments could be related to the periods.
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Examples of these models for the target instance ‘Baroque’ are shown in Figure
11. The candidate models are:

• A ‘block’ model. The block model corresponds with the intuitive notion
that time periods are discrete intervals with a start and an end year (e.g.
a moment is either inside or outside the time period). The block model
has three parameters: µb and σb, which correspond to center of the period
and half of the period’s length respectively and fb, which is used to fit the
height of the block function to the specific frequencies (see Figure 11(a)).
The block model is defined by:

gb(x) =

{
fb if µb − σb 6 x 6 µb + σb

0 otherwise
(3.1)

• A normal distribution. This corresponds to the notion that time periods
can be more or less ‘fuzzy’ and that the target instance has a temporal
‘peak’ and a vague start and end year (see Figure 11(b)). This model also
has three parameters (µn and σn for the mean and standard deviation of
the normal distribution and fn, to again fit the height of the distribution to
the frequencies) and is given by:

gn(x) = fn · norm(µn,σn) (3.2)

• A ‘triangular’ model. This model also allows for more ‘fuzzy’ time periods.
But unlike the previous model, the start and end of a period can have
different ‘slopes’. This can be used to also model time periods that have a
gradual beginning but a more definite end or vice versa. This model has
four parameters: µf1 for the ‘peak’ of the period, σl,f1,σr,f1 determine the
base of the left and right slopes respectively and ff1 is used to vary the
height of the peak (see Figure 11(c)).

• A ‘trapezoid’ model, which is essentially the triangular model with the
addition of a central period. With this most elaborate model, we are able
to model time periods that have starts and ends with different fuzziness
independent of the total length of the period. This trapezoid model has five
parameters: µf2 for the center of the central period, σc,f2, which determines
the length of the central period (in the same way as the sigma parameter in
the block model, σl,f2 and σr,f2 which are used to determining the base
of the left and right slope respectively and finally the ff2 parameter to
determine the height of the central plateau (see Figure 11(d)).

To find out which of these models produced the best result, we selected ten
art styles2, extracted the frequency data and fitted the models to this data. The
fitting procedure was done using MS Excel’s LP-solver, minimizing the sum
of the Squared Errors between the model function value and the normalized
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Figure 11: The best fits for the block model(a), the normal distribution (b), triangular (c) and
trapezoid (d) models on the frequency data for the instance ‘Baroque’ (which
approximately lasted during the 17th Century). For each model, the optimal
parameter values are shown.
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Table 14: Averages of the Sum of Squared Errors for the four tested models.

Block model 4.18

Normal distribution 2.70

Triangular model 2.99

Trapezoid model 2.77

frequency data. In Figure 11, we show the best fitting models for the data of a
single instance, the art style ‘Baroque’.

In Table 14, we list the averages of the Sum of Squared Error for the ten art
styles. The relatively high error for the Block model is in contrast with the initial
intuition that most time periods are discrete and have a definite start and end
date. When we examine the web pages from the working corpus, we found that
many time periods are indeed very fuzzily defined. The exact periods of many of
the cultural heritage concepts or historical periods are often under discussion and
do not have discrete start and end dates. This holds even for wars. For example,
proposed starting years for World War II include 1931, 1937 and 1939

3.
Of the three fuzzy models, the normal distribution has the best average errors

although the differences are very small. The models’ ability to accurately model
the data is about equal. However, considering that the normal distribution is with
only three parameters the simplest of the three, we decided to use the normal
distribution as the model used in the fitting step of the Information Extraction
phase. The output of the Information Extraction phase therefore consists of the
values of two of the model parameters resulting from the best fit: µ and σ. The
value for the third parameter, the factor f is discarded, since it only indicates the
number of years found and not the distribution across the time line.

3.3.5 Experiments

To evaluate the performance of the Information Extraction phase, we performed
experiments where we extracted time periods for four different concepts with
historical time periods: art styles, historical periods, wars and artists. In each of
the following sections, we describe the extraction phase, the evaluation and the
results for these concepts.

3.3.5.1 Art styles

We chose to use art styles defined in the Art and Architecture Thesaurus (AAT)
[The Getty Foundation, 2000a], a cultural heritage vocabulary used in the Multi-
mediaN E-Culture tool [Schreiber et al., 2008]. We manually selected 20 instances
of the Art Style concepts from the AAT to be enriched with a time period. The
20 selected art styles include the ten art styles from Section 3.3.4. For each of

2 Art Deco, Art Nouveau, Baroque, Cubist, Dada, Expressionism, Impressionism, Neo-Impressionism,
Neue Sachlichkeit and Surrealism

3 found on one web page: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II, retrieved May 2006
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these art styles, we retrieved a working corpus, extracted the year occurrences
and fitted the normal distribution to the data.

Of the 20 art styles, we discarded two after the fitting phase since the resulting
model fit was very obviously unfeasible. This bad fitting model had different
causes for the two art styles. The art style aat:Symbolist did not produce a
corpus with pages about the art style Symbolism. Instead, the extracted corpus
consisted mainly of documents describing other concepts than the art style, for
example cultural symbolism, symbolism in dreams and so on. Here, the concept
labels (‘Symbolism’ and ‘Symbolist’) are clearly not specific enough to extract
a good corpus. The ambiguous corpus leads to an ‘unfocused’ set of extracted
years, which led to an obvious low quality fit of the model to the data. The
second problematic art style, ‘Neue Sachlichkeit’, produced a bad fit because of
the very low amount of web pages with years about that art style on the Web.
This again led to an unfocused distribution of extracted years and a very bad
model fit. In both cases, the quality of the corpus could be improved by query
expansion techniques using either concepts higher up in the taxonomic structure
of the ontology or by consulting other sources such as WordNet [Fellbaum,
1998]. In our experiment, we manually removed these two art styles, but an
automated approach to this filtering would be relatively easy to implement, since
the resulting model fit is very obviously unfeasible in the sense that it either has
a very high error or it has extreme values for the model parameters.

The results for the remaining 18 AAT styles can be found in Table 15. The
distributions found for each art style are listed in terms of µ and σ in the second
and third column of that table.

Evaluation For the evaluation of the found distributions we constructed a gold
standard. We consulted the art style pages of six different encyclopedic web
sites4. From these pages, we manually extracted the period of the art style as
determined in those documents. However, for most art styles, the web sites do
not provide clear start and end dates. Usually only vague indications are given.
As an example: The period of Baroque was noted as ‘The style started around
1600,...’ (www.wikipedia.org) and ‘... originated in Rome at the beginning of the
17th century...’ (www.artchive.org). To quantitatively evaluate our method we
need clear start and end dates. We therefore used a fixed set of rules for rewriting
these vague notions to clear start and end dates. For instance the phrase ‘started
at the beginning of the 17th century’ was interpreted as ‘has start date 1600’ etc.
If a page did not list any duration for an art style, we did not consider that page
for the art style. For each art style, we took the average of the start and end dates
collected in this way as our ‘gold standard’.

We then compared our distribution to this gold standard in two ways. We
firstly compared the found mean µ to the gold standard mean. Secondly we
compared the period length, determined by the found σ, to the start and end
dates of the period. For readability, these two evaluations are shown in separate
tables.

First, we compared for each art style the found mean, µ, to the mean of the
start and end date of the gold standard. In Table 15, we list this gold standard

4 www.wikipedia.org, www.artcyclopedia.com, www.artlex.com, www.artchive.com,
www.encyclopedia.com and www.britannica.com, all retrieved May 2006
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Table 15: The 18 Art Styles, with the values for µ and σ that produced the best fit and
evaluation of µ to the gold standard (GS) means

art style µ σ GS: mean error rel. error

Abstract Exp. 1951.0 14.5 1955.0 -4.00 0.22

Art Deco 1928.1 9.3 1929.6 -1.44 0.08

Art Nouveau 1893.0 22.9 1894.1 -1.15 0.05

Baroque 1662.2 63.0 1663.1 -0.90 0.01

Bauhaus 1923.4 12.1 1926.0 -2.60 0.19

Counter-Reformation 1569.6 58.1 1576.4 -6.74 0.07

Cubist 1910.7 5.0 1914.3 -3.58 0.26

Dada 1917.5 3.5 1919.7 -2.13 0.29

Expressionist 1912.1 31.3 1921.8 -9.64 0.32

Fauve 1906.2 2.3 1905.8 0.44 0.06

Impressionist 1875.4 26.2 1877.2 -1.86 0.07

Mannerist 1552.6 53.2 1559.6 -6.96 0.10

Neo-Impressionist 1886.0 4.7 1885.5 0.46 0.07

Post-Impressionism 1881.2 31.5 1888.2 -6.95 0.30

Pre-Raphaelites 1857.9 31.9 1867.2 -9.28 0.25

Reformation 1541.4 33.9 1547.6 -6.22 0.08

Rococo 1738.7 41.0 1750.1 -11.31 0.14

Surrealist 1928.3 18.2 1937.0 -8.72 0.34

average: 0.16

mean and the error. We also list the error relative to the total length of the period
(according to our gold standard). This error measure corresponds to the intuition
that it is less severe to make an error of one year for longer periods than it is for
shorter ones. Averaged over all art styles, the error between the mean found in
our Information Extraction phase and the mean from our gold standard is 16%
of the total period length.

To evaluate the values of σ (the spread of the years associated with the art
styles), we also needed to construct a strict start and end date from this value
and compare it to the start and end dates of the gold standard. For this purpose,
we introduce a factor τ that we use to provide a single start and end date for each
extracted period of the art style: respectively µ− (τ · σ) and µ+ (τ · σ).

This τ is a parameter of the method. To find the optimal value for τ in this
experiment, we again used a numeric optimization procedure to minimize the
error between start and end dates constructed using this factor and those from
the gold standard. This optimal value of τ found for each art style ranged from
0.5 to 1.1 with an average of 0.81. In Table 16, we show the start and end dates we
obtained with τ = 0.81. These start and end years were compared to the start and
end dates from the gold standard. For each art style, we calculated the average
of the absolute errors for both dates. As with the means, we also calculated this
error relative to the total length of the art style according to our gold standard.
These values are also shown in Table 16. Averaged over all art styles the relative
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Table 16: Start and end dates for the 18 Art Styles (τ = 0.81) compared to the gold standard
(GS)

art style start end GS: start GS: end error rel. error

Abstract Exp. 1939.3 1962.7 1946.0 1964.0 4.00 0.22

Art Deco 1920.6 1935.7 1920.2 1939.0 1.90 0.10

Art Nouveau 1874.4 1911.6 1882.0 1906.3 6.45 0.27

Baroque 1611.1 1713.3 1593.0 1717.0 10.90 0.09

Bauhaus 1913.6 1933.2 1919.0 1933.0 2.80 0.20

Counter-Reformation 1522.5 1616.8 1528.8 1624.0 6.74 0.07

Cubist 1906.6 1914.7 1907.3 1921.2 3.58 0.26

Dada 1914.7 1920.4 1916.0 1923.3 2.13 0.29

Expressionist 1886.8 1937.5 1906.5 1937.0 10.11 0.33

Fauve 1904.4 1908.0 1902.0 1909.5 1.92 0.26

Impressionist 1854.1 1896.6 1864.2 1890.3 8.21 0.32

Mannerist 1509.5 1595.7 1526.2 1593.0 9.70 0.15

Neo-Impressionist 1882.1 1889.8 1882.0 1889.0 0.46 0.07

Post-Impressionism 1855.7 1906.7 1876.7 1899.7 14.00 0.61

Pre-Raphaelites 1832.0 1883.7 1848.3 1886.0 9.28 0.25

Reformation 1513.9 1568.8 1508.4 1586.8 11.73 0.15

Rococo 1705.5 1772.0 1709.3 1790.8 11.31 0.14

Surrealist 1913.5 1943.1 1924.0 1950.0 8.72 0.34

average: 0.23

error is 0.23, indicating that on average, the start and end dates differ by 23% of
the total length from the gold standard.

3.3.5.2 Historical Periods

For our second experiment, we chose 20 historical periods, which we selected
from the Wikipedia page about historical periods5. This page also provided us
with a gold standard to which our results can be evaluated. After the model fitting
step, we removed five of the periods since they showed a very bad fitting model
with extreme values for µ and σ. Again, this was caused by either ambiguous
concept labels (‘Age of Discovery’, ‘Early Modern Period’ and ‘Modern Era’)
or not enough relevant documents that could be retrieved (‘Qing Dynasty’ and
‘Mughal Empire’). Of the 15 remaining historical periods, we again show first
the results of comparing the found means to the gold standard means in Table
17. We optimized the value for τ over all historical periods. For this experiment,
we found that a τ = 0.89 produced the overall best match to the gold standard.
This value is relatively close to the optimal τ found for art styles in the previous
section. In Table 18, we show the results of evaluating the found σ with respect
to the gold standard using this value for τ.

5 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_time_periods, retrieved May 2006
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Table 17: The 15 historical periods, with the values for µ and σ that produced the best fit
and evaluation of µ to the gold standard means

hist. period µ σ GS: mean error rel. error

Edwardian period 1906.7 15.3 1905.5 1.22 0.14

Elizabethan period 1585.7 37.4 1580.5 5.17 0.11

Georgian Era 1806.7 67.2 1772.0 34.71 0.30

Industrial Revolution 1809.8 63.5 1799.5 10.27 0.05

Interwar period 1930.9 13.3 1928.5 2.44 0.12

Jacobean Era 1628.3 25.4 1614.0 14.27 0.65

Late Middle Ages 1377.6 131.5 1400.0 -22.43 0.11

Machine Age 1929.2 31.4 1922.5 6.72 0.15

Meiji era 1879.5 27.4 1890.0 -10.51 0.24

Napoleonic Era 1809.1 8.4 1807.0 2.06 0.13

The Age of Enlightenment 1769.7 50.7 1749.5 20.22 0.20

The Protestant Reformation 1535.6 25.6 1549.5 -13.92 0.14

The Renaissance 1529.2 78.4 1449.5 79.72 0.27

Tokugawa shogunate 1763.8 192.4 1735.5 28.33 0.11

Victorian era 1863.8 32.6 1869.0 -5.16 0.08

average: 0.19

Table 18: Start and end dates for the 15 historical periods (τ = 0.89) compared to gold
standard

hist. period start end GS: start GS: end error rel. error

Edwardian period 1892.1 1921.3 1901 1910 12.84 1.00

Elizabethan period 1550.0 1621.3 1558 1603 12.95 0.23

Georgian Era 1742.7 1870.7 1714 1830 51.57 0.30

Industrial Revolution 1749.3 1870.3 1700 1899 70.70 0.22

Interwar period 1918.3 1943.6 1918 1939 3.08 0.12

Jacobean Era 1604.1 1652.5 1603 1625 15.75 0.65

Late Middle Ages 1252.4 1502.8 1300 1500 41.38 0.11

Machine Age 1899.3 1959.1 1900 1945 7.55 0.15

Meiji era 1853.4 1905.6 1868 1912 16.79 0.24

Napoleonic Era 1801.0 1817.1 1799 1815 3.39 0.13

The Age of Enlightenment 1721.5 1818.0 1700 1799 32.84 0.20

The Protestant Reformation 1511.2 1560.0 1500 1599 33.57 0.27

The Renaissance 1454.5 1603.9 1300 1599 160.80 0.27

Tokugawa shogunate 1580.6 1947.1 1603 1868 40.56 0.14

Victorian era 1832.8 1894.9 1837 1901 6.04 0.08

average: 0.23
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3.3.5.3 Wars

For the third experiment we selected 22 wars from the Wikipedia page listing a
number of wars6. Again, this also provided us with a gold standard. To test the
range of our extraction method, we also included a number of wars with a ‘Before
Christ’ period. For these wars, we used a different regular expression to extract
the years: three consecutive integers, followed by a whitespace, followed by "BC".
This introduces a language-specific element into the extraction procedure since
different languages have different ways of denoting these ‘B.C.’ dates. For these
wars, we extracted all B.C. dates between 1500 B.C. and 1 AD. The raw years
were normalized by their Google hitcounts as normal. We discarded a total of
seven wars after the model fitting step for the reasons described in the previous
sections. This leaves us with 15 wars, three of which are ‘B.C. wars’. We show the
results of the evaluation of the means in Table 19. The discrepancy between our
found mean and the gold standard mean is on average 19% of the length of the
war time period.

We optimized the value for τ for the A.D. and B.C. wars separately. The global
optimal value for A.D. wars was established at 0.72 whereas that of the B.C. wars
was found to be 0.78. Both values are slightly lower than the values found in the
previous experiments. In Table 20, we show the results of evaluating the found
σ with respect to the gold standard using these values for τ for all 15 wars. The
average error for the found start and end moments is 26% of the length of the
war.

3.3.5.4 Artists

The goal of the last experiments is to extract time periods for artists. Here we can
identify the problem that the first assumption from Section 3.2, that there is only
one period related to the instance is not satisfied. The time period for a historical
artist could refer to his or her life period but it might also refer to the period he
or she was active as an artist. The years that will be extracted will probably be
associated with events that occur during the active period of the artist. In general,
when extracting the time period of a historical person, we will extract years that
occur in the period of the life during which most of that person’s important
events will occur. In general, these events will occur in the middle of the person’s
life and will probably not involve the first or last 20 years or so of a persons life.
We therefore can expect a higher optimal value for τ than the previously found
values.

We manually chose 15 well-known artists from the Union List of Artist Names
(ULAN) [The Getty Foundation, 2000c], of which we had to discard three after
the model fitting step. For evaluation purposes, we assumed that the extracted
period corresponded to the life span of the artist. We constructed a gold standard
based on the artists’ pages from Wikipedia. In Table 21 we show the results of
evaluating the means.

As was expected, the optimal value of τ is indeed significantly larger than in
the previous experiments: 1.42. This indicates that, compared to the other three

6 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_wars, retrieved May 2006
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Table 19: The 15 wars, with the values for µ and σ that produced the best fit and evaluation
of µ to the gold standard means

war µ σ GS: mean error rel. error

A.D. wars

Eighty Years’ War 1593.0 67.4 1608 -15.02 0.19

Hundred Years’ War 1379.0 61.3 1395 -16.01 0.14

Hussite Wars 1424.3 11.4 1428 -3.74 0.23

Italian Wars 1524.1 43.2 1527 -2.43 0.04

Napoleonic Wars 1810.7 5.1 1809 1.75 0.15

Seminole Wars 1842.8 24.6 1838 5.25 0.13

Thirty Years’ War 1631.9 17.5 1633 -1.15 0.04

Uruguayan Civil War 1850.6 31.7 1845 5.65 0.47

Vietnam War 1967.0 4.7 1967 0.01 0.00

War of the Roses 1467.1 20.4 1470 -2.95 0.10

World War I 1916.5 2.4 1916 0.45 0.11

World War II 1942.4 2.6 1942 0.40 0.07

B.C. wars

Persian Wars 491.9 BC 9.6 489 BC -2.92 0.15

Punic Wars 228.8 BC 37.7 205 BC -23.77 0.20

Syrian Wars 262.8 BC 68.6 237 BC -25.84 0.35

average: 0.19

Table 20: Start and end dates for the 12 A.D. wars (τ = 0.72) and 3 B.C. wars (τ = 0.78)
compared to gold standard

war start end GS: start GS: end error rel. error

A.D. wars

Eighty Years’ War 1544.7 1641.3 1568 1648 26.67 0.19

Hundred Years’ War 1335.1 1422.9 1337 1453 16.97 0.14

Hussite Wars 1416.1 1432.4 1420 1436 5.67 0.23

Italian Wars 1493.1 1555.0 1494 1559 2.88 0.04

Napoleonic Wars 1807.1 1814.4 1803 1815 4.38 0.19

Seminole Wars 1825.1 1860.4 1817 1858 9.32 0.13

Thirty Years’ War 1619.3 1644.4 1618 1648 3.12 0.08

Uruguayan Civil War 1827.9 1873.4 1839 1851 22.26 1.39

Vietnam War 1963.7 1970.3 1959 1975 7.01 0.29

War of the Roses 1452.5 1481.6 1455 1485 4.22 0.10

World War I 1914.7 1918.2 1914 1918 0.80 0.11

World War II 1940.5 1944.3 1939 1945 1.92 0.19

B.C. wars

Persian Wars 499.4 BC 484.4 BC 499 BC 479 BC 3.13 0.15

Punic Wars 258.2 BC 199.3 BC 264 BC 146 BC 32.41 0.25

Syrian Wars 316.4 BC 209.2 BC 274 BC 200 BC 47.05 0.35

average: 0.26
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Table 21: The 12 artists, with the values for µ and σ that produced the best fit and evaluation
of µ to the gold standard means

artist µ σ GS: mean error rel. error

El Greco 1587.3 26.0 1577.5 9.83 0.13

Frans Hals 1631.2 32.8 1624.5 6.71 0.08

Johannes Vermeer 1663.6 7.7 1653.5 10.07 0.23

Leonardo da Vinci 1496.1 21.1 1485.5 10.59 0.16

Henri Matisse 1907.1 10.4 1911.5 -4.41 0.05

J.E. Millais 1861.3 26.0 1862.5 -1.19 0.02

Claude Monet 1876.5 15.2 1883.0 -6.52 0.08

Otto Dix 1921.9 8.4 1930.0 -8.11 0.10

Pablo Picasso 1909.3 20.0 1927.0 -17.68 0.19

Paul Klee 1922.7 21.1 1909.5 13.17 0.22

Rembrandt van Rijn 1641.4 18.4 1638.0 3.45 0.06

Georges Seurat 1885.8 4.1 1875.0 10.80 0.34

average: 0.14

concepts, for artists, the found years are located more closely to the mean. This
results in a narrow optimal normal distribution with a relatively low value for
σ. This is compensated by higher value of τ, when comparing it to the ‘lifespan’
gold standard. In Table 22, we show the resulting start and end years using this
value of τ and compare them to the gold standard for each of the 12 artists.

When the gold standard does not concern the lifespan of the artist but rather his
‘active period’ we can assume that the extracted dates that correspond to events
concerning the artist are indeed distributed more like the previous concepts. To
test this, we also fitted the τ parameter to an ‘active period’ gold standard. For
this gold standard we assumed that the first and last 20 years of the artist’s life are
not a part of his active period (e.g. the active period for Frans Hals is 1603-1646).
With this gold standard, the best value for τ was found to be 0.74, which is indeed
comparable to the best τ values of the art styles, historical periods and wars.

3.3.5.5 Discussion

In the experiments for the four concepts, the errors found are relatively low and
especially if we consider the artificial nature of the gold standards we can say
that the performance is acceptable. Determining the ‘middle’ of a target time
period proved to be more successful than extracting the start and end-times as
the relative errors of the means were lower than the relative errors of the edges of
the period for all four concepts. This can partly be explained by the quality of the
gold standard. The start- and end-years of a lot of the concepts are more vague
than we can express in the gold standard. As we have already argued in Section
3.3.4, even concepts that appear to have clearly defined periods will on closer
inspection be much more vague. A second reason is that for determining the start
and end years, we include a τ parameter that is the same for all instances of a
concept. For certain instances, this value of τ might be too small (when the events
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Table 22: Start and end dates for the 12 artists compared to gold standard (τ = 1.42)

artist start end GS: start GS: end error rel. error

El Greco 1550.3 1624.4 1541 1614 9.83 0.13

Frans Hals 1584.4 1678.0 1583 1666 6.71 0.08

Johannes Vermeer 1652.6 1674.5 1632 1675 10.55 0.25

Leonardo da Vinci 1466.0 1526.2 1452 1519 10.59 0.16

Henri Matisse 1892.3 1921.9 1869 1954 27.68 0.33

J.E. Millais 1824.2 1898.4 1829 1896 3.59 0.05

Claude Monet 1854.9 1898.1 1840 1926 21.39 0.25

Otto Dix 1909.9 1933.9 1891 1969 26.98 0.35

Pablo Picasso 1880.8 1937.8 1881 1973 17.68 0.19

Paul Klee 1892.5 1952.8 1879 1940 13.17 0.22

Rembrandt van Rijn 1615.3 1667.6 1607 1669 4.83 0.08

Georges Seurat 1880.0 1891.6 1859 1891 10.80 0.34

average: 0.20

with which the extracted years are associated occur mainly in the center of the
period) or too large (when the years are more spread out over the period.

The fact that the optimal value for τ and the relative average errors vary very
little between the art style, historical periods, wars and active periods of artists
show that the performance of the method does not vary very much across these
tasks. For these types of concepts, we have determined that a τ of around 0.8
produces good results.

The different optimal value for τ (1.42) in the ‘lifespan of artists’ example can
be explained by considering the type of years that appear in the extracted corpora
for the artists. Most probably the years found will co-occur with the active period
of an artist. Using the same value for τ as in the other two examples will not
indicate the entire lifespan of the artists but rather his or her active period. In
general, we can expect this to be true for people in general: most life-defining
events will not occur in the first few or last few years of one’s life. For art styles,
historical periods, wars and indeed the active periods of artists the events are
much more evenly distributed. Further research can determine whether this value
of 1.42 for τ is also found for other person-related time periods such as, for
example historical leaders.

3.4 the semantic representation phase

We have acquired a distribution for the periods associated with the concepts from
the Information Extraction phase. In the Semantic Representation phase, these
results are to be translated to ontology constructs. There are numerous ways
of representing an associated period for a concept. This choice is ultimately a
modeling decision to be made by the ontology engineer based on the application
of the ontology and the type of temporal reasoning required.
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In this section, we describe four different ways of representing periods in
an ontology. This is not intended to be an exhaustive listing of all possible
representations, but it serves as an illustration of different possibilities. In two
of the four modeling options, a completely discrete representation is used. In
this case, the probabilistic distribution resulting from the Information Extraction
phase needs to be discretized. A third option is to directly use the results from
the Information Extraction phase, here the probabilistic nature of the extracted
information is retained. In the fourth option, a structured vocabulary is used.
In this case we use a discrete (ontological) representation and at the same time
are able to capture the fuzzy nature of the actual period, as given by the best
fitting normal distribution. In the next sections we determine the transformation
that is to be used to rewrite the distributions found in the Information Extraction
phase to the ontological constructs for each of these representations. We discuss
the fourth option in more detail, providing a specific structured vocabulary and
an experimental evaluation. In Figure 12, we give an overview of the different
modeling options as discussed in this section for the example art style ‘Baroque’.

These four representations do not contradict each other and could easily co-
exist within a single ontology. It is a task for the designer of the reasoning engine
to enable valid temporal reasoning, such as suggested by Allen [1983] using the
different representations.

3.4.1 Discrete Start and End Dates

Arguably the most straightforward and most intuitive possible representation
of a period is the use of discrete start and end dates. In this case, the period
associated with an art style is defined by two relations: hasStartYear and
hasEndYear. This representation has the advantage that the semantics of the
temporal relations are clear and that reasoning with discrete time intervals is
well understood [Allen, 1983]. This also implies its main disadvantage in that
this discrete representation might not represent the underlying data correctly.
As we have seen in the previous sections, historical time periods are hardly ever
completely discrete. To say that the art style ‘Baroque’, for example, was present
from the 1611 (or any other date), but not one year before is a simplification that
corresponds very poorly to the more fuzzy use of the term in domain literature.

To transform a distribution resulting from the Information Extraction phase to
this simple representation, the start and end year need to be determined. A very
straightforward method has been introduced in the previous section, through
the use of the factor τ. The start and end dates are determined at µ− (σ · τ)
and µ + (σ · τ) respectively. For the value of τ, we can use 0.8 for art styles,
wars, historical periods or similar concepts. For the lifespan of artists and other
historical figures, a higher value (1.8) can be used.

3.4.2 Multiple discrete intervals

The second representation we discuss here is also a discrete one, but here the
fuzzy nature of the concept is taken into account by using multiple discrete
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Figure 12: The Baroque example for four possible modeling choices discussed: discrete start
and end dates (a), multiple discrete intervals (b), the model parameters(c) and
the use of a structured vocabulary(c)
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intervals. For this example we use two such intervals: a ‘core’ period and an
‘outer’ period, which both have discrete start and end dates. Here, reasoning
is also still relatively easy, the choice of using either the core period or the
outer period for a reasoning depends on the type of query. For instance, for
visualization of the concept on a time-line, the core period might be used. On
the other hand, when the application using the extracted knowledge wishes to
retrieve whether a painting can belong to an art style given its creation date, the
more relaxed notion of the time period in the form of the ‘outer’ period can be
used. Although the semantics of the two different types of relations are less clear,
the benefits of having a discrete representation are retained while some of the
fuzziness of the period is also represented.

To convert the results from the Information Extraction phase into this repre-
sentation, not one but two parameters are needed. These two factors, τc and τo,
are used to determine the core and outer period. The core start and end dates
are defined as µ+ (τc · σ) and µ− (τc · σ) and the outer start and end dates are
defined as µ+ (τo · σ) and µ− (τo · σ). The optimal values of τc and τo could be
determined using a gold standard that uses the notion of core and outer periods
or they could be based on the value for τ we found in the previous section plus
and minus a percentage. In Figure 12(b), we show the result for ‘Baroque’ with
τc = 0.57 and τo = 1.05 (plus and minus 30%).

3.4.3 Distribution

The representation that is closest to the results from the Information Extraction
phase is to use the parameters of the normal distribution model itself. In this case,
every period linked to an art style has a mean and a standard deviation, which
can be directly copied from the optimal distribution discovered in the Information
Extraction phase. For the instances of the four concepts (art style, artist, historical
period and war), these can be found in the tables of the previous section showing
the best fitting models. Contrary to the other three representations, no information
is lost with this representation. The drawback of this method, however, is that its
semantics are very unclear and that temporal reasoning will require probabilistic
methods. For human users of the ontology, the meaning of the values of a time
period will also be unclear.

3.4.4 Structured Vocabulary

The fourth possibility we consider is the use of a structured vocabulary for the
periods, which is to be included in the final ontology. This structured vocabulary
will have instances that represent fuzzy periods such as ‘first half of the 18th
Century’ or ‘1960s’. This representation is closest to the manner in which experts
talk about periods of art styles, wars and historical periods. If done properly,
the fuzziness of the domain is retained, while at the same time, a discrete repre-
sentation is used in the form of instances of the structured vocabulary. Using a
structured vocabulary would also allow for extensive re-use and sharing of the
knowledge. Reasoning with the structured vocabulary elements is however not
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straightforward and will require a clear semantics of the structured vocabulary
as well as a clearly defined reasoning method. For the MultimediaN E-culture
ontology, we chose the TIMEX2 standard [Ferro et al., 2005] to serve as a struc-
tured vocabulary. We then used the elements from the vocabulary to represent
the periods associated with the instances from the four concepts. In Section
3.4.4.1, we give an overview of the structured vocabulary. In the subsequent
sections we give our conversion rules and describe an experiment evaluating the
structured vocabulary and the translation of the Information Extraction results to
this representation.

3.4.4.1 The TIMEX2 standard

One of the main design principles used in the construction of the MultimediaN
E-culture tool is to re-use as much existing structured vocabularies, taxonomies
and ontologies that are in use in the cultural heritage domain as possible. For
the representation of temporal information, we did not find an off-the-shelf
structured vocabulary. Formal temporal ontologies such as described by Hobbs
and Pan [2004] exist, but they do not offer a set of instances that correspond to
intuitive notions of time periods, which is what we are looking for. Rather, they
specify how different moments in time relate to each other. Whereas this could
be used as a basis for a reasoning method for the extracted time periods, it does
not offer the fuzzy concepts.

The need for a structured vocabulary to represent dates does not only come
from these automatically extracted time periods. In the cultural heritage reposi-
tories that are imported into the MultimediaN E-culture browser’s knowledge
base, a large amount of cultural heritage objects are initially annotated with un-
normalized dates. As an example, within the imported art objects from the ARIA
database of the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, we find 740 vra:date annotations. Of
these 740, less than half (310) are either a three or four-digit number, indicating
a simple creation year. 104 date fields are left empty. 171 date fields are of the
form "c. NNNN" and another 37 are of the form "c. NNNN-MMMM" describing
approximate creation dates. The remaining 109 date fields are filled with fuzzy
textual descriptions such as "mid-16th century", "2nd 1/2 18th century" etc. To
make matters worse, in different cultural heritage repositories, different annota-
tion standards or dates are used. A structured vocabulary for the representation
of both dates and time periods will facilitate the normalization of these dates and
thereby improve the usability of temporal annotations both within repositories
and across different repositories.

In our search for a structured vocabulary that satisfies this need we turned to
the field of Information Extraction. In general, the task of Information Extraction
is to extract entities from a text corpus. A subtask is Temporal Information
Extraction, where the specific goal is to extract phrases denoting statements
about time. The detected temporal phrases are either automatically annotated
or annotated by hand to serve as a gold standard. For this task, the TIDES
annotation standard [Ferro et al., 2005] has been developed. TIDES was used
as the temporal annotation scheme in the MUC-7 Information Extraction task
[Chinchor, 1998] and the TERN Time Expression Recognition and Normalization
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Evaluation extraction task [Ferro, 2004]. It is also a key component in the more
recent TimeML representation language [Pustejovsky et al., 2003]. The annotation
tag used in the TIDES annotation guidelines is the TIMEX2 tag. The TIMEX2

XML tags act as a normalization of the tagged natural language phrases and as
such can be used as a structured vocabulary. We here give a short overview of
the TIMEX2 annotation standard insofar it is used in the MultimediaN E-culture
ontology.

For each temporal expression, one TIMEX2 tag is used with one of the following
attributes, all of which are optional: VAL, MOD, ANCHOR_VAL, ANCHOR_DIR,
SET, NON_SPECIFIC, COMMENT.

• The main attribute, VAL, is a normalization of an expression of a calendrical
time or a duration. For its possible value it uses an extended ISO 8601

scheme, the international standard for denoting date and time. Extensions
include the broader capture of time by means of omitting too specific
information. Four digit values are used to denote a whole year, three digit
values are used for decades (e.g. VAL="196" means ‘the 1960’s’) and two
digit values are used for centuries (e.g. VAL="18" means ‘the 19th Century’).
To avoid ambiguity, the year 196 AD is coded as VAL="0196". TIMEX2

additions to the ISO scheme that we also use are the suffix "H1" or "H2" to
denote the first or second half of a year, decade or century and the prefix
"BC" to denote B.C. dates. Also, arbitrary periods can be described with the
"P" prefix, followed by a number and a unit suffix ("W" for weeks, "Y" for
years etc.): VAL="P10Y" can be translated to ‘for one decade’.

• The second XML attribute, MOD, is used as a normalization for temporal
modifiers such as ‘circa’, or ‘at the end of ...’. They act as a modifier to the
period given by the VAL value. The possible values for MOD are:

1. START, MID, END, APPROX. These values are used to indicate the
start, middle or end of the period defined by VAL or that the VAL
date is an approximate one.

2. BEFORE, AFTER, ON_OR_BEFORE, ON_OR_AFTER. In our conver-
sion rules, we do not use these values;

3. LESS_THAN, MORE_THAN, EQUAL_OR_LESS,
EQUAL_OR_MORE for "duration" expressions. These values are also
not used in our method;

• The attribute ANCHOR_VAL is used in combination with a VAL period,
denoting either the starting or end point of a period, depending on the
value of ANCHOR_DIR. The possible values of ANCHOR_VAL are ISO
8601 dates, again with the extension that too specific information may be
omitted.

• ANCHOR_DIR determines which direction the VAL period has with re-
spect to ANCHOR_VAL. It has the possible values WITHIN, STARTING,
ENDING, AS_OF, BEFORE and AFTER. We only use the latter to denote a
period. (e.g. VAL="P5Y" ANCHOR_VAL= "1958" ANCHOR_DIR="AFTER"
means ‘the five-year period starting from 1958’).
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• The attribute SET is a boolean attribute (with values YES or NO) which
identifies expressions denoting sets of times such as ‘Every year’. Since we
assume to deal with a single period for a concept, we assume the value NO
for all annotations and we will leave out this attribute.

• The same holds for the NON_SPECIFIC boolean attribute, which is used to
determine whether or not a temporal expression represents a whole class of
temporal values rather than a specific time. It is also used to tag indefinite
expressions such as ‘The election took place on a Tuesday.’ Since we assume
to deal with a definite periods for a concept, we assume the value NO for
all annotations.

• The final attribute, COMMENT, simply holds any comments. We do not
use it in our structured vocabulary or the experiments described below.

TIDES is an annotation standard and as such every natural language temporal
expression description has a single correct TIMEX2 tag. In our case, we lose the
original natural language context and aim to map extracted numerical periods
to TIMEX2 tags. In this case one period can in theory be described by more
than one TIMEX2 tag. For example, the tags 〈TIMEX2 VAL= "196"〉 and 〈TIMEX2

VAL= "P10Y" ANCHOR_VAL= "1960" ANCHOR_DIR= "AFTER"〉 can both be
used to represent the extracted period (1960-1970). In natural language, periods
are usually either described by a start- and end year ("from 1916 to 1920") or by
one or more terms describing a whole period (e.g. "the 17th century"). In our
conversion, we prefer to represent a period using these latter period concepts. In
some cases an extracted period has to be described by more than one of these
expressions, for instance periods spanning multiple centuries. In this case, we use
a conjunction of TIMEX2 annotations to represent a single period. For example,
the period from 1675-1799 will be stored as ‘〈TIMEX2 VAL= "16" MOD="END"〉
AND 〈TIMEX2 VAL= "17"〉’, corresponding to the natural language statement
"End of the 17th Century and the (entire) 18th Century".

Most of the periods extracted can be described by a TIMEX2 tag using only
VAL and MOD attributes. For example, the tag 〈TIMEX2 VAL="16"〉 corresponds
to ‘17th century’ and the tag 〈TIMEX2 VAL= "198" MOD= "START"〉 corresponds
to ‘start of the 1980’s’. In the MultimediaN E-culture ontology, we implemented
a TIMEX2 period description in RDF(S) as an XML literal. This means that the
XML tag as such is the object of the hasPeriod property for an specific instance.

3.4.4.2 TIMEX2 conversion rules

To acquire TIMEX2 values from the distribution resulting from the Information
Extraction phase, we use a set of conversion rules. These rules take as input the
distribution parameter µ and the standard deviation modified by the value of τ
used: σ · τ. The output of the rules is a TIMEX2 XML literal. For rewriting the
results from the Information Extraction phase presented in Section 3.3.5, we used
13 rules for periods with a starting date ‘Anno Domini’ and another 11 rules for
periods ‘Before Christ’. We designed the rules such that for a single input, only
one rule is applicable, so every input results in a single output TIMEX2 string.
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Rule 1:

IF (Mu = 0  AND  (5 ≤ SigmaTau < 25)  AND  (Mu MOD 100 ≤ 30)) THEN
RETURN ”<TIMEX2 VAL=\”” +Substring(Mu, 0, 2) + ”\” MOD=“START”>”

Rule 2:

IF (-1000 = Mu < -100  AND  (SigmaTau < 5)  AND  (4 = Mu MOD 10 < 6)) THEN

RETURN ”<TIMEX2 VAL=\”0” +Substring(Mu, 0, 3) + ”BC\”>”

Figure 13: Two example TIMEX2 rewriting rules. Rule 1 is used to form TIMEX2 tags for
‘Start of the NNth century’. Rule 2 is used to form TIMEX2 tags for decades
B.C. The VAL value starts with a "0" since we are dealing with three-digit years
(between 999 and 99 BC) that are converted to decade notation (VAL="0NN BC").

We constructed the rules by hand to correspond to an intuitive notion of the time
period that can be determined by µ and σ · τ. As an example, we list two of the
rewriting rules in pseudocode in Figure 13. The complete rule set can be found
in Appendix 1. The expressions in the rules contain numeric ranges of which the
chosen values are based on heuristics and are certainly debatable. Using different
values or using additional rules will produce different evaluation results.

3.4.4.3 Evaluation

Evaluation of the rewriting rules and the resulting TIMEX2 literals is not trivial.
At the moment, the TIMEX2 representation is one of the representations for time
that are used in the MultimediaN E-culture browser and efforts are being made
to facilitate time reasoning and indexing using the TIMEX2 standard.

Here, we choose to evaluate the rules by applying them to the results for the
four concepts from the Information Extraction phase presented in Section 3.3.5
and have people manually judge the results with respect to a gold standard. To
make this evaluation task easier, we generated a natural language description
for each of the resulting TIMEX2 XML tags. Generating these natural language
descriptions from the TIMEX2 tags is a relatively trivial task as the tags themselves
were initially designed to annotate natural language time descriptions. We simply
chose for each rule the most typical English description of that period. For
example, a tag resulting from rule 1 from Figure 13 would get the natural
language description ‘Start of the NNth Century’, where NN is the value of the
VAL attribute from the TIMEX2 tag plus one (the 17th Century runs from 1600 to
1699).

For each of the 60 instances from Section 3.3.5, we asked four non-expert
evaluators to rate the natural language description with respect to the gold
standard that was also used for the numerical evaluation in that section. For
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each instance, the evaluator was instructed to select one of three categories: A
natural language description was to be evaluated Completely Incorrect if it did not
correspond to the period defined by the gold standard start and end year. If the
natural language period description correctly corresponded to the period defined
by the gold standard start and end year, the category Completely Correct. If the
evaluator deemed the period description to be neither completely correct nor
incorrect with respect to the gold standard period (for instance, the described
time period is too broad or too narrow), the evaluator was asked to evaluate the
instance with the category Partially Correct.

In Table 23 and Table 24, we show all the resulting TIMEX2 tags, the natural
language descriptions and the original gold standard for the 60 instances from
Section 3.3.5. The TIMEX2 tags were not presented to the evaluators.

Averaged over the four evaluators, 11.25% of the 60 instances were classified as
being ‘completely incorrect’, 38.75% as ‘completely correct’ and the remaining
50.0% as ‘partially correct’. To further show the performance, we gave for each
evaluator a score of 1 to the ‘completely correct’ instances, 0.5 to the ‘partially
correct’ instances, and a score of 0 to ‘completely incorrect’ instances. In the
last column of tables 23 and 24, we also show the average evaluation scores for
each of the instances. The average evaluation score for all instances is 0.64.
Interestingly enough, the average evaluation scores do not vary very much for the
four different concepts: the historical periods scored 0.60 on average, wars 0.69,
art styles 0.62 and artists 0.66. The evaluation shows that the resulting natural
language statements are of acceptable quality: 88.75% of the natural language
descriptions of the instances were deemed to either be partially or completely
correct with respect to the gold standard.

There is no instance that was evaluated as ‘completely incorrect’ by all four
evaluators. One instance, ‘The Renaissance’, received a score of 0.125 (one ‘par-
tially correct’, three ‘completely incorrect’ evaluations) and four instances scored
0.25: ‘Industrial Revolution’, ‘Punic Wars’, ‘Modern Era’ and ‘Surrealism’. On the
other side of the spectrum, six instances scored a 1, being classified as ‘completely
correct’ by all evaluators.

Intuitively, we would expect that instances with high absolute errors will
receive better evaluations and vice versa (garbage-in garbage-out). To verify this,
we look at the absolute errors of the period edges as shown in Tables 16, 18, 20 and
22. Indeed, we find that instances with high absolute errors such as ‘Industrial
Revolution’ or ‘The Renaissance’ have very poor evaluations. On the other hand,
instances that have a low absolute error, have a high evaluation score (e.g. ‘Neo-
Impressionism’). The value of the Pearson correlation coefficient for the absolute
error and the evaluation score is -0.52, indicating a substantial negative correlation
between the two. The fact that the absolute error found in the evaluation of the
Information Extraction results has a negative correlation with the evaluation score
tells us that the quality of the extraction largely determines the quality of the
resulting TIMEX2 tags and resulting natural language statements.

A number of instances do not adhere to this correspondence. In particular
instances that received very specific period descriptions (such as ‘Uruguayan
Civil War’–‘Approximately from 1825 to 1876’) can have a relatively low absolute
error, but still receive a low evaluation. Where more ‘fuzzy’ descriptions were
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used, the evaluation can still be good even though larger errors have been found.
An example of this is ‘Johannes Vermeer’, with an evaluation score of 1 and an
absolute error of 14.53 years.

3.5 related work

Temporal Information Extraction is a subtask of Information Extraction where
the goal is to identify and annotate temporal natural language expressions in
corpus documents (usually news corpora). As such it is a form of Named Entity
Recognition where the entities that are to be tagged are textual time expressions.
The large number of systems that perform this temporal tagging make extensive
use of hand-crafted rules (c.f [Llido et al., 2001], [Negri and Marseglia, 2004],
[Mani and Wilson, 2000]). Approaches that use machine learning to automatically
tag time expressions include the system developed by Boguraev and Ando [2005]
which uses a set of cascaded finite-state grammars together with a classifier
trained on a large annotated corpus. Another recent example of a system that
uses machine learning to automatically tag time expressions is described by
Ahn et al. [2007]. In this chapter, the authors learn a number of classifiers on an
annotated corpus to identify and normalize temporal expressions. They report
results comparable to state-of-the-art systems that employ hand-crafted rules.

The method presented in this chapter differs from these systems in that its
goal is not to extract all temporal expressions from a document, but to infer the
temporal information -more specific the associated time period- by aggregating
temporal information from Web documents. It is an example of ontology en-
richment in the sense that for every term one period needs to be extracted and
that we are not interested in the individual temporal expressions. The extracted
information itself can be used as background information for use in information
retrieval and question answering systems. The method presented here is limited
in the type of temporal information it can extract, but it is less language- and
structure-dependent than methods that use rules or derive models from an anno-
tated corpus. Furthermore, since we aggregate over different sources (web pages),
we get a better overall representation of the shared view of a time period. The
time periods associated with cultural heritage and historical concepts are often
fuzzy and open to debate. By combining information from different sources we
are able to extract a period that corresponds to the average of multiple points of
view. A similar approach was taken by Schockaert et al. [2008], where the authors
also aim to extract fuzzy time periods for terms from the web. They compare a
number of heuristic strategies that use the relation between a term and it’s sub-
events (for examples wars and battles). The system relates the document structure
to the temporal structure. The authors report good precision with respect to a
ground truth. A significant difference is that in our case, the relation between the
term and the sub-events is implicit: the sub-events do not need to be recognized
in the text for the method to work.

Research has been done on representing time and time intervals. Allen [1983]
introduced the notion of discrete time intervals and presented a set of fixed
relations between these intervals. Since Allen, different representations of these
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intervals have been studied. Fuzzy intervals are also being used to represent and
reason with more vague time intervals (such as described in work by Ohlbach
[2004] or Schockaert and De Cock [2008]). However, since the broader context of
this research is the Semantic Web, we chose discrete constructs in the form of a
structured vocabulary to represent the periods. In the context of the Semantic
Web, work on constructing ontologies of time is also being undertaken (most
prominently by Hobbs and Pan [2004]). However, this research also focuses on
the formal representation of temporally related events. It does not provide a
normalization or structured vocabulary for representation of actual time periods.

3.6 conclusions

In this chapter, we described a method for the extraction of time periods for the
enrichment of an ontology containing cultural heritage and historical concepts.
The method consists of two separate phases that we have separately evaluated.

We have presented the Information Extraction phase, which exploits the redun-
dancy of information on the World Wide Web to extract temporal information
about a concept. This information is then aggregated and normalized and we fit
a statistical model onto the extracted data. This model describes the distribution
of the years associated with a concept. The resulting model serves as input for
the semantic representation phase. We performed a quantitative evaluation of the
Information Extraction phase by extracting distributions for 60 instances of four
different historical concepts. The method requires no adjustments for the four
concepts. However, if for a new concept additional background knowledge about
the form of the frequency distribution is available, a different and appropriate
model can be used in the fitting step.

The method itself is domain- and language independent (although for BC
dates, a limited language dependency was introduced). The evaluation showed
that the method performs at an acceptable level that is approximately the same
for all four concepts.

Of course, the method itself could be improved upon: different models than the
four models tested in Section 3.3.4 could be used and a method that could fit dif-
ferent models for different types of data could achieve a higher performance. Also,
the extraction process itself could be improved: for more ambiguous concepts
such as ‘Symbolism’ or ‘The Modern Era’, further query disambiguation will lead
to a working corpus of a higher quality and therefore to a better distribution.

The method could be combined with a number of the systems mentioned
in the previous section. More specifically, in the year extraction step of the
Information Extraction phase, more sophisticated temporal extraction methods
could be employed. The extracted timestamps could then again be combined, to
construct an aggregated time period.

Another expansion of the method could involve extracting periods of a dif-
ferent (finer) granularity. In Section 3.2, we have stated our general assumption
that the target concept must have extractable individual moments related to that
concept. We here have only experimented with the extraction of time periods
spanning multiple years, using a simple regular expression extract individual
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years. Although for historical concepts, a lot of concepts will have periods span-
ning multiple years, in other domains this might not be the case. For this, not
only years, but more fine-grained temporal expressions should be extracted and
combined into a distribution. An example would be to identify the time period
associated with the Paris student riots in 1968, requiring the extraction of more
fine-grained dates (day-month-year). This will require a new set of extraction
rules in the form of regular expressions. At the same time, the method is highly
reliant on a large amount of temporal phrases on the Web. If there are only a few
of such textual descriptions found in the working corpus, the performance of this
method will drop considerably.

The second phase of the method involves constructing a Semantic Represen-
tation from the found distributions. An important issue here is that the choice
of the representation is to be made by an ontology engineer rather than by the
person or program that fills the knowledge base. In this chapter, we describe four
possible representations: three of these are essentially numerical. The fourth rep-
resentation is through the use of a structured vocabulary, based on the TIMEX2

annotation standard. With the use of this standard, the fuzziness of the extracted
periods can be preserved in abstracted form while the resulting TIMEX2 values
are still ‘discrete’.

We have provided a number of simple and intuitive rewriting rules that can
be used to rewrite normal distributions of time periods into the TIMEX2 rep-
resentations. For different types of distributions, similar rewriting rules can be
constructed with different parameters in the premises of the rules. To evaluate the
rules and the TIMEX2 standard, we applied them to the distributions found in
the Information Extraction phase. We then had four different evaluators evaluate
the results by comparing the TIMEX2-related natural language descriptions to
the gold standard that was also used in the Information Extraction phase evalua-
tion. The results show that the rules preserve the quality of the distributions. Of
course, this evaluation does not give a good indication of how well the TIMEX2

representation is for use in an ontology. This is much harder to evaluate. The
TIMEX2 representation is currently in use in the MultimediaN E-culture ontolo-
gies for describing temporal information. For the art styles used here, TIMEX2

representations for the extracted time periods are stored in the RDF database
after being inspected by hand. We are in the process of implementing temporal
reasoning and indexing using the TIMEX2 representation. Further evaluation of
the TIMEX2 standard and the extracted time periods for the cultural heritage
concepts will be done within the context of its use in the MultimediaN E-culture
browser.

appendix i : timex2 rewriting rules

In this appendix, we list the rewriting rules that we used for the conversion of
time period distribution parameters to TIMEX2 instances, as implemented in
Visual Basic 6.5. The function ’fit2Timex’ has two input values: µ and the product
of σ and τ. The output consists of the TIMEX2 XML string plus the natural
language form of the TIMEX2 instance.
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Function fit2Timex(Mu, SigmaTau) As Variant
Dim Result(2) As String

’This holds the TIMEX2 ’XML’ string
Dim Timex2Str As String

’This holds the Natural Language string
Dim NLStr As String

Dim Val1 As String

If (Mu >= 0) Then
’AD dates

If (SigmaTau <= 1) Then
’In this case, use approximately Mu
Val1 = Left(CStr(Mu), 4)
Timex2Str = "VAL=""" & Val1 & """ MOD=""APPROX"""

ElseIf (SigmaTau <= 3.5 And SigmaTau > 1) Then
’Start/Mid/End of Decade
Val1 = Left(CStr(Mu), 3)
If (Mu Mod 10 < 3) Then
Timex2Str = "VAL=""" & Val1 & """ MOD=""START"""
ElseIf (Mu Mod 10 > 7) Then
Timex2Str = "VAL=""" & Val1 & """ MOD=""END"""
Else
Timex2Str = "VAL=""" & Val1 & """ MOD=""MID"""
End If

ElseIf (SigmaTau > 3 And SigmaTau <= 5 And (Mu Mod 10 >= 4) And
(Mu Mod 10 <= 6)) Then

’In this case, use NNNs (eg. 1920’s)
Val1 = Left(CStr(Mu), 3)
Timex2Str = "VAL=""" & Val1 & """"

ElseIf (SigmaTau <= 25 And SigmaTau > 5) Then
’Start/Mid/End of Century
Val1 = Left(CStr(Mu), 2)
If (Mu Mod 100 < 30) Then
Timex2Str = "VAL=""" & Val1 & """ MOD=""START"""
ElseIf (Mu Mod 100 > 70) Then
Timex2Str = "VAL=""" & Val1 & """ MOD=""END"""
Else
Timex2Str = "VAL=""" & Val1 & """ MOD=""MID"""
End If

ElseIf ((SigmaTau <= 40 And SigmaTau > 20) And (Mu Mod 100 >= 60
Or Mu Mod 100 <= 40)) Then

’First/Second Half of Century
Val1 = Left(CStr(Mu), 2)
If (Mu Mod 100 < 40) Then
Timex2Str = "VAL=""" & Val1 & "H1"""
ElseIf (Mu Mod 100 > 60) Then
Timex2Str = "VAL=""" & Val1 & "H2"""
End If
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ElseIf ((SigmaTau > 40 And SigmaTau < 70) And (Mu Mod 100 >= 35
And Mu Mod 100 < 65)) Then

’Xth Century
Val1 = Left(CStr(Mu), 2)
Timex2Str = "VAL=""" & Val1 & """"

ElseIf (Not (Left(CStr(Mu - SigmaTau), 2) = Left(CStr(Mu +
SigmaTau), 2))) Then
’across multiple centuries (both)

Start0 = Mu - SigmaTau
End0 = Mu + SigmaTau
NextCen = (Start0 \ 100 + 1) * 100

TS1 = fit2Timex(0, (NextCen + Start0)/2, (NextCen - Start0)/2)
TS2 = fit2Timex(0, (NextCen + End0)/2, (End0 - NextCen)/2)
Timex2Str = TS1(0) & " AND " & TS2(0)

Else
’Default: Duration
Start1 = Left(CStr(Mu - SigmaTau), 4)
End1 = Left(CStr(Mu + SigmaTau), 4)
Dur1 = End1 - Start1
Timex2Str = "VAL=""P" & Dur1 & "Y"" ANCHOR_DIR=""AFTER""

ANCHOR_VAL=""" & Start1 & """ MOD=""APPROX"""
NLStr = "Approximately from " & Start1 & " to " & End1
End If

ElseIf Mu < 0 Then
’BC dates
’First take care of 3-digit dates
If (Mu > -1000 And Mu <= -100) Then
MuStr = "0" & CStr(Abs(Mu)) & """"
Else
MuStr = CStr(Abs(Mu)) & """"
End If

If (SigmaTau <= 3) Then
’In this case, use approximately Mu
Val1 = Left(MuStr, 4)
Timex2Str = "VAL=""BC" & Val1 & """ MOD=""APPROX"""

ElseIf (SigmaTau <= 5 And ((Mu Mod 10 > 4) And
(Mu Mod 10 < 6))) Then

’In this case, use NNNs (eg. 1920’s)
Val1 = Left(MuStr, 3)
Timex2Str = "VAL=""BC" & Val1 & """"

ElseIf (SigmaTau <= 20 And SigmaTau > 5) Then
’Start/Mid/End of Century
Val1 = Left(MuStr, 2)
If (Abs(Mu) Mod 100 < 30) Then
Timex2Str = "VAL=""BC" & Val1 & """ MOD=""END"""

ElseIf (Abs(Mu) Mod 100 > 70) Then
Timex2Str = "VAL=""BC" & Val1 & """ MOD=""START"""

Else
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Timex2Str = "VAL=""BC" & Val1 & """ MOD=""MID"""
End If

ElseIf ((SigmaTau <= 40 And SigmaTau > 20) And
(Mu Mod 100 > 60 Or Mu Mod 100 < 40)) Then

’Start/Mid/End of Century
Val1 = Left(MuStr, 2)
If (Abs(Mu) Mod 100 < 40) Then
Timex2Str = "VAL=""BC" & Val1 & "H1"
ElseIf (Abs(Mu) Mod 100 > 60) Then
Timex2Str = "VAL=""BC" & Val1 & "H2"
End If

ElseIf ((SigmaTau > 40 And SigmaTau < 70) And (Abs(Mu)
Mod 100 > 35 And Abs(Mu) Mod 100 < 65)) Then

’Xth Century
Val1 = Left(MuStr, 2)
Timex2Str = "VAL=""BC" & Val1 & """"

Else
’No rule found, default
Timex2Str = ""
NLStr = ""
End If

End If

fit2Timex = Result
End Function
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O N T O L O G Y E N R I C H M E N T U S I N G A T E X T- A N A LY S I S
T O O L

In this chapter, we describe a relation instantiation method that uses a text
analysis tool that incorporates semantic classes in its pattern search function-
ality. With this method, we are able to extract class instances in addition to
the relation instances. We do a number of experiments in different domains
using patterns of varying generality and report on the performance of these
patterns. Using more general patterns has the result that more information
from different source can be considered, therefore counterbalancing the loss in
precision caused by not using more specific patterns. We again evaluate the
method on a number of relation instantiation tasks in a number of domains,
including the cultural heritage domain.

Part of this chapter was accepted at the WI-IAT 2008 Workshop on Natural
Language Processing and Ontology Engineering but retracted for practical
reasons. Part of this chapter was accepted for publication at EKAW 2010
(Knowledge Engineering and Knowledge Management by the Masses).

4.1 introduction

In the previous chapters, we have described two methods for ontology enrich-
ment that exploit the redundancy of information on the Web. These methods are
used for specific relation instantiation tasks (extracting one-to-many relations
and extracting relations to time periods). In this chapter, we present a method for
the extraction of relation instances that is specifically designed for the relation
instantiation task for finding instances of many-to-many relations. The method
we describe here is able to extract relation instances for large amounts of in-
stances both on the left- and right-hand side of the relation, whereas the relation
instantiation method from Chapter 2 can only extract relation instances for a
small set of left-hand instances. The method makes use of hand-crafted extraction
patterns and incorporates the use of a text analysis tool, tOKo [Anjewierden,
2006], and its powerful pattern search capabilities to extract information from a
static corpus. Although parts of the extraction process are automated, a number
of steps require manual input, specifically the construction of the patterns. In this
chapter, we describe the automated steps of the method and offer guidelines for
steps that require human interaction and are domain- and task-specific.

75
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The main difference with the relation instantiation method from Chapter 2

is that for each relation instantiation task, we use a single fixed corpus from
which we extract the textual manifestations of a relation instance using a pattern
language. The use of a single, finite corpus for a relation instantiation task has
the disadvantage that low frequencies of textual manifestations of the relation
instances can cause low performance due to data sparseness. The use of domain-
specific patterns will result in a better recall than the more domain-independent
method from Chapter 2. The use of this domain-specific handcrafted patterns
also means that the method requires significantly more human input than the
method from Chapter 2.

The main advantage of using an offline corpus is that it allows us to find
relations for many instances at once since we do not need to query an external
search engine for each of these instances. Methods that require a separate query
to a search engine for each single instance, like the redundancy method from
Chapter 2 or Normalized Google Distance-based methods [Cilibrasi and Vitanyi,
2004] require many search engine queries for larger knowledge bases. For these
methods the number of queries that have to be passed to a search engine to
extract relations between left-hand instance sets of size N and right-hand instance
sets of size M is N ∗M [Geleijnse et al., 2006]. This makes them less suitable for
these larger knowledge bases because of time and access restrictions from search
engines. Larger ontologies are more likely candidates for automatic enrichment
than smaller ontologies, since the former will take more effort to enrich manually.
Therefore there is a need for methods that can extract new relations for large lists
of instances.

Compared to the method in Chapter 2, we can relax a number of assumptions
stated in that chapter: we no longer assume that all elements of both classes
are known and we also do not assume that a seed set is available. Instead we
rely on patterns that are constructed by hand. Also, there are no restrictions on
the cardinality of the relation: where for the method from Chapter 2, a single
instance i had to be related to multiple elements from Ij (one-to-many relation),
here the relation can also be a one-to-one relation, where one instance i is related
to only one instance from Ij. The restriction that in the working corpus multiple
instances of the relation are represented is also lifted. We do however assume
that in a working corpus, which is to be extracted from the Web, a number of
relation instances are represented.

In this chapter, we will also describe how the candidate relation instances can
be filtered in a post-processing phase. In that phase, domain- and task-specific
background knowledge is identified by hand and used to combine candidate
relation instances and filter out incorrect instances. In Section 4.2.3.3, we will
describe a number of these post-processing methods. In Section 4.3, we will give
some concrete examples of how these post-processing methods can be applied.

The use of hand-crafted patterns for the extraction of information is widely
used for related extraction tasks. Ontology Enrichment is a specific subtask of In-
formation Extraction and related to other subtasks of Information Extraction such
as Question Answering or Named Entity Recognition. Information Extraction
differs from classical Information Retrieval. In classical Information Retrieval, a
subset of documents on which contains the target information is presented as the
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end result. In Information Extraction, the output is the exact piece of information
(entities, relations, events) itself without the surrounding context. These pieces of
information can then be presented to a user, stored in a knowledge- or database
or further processed. Different subtasks of Information Extraction are defined
by the specific application for which the information is extracted and the format
in which it is returned. For Question answering, Information Extraction is used
to retrieve a specific answer to a natural language question. In Named Entity
Recognition, specific entities and events (such as person names, dates and loca-
tions) are identified in a document. The types of entities that are to be identified
are pre-determined and usually domain-independent. In Ontology Enrichment,
the input and output of the Information Extraction task is defined by an input
ontology and connected knowledge base and the retrieved pieces of information
are stored as ontology constructs such as classes, relations or (relation) instances.
Here, an ontology is used to identify instances in the corpus and the results of
the extraction method are candidate ontology relation instances. Furthermore,
we use background knowledge from the source ontology to further improve the
results of the extraction.

The tOKo pattern language allows for patterns to include references to semantic
classes. This allows for a wider variety of generality of the patterns (cf. [Califf and
Mooney, 2003]). In this chapter, we investigate how this generality of patterns
affects the performance of these patterns on Information Extraction tasks.

As was the case with the methods described in the previous chapters, with
this pattern-based method we can exploit the redundancy of information in text
corpora. This is achieved by constructing more general patterns and using a
threshold on the frequency of the extracted phrases to select the correct candidate
relation instances. When very specific patterns are used, we can expect a high
precision but a relatively low recall. If more general patterns are used, recall is
expected to go up. Obviously, this will negatively affect precision, but if we exploit
the redundancy of the relation instances in the corpus by putting a threshold on
the frequency of pattern matches, we can compensate for this loss in precision.
Especially for extraction tasks where the expected recall is very low, boosting the
recall is very beneficial to increase the overall performance when measured in the
form of a harmonic mean of precision and recall (F-measure). In the experiments
described in Section 4.3, we show that when more general patterns are used,
the user is able to choose between recall or precision by adjusting the threshold
parameter. Furthermore, we show how exploiting the redundancy through the
use of more general patterns can improve the performance of the method.

In the next section, we will define the range of relation instantiation tasks for
which the method can be used. We also present the ontology enrichment method
itself, the text analysis tool tOKo and the pattern language that we have used for
our experiments. These experiments are then described in Section 4.3.
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4.2 ontology enrichment using patterns

4.2.1 Task definition

We use the same notion of an ontology as in Chapter 2 in that we distinguish
between an ontology data model with classes and relations and a knowledge
base that has instances of both these classes and relations. We define Ontology
Enrichment as the task of (semi-)automatically adding ontological constructs
or knowledge base items to an already existing and partly populated ontology.
Subtasks of ontology enrichment include discovering new classes and properties
(enriching the ontology data model) and discovering new instances of both these
classes and relations (enriching the knowledge base). In this chapter, we will
again focus on the latter task, enriching the knowledge base of a partly populated
ontology.

More formally, we again define an ontology data model as a set of labeled
classes C1, ...,Cn, hierarchically ordered by a subclass relation. Relations between
classes other than the subclass relation are also defined (R : Ci ×Cj). We speak
of a (partly) populated ontology when, besides the ontology data model, a
knowledge base with instances of both classes and relations from the ontology
data model is also present.

In Chapter 2, we have defined the task of relation instantiation from a corpus
as follows:

Given two classes Ci and Cj in a partly populated ontology, with sets
of instances Ii and Ij and given a relation R : Ci ×Cj, identify for an
instance i ∈ Ii all instances j ∈ Ij such that the relation R(i, j) holds
given the information in the corpus.

Furthermore, we may or may not know all elements of Ii or Ij. In this chapter
we will discuss both the situation where all elements of Ii or Ij are known as
well as the situation where we actually discover new instances of the class Ci or
Cj. In this case, we speak of an unpopulated or partly populated class and the
task also includes adding these class instances.

In this chapter, we describe a method for this task that uses an open source
Information Extraction tool, tOKo [Anjewierden, 2006] and its strong pattern
language. A number of observations and conclusions also holds for other tools
with comparable pattern search functionalities. However, the specific results
depend on the tool used.

4.2.2 The tOKo tool and its pattern language

For the pattern-based Information Extraction in this chapter, we use the tOKo tool.
TOKo is an open source tool designed to browse and analyze text corpora. It has a
large number of interactive text analysis functionalities that can be accessed either
through the interactive user-interface or through a Prolog API. The tOKo tool
provides a lot of support for ontology engineering. It incorporates an ontology
editor in which terms and concepts can be stored and manipulated. The tool can
be used to construct ontologies from text as well as to relate existing ontologies
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to a text corpus. Natural language features of the concepts and terms (such
as misspellings and abbreviations) are inferred and stored in the tool. A large
number of text analysis tasks are implemented in tOKo, including calculating
word frequencies, determining prefix/infix/suffix contexts and language parsing
in Dutch and English. Higher-level Information Extraction tasks such as Named
Entity Recognition and Person Name Recognition are also implemented.

The tOKo tool also provides a very powerful pattern search functionality. The
pattern search can be accessed through the graphical user interface, as well as
through the Prolog API. In the first case, the phrases from the corpus that match
the patterns are shown in the tool. In the second case, when using the API,
the resulting phrases are stored as Prolog facts and can be further analyzed.
To facilitate a wide variety of pattern searches that can also include ontology
concepts, tOKo has its own pattern language. In the following sections, we will
present a number of pattern queries and we will therefore give a quick overview
of the syntax and semantics of a number of constructs of this pattern language.
In this chapter, patterns are written down as follows: apple.

• Words in patterns match exactly those words in the corpus, including case
variations: apple matches "apple" and "Apple"

• Parentheses are used to denote lemma’s: (apple) matches include "apples"

• Brackets are used to denote word classes: 〈noun〉 matches all nouns,
〈integer〉 matches all integers. These word classes can have additional
modifiers. For instance 〈noun; capt〉 matches only nouns that start with a
capital

• To retrieve all matching sub-concepts of an ontology concept, square brack-
ets are used: given an ontology with a toplevel concept ’fruit’, the pattern
[fruit] matches "apples", "Apple", "pear", etc. This powerful feature allows
us to construct a single pattern for very large sets of instances and therefore
the extraction of many candidate relation instances with a single query.

• Spaces in a pattern match whitespaces, ’_’ matches one token; ’∗’ matches
one word

• To find out if a sub-pattern occurs within N tokens of another sub-pattern,
the near operator ...N is used: 〈verb〉...5〈fruit〉 matches "eat an apple" and
"eat a tasty pear"

• Set operations can be performed to create patterns from sub-patterns.
∧ is used for forming conjunctions, | for disjunctions and ! to exclude
matches. Curly brackets are used to identify the sets: I {eat|use} ...3 {[fruit]∧
〈noun; capt〉} matches "I eat an apple" and "I use my Apple"

The tOKo tool also allows storing of patterns as ’named patterns’ in the
application ontology. These named patterns can then be used as building blocks
with which new patterns can be constructed.
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1. Information 
Extraction Phase

• Retrieve Corpus
• Construct Pattern
• Retrieve Pattern 
matches

2. Ontology 
Matching Phase

• Combine the pattern 
matches into candidate 
relation instances
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3. Post-
Processing Phase
• Use background knowledge to improve the relation instance quality and remove redundancy
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Knowledge 
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Pattern matches

•R(i1,j1) ;  Freq1
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•…Candidate relation instances

•R(i1,j1) ;  Freq1
•R(i2,j2) ;  Freq2
•R(i3,j3) ;  Freq3
•…relation instances

Figure 14: Outline of the task approach

4.2.3 Relation Instantiation using patterns

In this section, we describe our general approach to ontology enrichment using
patterns. In Section 4.3, we describe the various specific implementations of this
method for the different domain-specific tasks. The approach is split up into three
main phases. Figure 14 gives an overview of these three phases.

In the Information Extraction phase, task-specific patterns are constructed by
hand and are then used to identify textual manifestations of a relation in a corpus.
In the ontology matching phase, the extracted pattern matches are mapped to
instances from the ontology resulting in [Subject, Relation, Object]-Frequency
tuples representing candidate relation instances. In the third phase, domain-
specific background knowledge about the subject, relation and/or the object can
be used to filter the facts and to improve the quality of these candidate relation
instances. In the sections describing the experiments we will give a number
of examples of this task-specific post-processing. One reason for splitting up
the approach into these three phases is that the results of the first two phases
can relatively easily be compared across different domains and tasks. The post-
processing depends on the concepts and background knowledge for the specific
task and the increase in performance will vary accordingly. It is therefore harder
to compare across tasks. We now describe each of the three phases in more detail.

4.2.3.1 The Information Extraction Phase

The input for the method is a specific relation R and the related concepts Ci and
Cj from the ontology and any instances Ii and Ij from the knowledge base. In the
first step, we create a corpus for the task using the labels from the concepts and
the relation. This is done in a manner similar to the one described in Chapter 2.
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The method requires that a task-specific query is constructed, which is presented
to the Google search engine. The first N pages are retrieved to form the corpus.
N is a parameter of the method. Contrary to the method from Chapter 2, here
we do not generate a separate corpus for each instance i ∈ Ii. This restricts the
Google complexity of the method [Geleijnse et al., 2006], which makes it more
suitable for extraction tasks that have a large number of instances in Ii.

Since performance of the method depends on the quality of the corpus, con-
structing a good Google query is important to ensure good results. As a guideline,
the labels of the classes Ci and Cj and the relation R are used. If these class labels
are not descriptive enough, it may be necessary to also use labels of superclasses
of Ci and Cj and super-properties of R to construct the Google query. As an
example, when instantiating the has_player relation between Club and Player

in the football domain, adding the label from a superconcept Football to the
query will result in a more domain-specific corpus. Both the ontology and the
corpus created in this manner are imported into the tOKo tool.

The next step in the Information Extraction phase is to manually construct
the extraction pattern. The quality of this extraction pattern heavily influences
the performance of the method. We here describe the different elements of the
extraction pattern and offer guidelines on the construction of the pattern. We
have experimented with using different patterns in two domains, the results of
which are found in Section 4.3.

In general, a pattern query consists of three sub-patterns corresponding to
the subject class Ci, the relation R and the object class Cj respectively. The first
sub-pattern extracts manifestations of the class Ci, using tOKo’s ability to retrieve
sub-concepts (and instances) of semantic classes. When additional background
knowledge about the textual manifestations is available, this is added to the sub-
pattern as a modifier to ensure a good match on the corpus. For instance, when
Ci, is the concept Roman God, a modifier is added to require the match to start
with a capital, resulting in the sub-pattern [RomanGod] ∧ 〈word; capt〉. When
looking for art styles, the use of a modifier that requires the different matches to be
disjoint is used to distinguish between ’neo-impressionism’ and ’impressionism’
(for such a pattern, see Section 4.3.2). Definitions of such modifiers can be found
on the tOKo website [Anjewierden, 2006].

The second sub-pattern is used to find manifestations of the relation R. For this,
the label of R can be used but often a more descriptive pattern has to be defined.
For instance, a basic sub-pattern for the relation is_god_of could be is the god of.
To make more general patterns, parts of this sub-pattern might be made optional
or substituted by word- or word class symbols. The patterns that correspond
to the relation R in the ontology are stored in the application ontology of the
tOKo tool. Different patterns or disjunctions of patterns can be used for a single
relation.

The last sub-pattern relates to the concept Cj and is formed in the same way as
the first sub-pattern. As we have stated in the assumptions, the instances of the
classes Ci or Cj are not necessarily known. If this is the case the extraction task
includes the discovery of new instances of one of the classes. The sub-patterns for
such an unknown class will not include the class label between square brackets.
By using the expected word class (noun, verb, etc.) or a superclass of Cj and
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optional modifiers the correct instances of Cj could be found. An example of
such a sub-pattern is to use 〈noun〉 for domains of Roman gods as we have done
in the experiments in Section 4.3.1.

The total extraction pattern query is simply the concatenation of the three
sub-patterns for the subject class, the relation and the object class. An example of
such a query is [god] $god_of$〈noun〉 that is used for finding is_god_of relation
the relation between the instantiated concept Roman God and the uninstantiated
concept Domain as well as instances for this last concept.

Using the tOKo API, we then execute a pattern query to extract the textual
manifestations of the relation instances and the specific phrases in the corpus
that match the pattern query are returned and passed to the ontology matching
phase.

This method of extracting candidate relation instances from the text is relatively
simple and uses the linguistic information provided by the tOKo text analysis
tool. If another tool is used that provides a different linguistic analysis of the
text, such as for instance dependency trees, this information can also be used to
extract more relation instances.

4.2.3.2 The ontology matching Phase

In the ontology matching phase, the specific phrases that are the result of the
Information Extraction phase are converted to RDF triples by mapping the three
different sub-phrases to the corresponding instances of Ci, R and Cj respectively
using the tOKo API. These triples are candidate relation instances with which the
ontology is to be enriched.

If not all instances of one of the classes are known, new candidate instances are
also identified in this phase. The part of the extracted phrase that is mapped to
this unpopulated class is then added as an instance with that part as an instance
label. Synonyms, misspellings and abbreviations, as discovered by the tOKo tool
or as stored in the domain ontology are mapped to a single instance of Ci or Cj.

We use the frequencies of the candidate relation instances to determine which
relations are added to the knowledge base. The frequencies of the candidate
relation instance are simply the sum of the frequencies of all matching phrases in
the corpus. This process runs automatically using the tOKo API on the results
and the input ontology. In our experiments, we evaluate the performance of the
method for various experiments by putting a threshold on the frequency of the
candidate relations and calculating precision, recall and F-measure for different
values of this threshold.

As an example, assume that we are populating the relation between deities and
their domains and the latter class is unpopulated. In that ontology, the alternative
label for the goddess Mellona is ’Mellonia’. The extracted phrases ’Mellona is the
goddess of bees’ and ’Mellonia is the goddess of bees’ are both mapped to the
candidate relation instance:

gods:Mellona gods:is_god_of gods:bees frequency=2

At the same time gods:bees is a candidate to be added as an instance of the
class gods:Domain.
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The result of this phase is a list of candidate relation instances ordered by
frequency of occurrence. If the extraction task also includes finding new candidate
instances, these are also returned as a likewise ordered set. To select the candidate
relation instances that are most likely to be correct, the ones with a relatively high
frequency can be added to the ontology. For this we use a simple threshold on the
frequency. Depending on the requirements of the specific ontology enrichment
task, the value of this threshold can be varied to focus on either precision or
recall. In Section 4.3, we illustrate the use of the threshold value in combination
with patterns of varying generality.

4.2.3.3 The post-processing phase

In the post-processing phase, background knowledge about the classes Ci and
Cj and the relation R is used to improve the performance of the method. Such
background knowledge is also used to reduce any unwanted redundancy in the
candidate relation instances. For the previous two phases, we listed the general
approach, which is to be instantiated for different domains and tasks. The process
of this phase, however is entirely dependent on the nature and availability of
the background knowledge from the domain ontology. We therefore here merely
give three examples of such post-processing: using synonym information, using
knowledge about the cardinality of a relation and exploiting the property of the
relation R that it is transitive over the hierarchy of Cj. The latter two were used
in the experiments described in Section 4.3.

The first type of post-processing is through the use of external sources that
supply synonym information. If synonyms for instances of Ci and Cj are listed
in the source ontology itself, the pattern matches from two synonymous terms
will be mapped onto the same instance in the ontology matching phase. But if
information about synonyms is available in an external source such as WordNet
[Fellbaum, 1998], the results from that phase can be improved by combining the
candidate relation instances with synonymous instances of Ci or Cj. For instance,
in an ontology describing the domains of gods, say that we have retrieved the
following candidate relation instances and their frequencies:

[gods:Discordia, gods:is_god_of, gods:dischord] frequency=2

[gods:Discordia, gods:is_god_of, gods:strife] frequency=3

Assuming that we have background knowledge available that lets us conclude
that dischord and strife are the same thing, we can combine these candidates
relation instances into a single relation:

[gods:Discordia, gods:is_god_of, gods:strife] frequency=5

A second example of post-processing is to exploit knowledge about the car-
dinality of a relation. If we know that one instance i of Ci is related to exactly
one instance of Cj and we have multiple candidate relation instances for a given
instance i, we can remove the candidates that are less likely to be correct, i.e.
the candidate relation instances with the lowest frequency. In the experiment
described in Section 4.3.2 where we extract the relation between artists and birth
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dates, we apply exactly this post-processing method and remove a lot of incorrect
candidate relation instances.

The third example is applied in another experiment from Section 4.3.2. If the
retrieved instances of Ci or Cj are hierarchically structured, the hierarchy can
be used to combine the frequencies found of instances lower in the hierarchy to
raise the frequencies higher up in that hierarchy. This only holds if the relation R
is ’transitive over the hierarchy of the concept Ci or Cj. A relation R is transitive
over the hierarchy H of Cj iff

∀i, j,k R(i, j)∧H(j,k)⇒ R(i,k) (4.1)

(where H(j,k) means that k is an ancestor of j). For example, the relation
’was_born_in’ is transitive over a part-of hierarchy of geographical locations,
but the relation ’is_mayor_of’ is not.

Different domain ontologies and different types of background knowledge
will yield different specific methods. In Section 4.3.2, we use the hierarchically
structured geographical thesaurus to improve the quality of and reduce the
redundancy in the extracted ’born_in’ relation instances between artists and their
places of birth.

The method we use to achieve this is to add to the frequency of each candidate
relation the frequencies of all candidate relation instances that imply the former,
relations to super-concepts inherit the frequencies of their sub-concepts. The new
frequencies are referred to as implied frequencies. Note that the candidate relation
instances with a concept higher up in the hierarchy will always have an implied
frequency that is equal to or greater than that of a relation with a sub-concept
deeper in the hierarchy.

After the implied frequencies have been determined, we want to select the
candidate instance that both has a lot of evidence and is as specific as possible
(deeper in the hierarchy). The more specific a relation instance is, the more
information it provides and the more useful it is to add it to the knowledge
base. We therefore use a method that chooses the candidate relation instance that
is as deep in the hierarchy as possible but is still consistent with all candidate
relation instances that have a higher implied frequency. This results in a two-step
post-processing method:

1. calculate all implied frequencies

2. select the most specific candidate instance that is still consistent with the
candidate relation instances with higher implied frequency.

By using a threshold on the implied frequencies we can again choose a de-
sired point in the precision/recall tradeoff. But the results will show an overall
improvement in quality.

We now illustrate this post-processing through an example. This example
corresponds to the post-processing done in Section 4.3.2. There, we are instan-
tiating the ’born_in’ relation between artists and geographical locations, which
are hierarchically ordered in the Thesaurus of Geographical Names (TGN) [The
Getty Foundation, 2000b]. If we take the following hypothetical set of candidate
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relation instances that are the result of the ontology matching phase for a single
artist, Rembrandt:

[ulan:Rembrandt, ec:born_in, tgn:Leiden] freq.=2

[ulan:Rembrandt, ec:born_in, tgn:Antwerpen] freq.=3

[ulan:Rembrandt, ec:born_in, tgn:Zuid-Holland] freq.=2

[ulan:Rembrandt, ec:born_in, tgn:Netherlands] freq.=2

Three of the four relation instances will be evaluated as ’correct’ and one as
’incorrect’ (Antwerpen). For a threshold value 6 2, the precision for this set will
be 0.75 but the results are highly redundant (Leiden being a part of Zuid-Holland,
which is in turn a part of the Netherlands). For threshold value > 3, the precision
for this set will be 0 and if the threshold value is exactly 3, the precision is also 0,
but a false relation instance will be added. We apply the post-processing method
to the example above, resulting in the following implied frequencies:

[ulan:Rembrandt, ec:born_in, tgn:Leiden] IF=2

[ulan:Rembrandt, ec:born_in, tgn:Antwerpen] IF=3

[ulan:Rembrandt, ec:born_in, tgn:Zuid-Holland] IF=4

[ulan:Rembrandt, ec:born_in, tgn:Netherlands] IF=6

In the second step, [ulan:Rembrandt, ec:born_in, tgn:Zuid-Holland] is
selected, since both the candidate relations with TGN concepts deeper in the tree
are inconsistent with other two relation instances that have a higher frequencies.

In this post-processing method, the evidence only ’travels up the hierarchy’
through the calculation of Implied Frequency. This is consistent with the notion
of transitivity over the hierarchy. We could also calculate a different score that
uses the heuristic that it is more likely that Rembrandt was born in Leiden if we
found occurrences that he was born in Zuid-Holland. But whereas an occurrence
of the relation [ulan:Rembrandt, ec:born_in, tgn:Leiden] actually implies
[ulan:Rembrandt, ec:born_in, tgn:Zuid-Holland], the reverse is not true. We
here use the more conservative variant of strictly implied frequencies.

In this example, this method of filtering the candidate relation instances im-
proves the precision of the results and removes the unwanted redundancy. To test
the effectiveness of this post-processing method, in Section 4.3.2, we apply it to a
larger set of candidate instances and we analyze results.

4.3 experiments

In this section we describe various experiments in two separate domains. The
first domain is that of Roman deities and their respective area of influence or
domains. The very small ontology and knowledge base in this domain have
been created specifically for evaluating this method. In this domain, the relation
instantiation task is to populate the relation between Roman gods and their
domains. The experiment illustrates the working of the method and we evaluate
the performance of various patterns. Here we only evaluate the first two phases
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of the task. We do, however offer suggestions for the post-processing phase. In
Section 4.3.2, we revisit the cultural heritage domain. This is a real-world domain,
i.e. not created specifically for evaluating this method. We discuss the influence
of the corpus size and we use the method from this chapter for a number of
Ontology Population tasks. For each of these tasks, we evaluate the results of the
Information Extraction phase. For one of the tasks, the extraction of the relation
between artists and birthplaces, we also discuss the post-processing phase and
evaluate it.

4.3.1 Roman Gods

4.3.1.1 Task description

The ontology we constructed for this task in the domain of Roman mythology
consists of two classes: gods:Roman God and gods:Domain, with the relation
gods:is_god_of between the two. We populated the class gods:Roman God with
instances. For this, we semi-automatically extracted the 259 gods and goddesses
found on the Wikipedia page listing the Roman deities 1. Various synonymous
names of deities were also added as alternative labels as we have discussed in
the previous section. The object class gods:Domain was left unpopulated.

The relation instantiation task is find instances of the following relation:

[gods:Roman God, gods:is_god_of, gods:Domain]
Note that one god or goddess can have multiple domains (Jupiter is the god of

the sun as well as arts and music) and a single domain can have multiple gods
representing it (both Mars and Bellona are war deities). This very small ontology
was imported in the tOKo tool.

In the first step, we extracted the corpus. For this we constructed a corpus
by extracting from the web the first 1000 pages resulting from the google query
’Roman +God +Goddess’. This resulted in a corpus size of 26 Megabytes. We
explicitly excluded the Wikipedia page that was used to create the ontology. This
corpus was also imported in the tOKo tool. To have an indication of the quality
of the corpus with respect to the domain, we first searched in the corpus for
occurrences of the gods:Roman God. In total, 12755 occurrences of a god or
goddess were found in the corpus divided over 242 gods. This means that 17

deity names from our ontology do not occur in the corpus used. The god with
the highest frequency was Jupiter with 1280 occurrences. The frequencies show
an expected Zipf-like distribution (cf. [Zipf, 1949, Li, 1992]).

Since we are interested in how the performance varies for patterns of different
generality, we presented tOKo with five different patterns. For this, we varied
only the sub-pattern corresponding to the relation gods:is_god_of. Five different
sub-patterns were added to the tOKo application ontology. The five expanded
patterns are listed in Table 25. Pattern 1 is the most specific of the five. Each
subsequent pattern replaces one token in the pattern with a generalization,
making the pattern as a whole more general. Pattern 5 is the most general pattern
of this set, as it only requires that a deity’s name is followed within 10 tokens

1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Roman_deities (retrieved April 2008)
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pat tOKo pattern

1 [Roman_god] is the {god|}of 〈noun〉
2 [Roman_god] ∗ the {god|goddess}of 〈noun〉
3 [Roman_god]{|_} ...10 thegod|goddessof 〈noun〉
4 [Roman_god]{|_} ...10god|goddessof 〈noun〉
5 [Roman_god]{|_} ...10god|goddess ...10 〈noun〉

Table 25: The patterns used in for the Roman deities relation extraction task, listed from
top to bottom in ascending generality.

Roman God Domain freq eval.

gods:Ceres grain 4 1

gods:Cupid love 2 1

gods:Jupiter thunder 2 1

gods:Concordia peace 1 1

gods:Janus coming 1 1

gods:Mars war 1 1

gods:Minerva wisdom 1 1

gods:Vesta hearth 1 1

Table 26: All resulting candidate relation instances for pattern 1. The results are evaluated 1

(correct) or 0 (incorrect)

by the word ’god’ or ’goddess’, which is in turn followed within 10 tokens by a
noun.

Note that in theory it is possible to think of even more general patterns, an
example would be [Roman_god]{|_} ...20 〈noun〉. However, it is fairly easy to see
a priori that such patterns lead to extremely poor precision. For some relation
instantiation tasks, it can be very difficult to conceive of patterns that are neither
too specific nor too general. In the experiments from Section 4.3.2.4, we give an
example of how a too general pattern for such a task leads to relatively poor
precision.

4.3.1.2 Results

Each of the patterns was run on the corpus. For each pattern, the results were
ranked on the frequency and evaluated by hand by comparing the results to
the information on the Wikipedia page from which the ontology was created. If
this lead to doubt about the correctness of the result, the Wikipedia page for the
individual deity was consulted. Since patterns 3, 4 and 5 produce a very large
number of results, we only evaluated the results with a frequency of 3 or higher.
In Table 26, we list all results with frequency 1 or more from pattern 1. Table 27

shows the first 20 evaluated results from applying pattern 5, ranked by frequency.
The only incorrect result in tables 26 and 27 is the [gods:Jupiter, gods:is_god_of,

"roman"] for pattern 5, since Jupiter is not specifically the god of the Romans.
It is however, easy to see how pattern 5 might have led to this incorrect result.
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Roman God Domain freq eval.

gods:Mars war 135 1

gods:Venus love 94 1

gods:Neptune sea 76 1

gods:Minerva wisdom 57 1

gods:Cupid love 56 1

gods:Bacchus wine 51 1

gods:Vesta hearth 37 1

gods:Apollo sun 33 1

gods:Diana moon 28 1

gods:Flora flower 28 1

gods:Vulcan fire 27 1

gods:Jupiter sky 25 1

gods:Bellona war 22 1

gods:Jupiter roman 21 0

gods:Ceres agriculture 18 1

gods:Diana hunt 17 1

gods:Pomona fruit 17 1

gods:Saturn time 17 1

gods:Janus door 16 1

...

Table 27: The first 20 results from pattern 5. The results are evaluated 1 (correct) or 0

(incorrect)

Other examples of errors that were found with a lower frequency in pattern 5

are [gods:Jupiter, gods:is_god_of, "god"] and [gods:Jupiter, gods:is_god_of,
"Jupiter"]. These errors are the direct result of the generality of pattern 5. In the
results of the more specific patterns, these specific errors occur with a lower
frequency. Looking at the results, we observe that for the most specific pattern 1,
we get a precision of 1, regardless of which threshold value we use. All retrieved
results are correct. This is a direct result of the specificity of that pattern. For
pattern 5, we see that of the first 20 results, 19 are evaluated as correct and 1 as
incorrect. This corresponds to a precision of 0.95 when a threshold value of 16 is
used.

Although the precision of pattern 1 is 1, the recall is very low. To determine
recall, we first established the number of roman deities from our ontology that
occur at least once in the corpus. For this we used the simple tOKo pattern
[god]. This yielded 121755 hits on Zipf-distributed over 242 unique gods and
goddesses. However, each deity can have more than one domain. From a sample
of 15 goddesses we counted an average of 1.93 domains per deity based on
the Wikipedia source of the ontology. We established the estimated number of
candidate relation instances as 242× 1.93 = 468 relation instances.

Pattern 1 only retrieves 8 results for a threshold value of 1, so the recall here is
8
468 = 0.017. More importantly, for pattern 1, we cannot vary the threshold value
further to increase recall. For pattern 5, this is indeed possible. By lowering the
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Figure 15: Precision values for the five patterns for the God-Domain extraction task.

threshold value, we can increase the recall of the method. Of course, there is a
tradeoff between precision and recall, and lowering the threshold will reduce the
latter. However, by using more general patterns, combined with a threshold on
the frequency, a user is able to choose between recall and precision. This decision
is based on the type of application and the level of post-processing for which this
extraction method is used. If, after the extraction has taken place, the results are
checked by hand, the threshold might be set to a lower level. On the other hand,
if the application desires a very high precision, for instance in fully automated
Ontology Population, a high threshold might be used to ensure this.

To further illustrate the differences in performance of the five patterns, we
have plotted the precision against the threshold value in Figure 15. Likewise, we
show the recall in Figure 16 and the harmonic mean of the two, the F-measure in
Figure 17.

As we have seen in Table 26, the precision of pattern 1 is always 1, regardless
of the value of the threshold. For the slightly generalized pattern, pattern 2,
we already see that a lower threshold results in a lower precision. The lowest
precision value for these evaluated results is 0.69, which occurs for pattern 3, for
a threshold value of 6. Around this threshold value, pattern 3 is outperformed by
the more general patterns 4 and 5, but in the rest of the graph, we observe the
expected behavior: for a single threshold value, the more specific a pattern is, the
higher its precision.

The exact opposite is observed in the recall graph. For all patterns, we observe
the expected performance: the lower the threshold value, the higher the recall.
For pattern 1, this never exceeds 0.017, but the more general patterns reach a
much higher value. Pattern 5 yields a recall of 0.34 at a threshold value of 3, the
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Figure 16: Recall values for the five patterns for the God-Domain extraction task.

lowest evaluated point for that pattern. Figure 16 clearly shows that for every
threshold value it holds that the more general a pattern is, the higher its recall.

If a relation is found with high threshold, this implies that it occurs with a
high frequency. The shape of the recall graph in Figure 16 therefore corresponds
to a Zipf distribution: there is a small number of frequently occurring relation
instances and a very large number of instances that occur with a very low
frequency in the corpus.

There clearly is tradeoff between recall and precision for all patterns. To show
the combined performance, we plotted the harmonic mean of both precision and
recall, the F-measure against the threshold value in Figure 17 for all patterns. It is
immediately clear that this figure closely resembles the recall graph. This is due
to the relatively large number of relation instances to be found (468). Since this
yields relatively low recall values (up to 0.35), when compared to precision (up
to 1), the recall has a relatively large effect on the curve of the F-measure graph.
Still, we can conclude from Figure 17 that when using the harmonic mean, the
most general pattern always outperforms the more specific patterns.

We can conclude that for this specific task and when measuring performance
using the F-measure, using a general pattern and a threshold on the frequency
is preferable to using specific patterns. This only holds if the recall is relatively
important to the harmonic mean. This will be the case if the input list of instances
Ii is relatively large and a large number of relation instances are to be found. By
using the general patterns and a threshold we are exploiting the redundancy of
the manifestations of the relation instances in the corpus.
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Figure 17: F-measure values for the five patterns for the God-Domain extraction task.

4.3.1.3 The post-processing phase

For this domain, we did not perform an explicit post-processing step. We will
however give an example of a possible method for improving the quality of the
candidate relation instance by using background knowledge.

We do not know all the different domains of the deities beforehand and they
are not part of our background knowledge. A possible post-processing step is to
match the domains found to a lexical ontology such as WordNet. Using WordNet,
we could identify synonymous domains and combine the corresponding candi-
date relation instances, thereby raising the combined frequency. As an example
consider these two results from pattern 5:

[gods:Abundantia, gods:is_god_of, plenty] frequency=2

[gods:Abundantia, gods:is_god_of, abundance] frequency=2

Now assume that the threshold value is set to 3. In this case neither of the
correct relation instances are added to the knowledge base. Using WordNet we
could automatically discover that ’plenty’ and ’abundance’ are actually synonyms.
Using this, we could add an instance of gods:Domain to the knowledge base
with both synonyms. This new concept then receives a new frequency, which is
the sum of the two candidate relation instances, 4. The frequency now exceeds
the threshold value and it is added to the knowledge base. Even if this can be
done for candidate relation instances with a frequency that is already above
the threshold, it could still remove some unwanted relation instances from the
knowledge base.

In this example, we use a domain- and task-independent source of background
knowledge. In the experiments described in the next section, we will describe a
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similar post-processing step for the cultural heritage domain using task-specific
background knowledge.

4.3.2 Cultural Heritage Domain

To test the performance of the method in a second domain, we revisit the cul-
tural heritage domain. We again focus on enriching the knowledge base with
information about artists from the Getty Union List of Artist Names (ULAN)
[The Getty Foundation, 2000c]. For individual artists, we will attempt to extract
the related birthplaces in Section 4.3.2.1, years of birth in 4.3.2.3, art styles in
Section 4.3.2.4 and in the experiment described in Section 4.3.2.5 we will attempt
to discover instances of an unspecified relations between two artists. For the
first three experiments, we present the evaluated results from the Information
Extraction phase. For the extraction of birthplaces we also define the ontology
enrichment phase and evaluate its results. The results from the final experiment
are left unevaluated but merely illustrate the range of tasks the method can be
used for in this domain.

These tasks differ from the task described in Chapter 2 in that the subject class
of the relation (the artist) has a very large number of instances. It is therefore not
feasible to extract a separate corpus for each of these instances, as would have to
be done for the redundancy method in Chapter 2. Since the method described in
this chapter does not extract a separate corpus for each instance, we can use it
for these types of task. In Section 4.3.2.4, we extract the reverse of the has_artist

relation from Chapter 2 and we compare the results of both methods.

4.3.2.1 Artists and birthplaces

The first relation we attempt to instantiate is that between artists and their
birthplaces. For this task, we use the Person class from the ULAN for the
left-hand side of the relation. The born_in relation was defined as a part of
the MultimediaN E-culture project vocabulary. The range of this relation is a
geographical location. For this we use the Getty Thesaurus of Geographic Names
(TGN). The TGN is a thesaurus of geographical locations containing over 900.000

places ordered hierarchically through parent_of relations that in this case can be
interpreted as part_of relations. The resulting relation that is to be instantiated is
therefore:

[ulan:artist, ec:born_in, tgn:place]
Note that although every artist has only one place of birth, places higher up in

the part-of hierarchy are also correct (Vincent van Gogh was born in Zundert, as
well as in the Netherlands).

Since loading the complete ULAN and TGN combined with a large corpus
into the tool proved unfeasible due to computer memory constraints we chose
a subset of the two vocabularies. For the ULAN, we initially only loaded the
painters (those artists whose roles include the concept ’painter’), leaving us with
close to 30.000 instances.

Pilot experiments showed that of these painters, only a very small portion
occurred in our corpora. At the same time, the painters that do occur do not
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frequency

concept tOKo pattern 1000 2000 5000

Painter [painter;disj]∧ 〈word;capt〉 26154 52175 124053

Place [place;disj]∧ 〈word;capt〉 41051 84774 210931

Style [style;disj] 8319 16866 36673

Born (born) 3048 5259 11718

Table 28: The frequencies of the results for three different single-concept queries on three
corpora of varying size

appear very frequently, because of the sparseness and length of the labels (in the
ULAN, most artist instances have "firstname lastname" and "lastname, firstname"
as labels, only a few have misspellings and aliases added). We therefore did
some additional pre-processing on the ULAN labels: We first searched the largest
corpus used (see below) with the pattern [painter] using the standard ULAN
instance labels to determine which of the 30.000 painters actually occurred in
the corpus. In a corpus of 5000 pages, we found 1808 painters. We removed
the painters that did not occur in the corpus from our knowledge base. For the
remaining artists, we added an extra label consisting of only the surname of
the painter (e.g. ’van Gogh’). We manually identified 19 surnames that are very
frequent first names (e.g. "Henri Paul"), for the artist with such surnames, we
only kept the longer, stricter label. This pre-processing step decreases the number
of instances that have to be in program memory, while it increases the frequency
of matches of instances in the corpus, since the added labels are less strict.

Also for performance reasons, we only loaded the subtree containing European
places from the TGN, which contained 46947 instances. This does restrict the
relations that can be instantiated to European-born artists only.

We constructed a corpus describing mainly (modern) European art. For the
Google query used to build the corpus, we used the labels of the 10 modern
European art styles used in Chapter 2. To further raise the quality of the corpus,
the word ’born’, representing the relation to be instantiated was added to the
Google query.

To examine the influence of the size of the corpus on the performance of the
method, we extracted a corpus of 1000, 2000 and 5000 pages using the same
google query, the resulting smaller corpora are contained in the larger corpora.
This is done since the Google-ranking of pages corresponds with a ranking in
quality. Therefore, retrieving a larger corpus does not automatically ensure a
higher quality, since more low-ranked pages are retrieved. In Table 28, we show
the resulting frequencies for a number of queries for the different corpus sizes.

Table 28 shows that increasing the corpus size increases the frequency of the
retrieved results almost linearly. This means that in this domain, the quality of
the corpus increases linearly with the corpus size. For the experiments described
below we used the largest corpus of 5000 pages. We executed the experiment
with three different patterns, varying in generality. The patterns used are shown
in Table 29.
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pattern tOKo pattern

1 {[painter;disj]∧ 〈word;capt〉}was (born)
in {[place]∧ 〈word;capt〉}

2 {[painter;disj]∧ 〈word;capt〉}was (born)
{in|at} ...10 {[place]∧ 〈word;capt〉}

3 {[painter;disj]∧ 〈word;capt〉}{|_} ...10 (born)

...20 {[place]∧ 〈word;capt〉}

Table 29: The patterns used for the artist-birthplace relation extraction task, listed from top
to bottom in ascending generality.

For pattern 1 and 2, we evaluated the resulting candidate relation instances
with a frequency of 2 or higher resulting in respectively 35 and 58 candidates. For
pattern 3, we evaluated the candidate instances with minimum frequency of 4,
resulting in 75 candidate relation instances. As an illustration, we show the first
26 results of pattern 3 in Table 30. Note that the first two results are redundant,
the fact that Picasso is born in Malaga implies that he is born in Spain. However,
since we defined the Information Extraction task as only extracting true relation
instances from the corpus, in this stage we evaluate both relation instances as
correct. In the post-processing phase described below, we refine these results to
resolve this redundancy. To calculate recall, we again make an assumption about
the number of relation instances that are to be found. For this we multiply the
total amount of artists in the corpus (1808) by the approximate average depth of
the used TGN tree excluding the ’Europe’ top node, 3. This yields a maximum
number of correct relation instances that could be found in theory of 5424.

In figures 18, 19 and 20 we plot the values for precision, recall and the F-
measure respectively for different threshold values. Here, we observe the same
characteristics as in the results from the Roman Deities experiments: The more
specific the pattern is, the higher the precision for a specific value of the threshold
(at a threshold value of 5, pattern 1 and 2 yield a precision of 1 and pattern
3 yields a precision of 0.80). The reverse is true for recall: The more general a
pattern is, the higher the recall value. Compared to the Roman deities task, here
the graph of the F-measure even more closely resembles the recall graph, because
of the even lower recall values.

In total, pattern 1 retrieves only 154 results with frequency 1 or more where
pattern 3 retrieves 1151. In this domain it also holds that if we use a more general
pattern, the threshold value can be varied to either achieve a high recall, low
precision or the reverse. When using a more specific pattern, this is only possible
to a lesser extent.

As we have seen in the Roman deities domain, we here also observe that the
value of the F-measure for more general patterns is higher than that of more
specific patterns for all threshold values that are evaluated. Thus we can conclude
that if the harmonic mean is used as an evaluation criterion, using more general
patterns results in a better performance. For different applications and different
levels of post-processing, different patterns and thresholds can be used. If for
instance, the application calls for a very high precision, one can use the general
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artist place freq. eval.

ulan:Picasso tgn:Malaga 76 1

ulan:Picasso tgn:Espana 38 1

ulan:Mucha tgn:Morava 38 1

ulan:Seurat tgn:Paris 33 1

ulan:Monet tgn:Paris 30 1

ulan:Ernst tgn:Deutschland 30 1

ulan:Dali tgn:Figueras 27 1

ulan:Cezanne tgn:Aix-en-Provence 19 1

ulan:Renoir tgn:Limoges 18 1

ulan:Manet tgn:Paris 14 1

ulan:Beckmann tgn:Leipzig 13 1

ulan:Matisse tgn:France 11 1

ulan:Matisse tgn:Le Cateau 11 1

ulan:Kubik tgn:Ceskoslovensko 11 1

ulan:Signac tgn:Paris 10 1

ulan:Gris tgn:Espana 10 1

ulan:Magritte tgn:Lessines 10 1

ulan:De Kooning tgn:Nederland 9 1

ulan:Riley tgn:London 9 1

ulan:Degas tgn:Paris 9 1

ulan:Chagall tgn:Vitsyebskaya Voblasts’ 9 1

ulan:van Gogh tgn:Zundert 9 1

ulan:De Kooning tgn:Rotterdam 8 1

ulan:Dali tgn:Espana 8 1

ulan:Braque tgn:Argenteuil 8 1

ulan:van Gogh tgn:Marche 8 0

Table 30: The first 26 results from using pattern 3. For each artist-birthplace candidate
relation instance, we list the frequency found in the corpus using pattern 3 and
the evaluation of that relation instance.

pattern combined with a high threshold. For pattern 1, the whole evaluated range
of results can be used, for all thresholds > 2, the value of precision is 1 (note
that for the candidate relation instances with a frequency of 1, we did find some
errors).

Errors that the method produces are mostly the result of erroneous match of a
term in the corpus to a term in the ontology. An example of this is the candidate
relation [ulan:van_Gogh, ec:born_in, tgn:Marche]. In the ontology, Marche
is a region in Italy, but using pattern 3, the tOKo tool matches that pattern to
the first part of the phrase ’Vincent van Gogh was born on March 30 1853’ since
March is listed as an alternative label for that instance. This yields an incorrect
candidate relation instance.

The same holds for artists, a number of artists have one or more labels that are
highly ambiguous. For example, the artist Richard Zimmermann is also known as
simply ’Richard’. The tOKo tool therefore concludes that every occurrence of the
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Figure 18: Precision values for threshold values for each of the three patterns from Table 29

and of the post-processed results from Pattern 3
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Figure 19: Recall values for threshold values for each of the three patterns from Table 29

and of the post-processed results from Pattern 3

word ’Richard’, that is not already part of a longer name (because of the disjunct
requirement in the patterns), is an occurrence of the artist Richard Zimmermann.
This results in a number of faulty candidate relation instances involving this
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Figure 20: F-measure values for threshold values for each of the three patterns from Table
29 and of the post-processed results from Pattern 3

artist. Based on these two observations, we believe that the use of a stop list could
boost the performance of the method.

Of course, sometimes an error occurs because of the generality of patterns. The
phrase ’Frantisek Kupka was born in 1871 and worked mostly in France’ results
in the incorrect candidate relation [ulan:Kupka, ec:born_in, tgn:France] when
using pattern 3 (Kupka was born in Lithuania).

Although the use of redundancy in the form of a threshold does filter out
a great portion of these errors, in some cases, these faulty candidate relation
instances will still end up with a frequency higher than the threshold value.

A number of candidate relation instances involve artists that are not born in
Europe. In that case, the correct answer cannot be found, because of the selection
in the TGN ontology. But incorrect answers can be found for above mentioned
reasons. This does contribute to the number of errors, but not to the number of
correct relation instances. This implies that our recall measure is somewhat strict.

4.3.2.2 The post-processing phase for Artist and Birthplaces

As we have described in the previous section, we can use the background knowl-
edge from the TGN to further improve the results of the Information Extraction
phase. In the post-processing phase for this task, we combine redundant candidate
relation instances into a single candidate by calculating the implied frequencies
and choose a single candidate relation instance for an artist. We applied this
enrichment method to the results from pattern 3. All 1281 candidate relation
instances with a frequency > 1 were processed using this procedure.

This yielded 516 candidate relation instances, reducing the redundancy of
the information by more than half. Of the selected instances, we evaluated the
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64 selections with implied frequency > 4. The resulting precision, recall and F-
measure values for different values of the threshold on the implied frequencies are
shown in figure 18, 19 and 20 respectively. At a threshold value of 4, the precision
is 0.76, which is about the same as the precision that the unprocessed results from
pattern 3 yielded for that threshold value. Calculating recall is slightly different,
since one artist now can only have one birthplace. This means we divide the
number of correct extractions by the number of artists in the ontology to calculate
the recall, 1808. This resulted in a recall of 0.031 at threshold value 4, compared
to the recall of 0.012 for the unprocessed results (calculated with respect to the
old estimated number of candidate relations, 5414). The average depth of the
TGN concept in the candidate relation instance is 2.25. In our subtree of the
TGN, a depth of 1 corresponds to countries, 2 corresponds mainly to regions and
larger municipalities and depths > 3 denote further geographic subdivisions. The
average candidate relation instance has a city as its object.

The post-processing method does indeed remove redundant candidate rela-
tion instances using background knowledge. If we compare the recall of the
unprocessed and post-processed results by dividing the correct answers to the
corresponding maximum amount of relation instances that should be found, the
recall and therefore the value of the F-measure is also raised.

4.3.2.3 Artists and birth years

In the following sections, we show that the Information Extraction method can
be used for multiple tasks in the cultural heritage domain. The second task in the
cultural heritage domain is to extract relation instances denoting the artists’ birth

years. That is the following relation: [ulan:Artist, ec:has_birthyear, Year]
Since this information is already present in the ULAN for all artists, the

evaluation process is completely automated and straightforward. The results
from the Information Extraction method do not yield new information. We show
it here to illustrate the performance of the method for this specific task in the
cultural heritage domain.

For the experiment, we used the same corpus of 5000 documents and the pre-
processed 1808 artists in the ontology as in Section 4.3.2.2. For this experiment
we only evaluated a single pattern, which is essentially pattern 3 from that
section where the sub-pattern for place is replaced by a pattern that extracts years
(four-digit integers):

{[painter;disj]∧ 〈word; capt〉}{|_} ...10 (born) ...20

〈integer; chars = 4〉
Using this pattern, the Information Extraction phase yielded 1129 candidate

relation instances. The results are automatically evaluated against the birth date
information from the ULAN. In Table 31, we show the top 18 results.

Evaluating the results again showed that a lower threshold leads to a higher
F-measure which is caused by the low recall values. These low recall values are
the result of the large list of artists. The maximum F-measure is thus obtained
when recall is maximized, if the threshold is 1. In that case 351 of the 1129
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artist birth year freq. eval.

ulan:Picasso 1881 106 1

ulan:Dali 1904 46 1

ulan:Mucha 1860 39 1

ulan:Monet 1840 31 1

ulan:Ernst 1891 31 1

ulan:Seurat 1859 22 1

ulan:Matisse 1869 22 1

ulan:Cezanne 1839 21 1

ulan:John 1930 14 0

ulan:Renoir 1841 14 1

ulan:De Kooning 1904 13 1

ulan:van Gogh 1853 13 1

ulan:Rivera 1886 12 1

ulan:Chagall 1887 12 1

ulan:Manet 1832 11 1

ulan:Beckmann 1884 10 1

ulan:Braque 1882 10 1

ulan:Frankenthaler 1928 10 1

Table 31: The first 18 results of extracting instances of the artist-birth year relation

candidate relations are correct, leading to a precision of 0.31, a recall of 0.19 and
F-measure of 0.24.

Here, we use knowledge about the cardinality of the relation to improve the
candidate relation instances. We know that an artist has exactly one birth year
and we simply take for each artist the candidate relation instance with the highest
frequency and remove the others. If two or more contradicting candidate relations
with the same highest frequency are observed, we select one at random. This
post-processing step reduced the total number of candidate relations to 635. The
post processing does indeed raise the precision. For the post-processed results, the
highest recall is measured at a threshold value of 1, where 311 of the 635 candidate
relation instances are correct, resulting in a precision of 0.49, a recall of 0.17 and
a F-measure of 0.25. At a threshold value of 4, for the post-processed results, a
total of 75 candidate relations are found, of which 64 are correct, (precision=0.85,
recall=0.035, F-measure=0.068) where the precision for the unprocessed results at
that threshold value are lower (precision=0.78, recall=0.036, F-measure=0.069).

4.3.2.4 Artists and art styles

The third relation we instantiated for artists using this method is the has_style

relation, which is the reverse of the has_artist relation from Chapter 2. For this
relation, we populated the ontology with the ten modern art styles from the Getty
Art and Architecture Thesaurus that were also used to construct the corpus. We
ran the Information Extraction method with one general pattern. This time, the
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artist art style freq. eval.

ulan: Picasso ulan: cubism 166 1

ulan: Dali ulan: surrealism 126 1

ulan: Jules Breton ulan: surrealism 117 0

ulan: Braque ulan: cubism 100 1

ulan: Monet ulan: impressionism 90 1

ulan: Seurat ulan: neo-impressionism 65 1

ulan: Pissarro ulan: impressionism 64 1

ulan: Signac ulan: neo-impressionism 64 1

ulan: Mucha ulan: art nouveau 53 1

ulan: Manet ulan: impressionism 46 0

ulan: Matisse ulan: fauvism 43 1

ulan: Renoir ulan: impressionism 43 1

ulan: van Gogh ulan: impressionism 34 0

ulan: Cezanne ulan: impressionism 30 1

ulan: Magritte ulan: surrealism 30 1

ulan: Degas ulan: impressionism 29 1

ulan: Gris ulan: cubism 28 1

ulan: Cassatt ulan: impressionism 26 1

Table 32: The first 18 results of extracting instances of the artist-art style relation

sub-pattern for the relation was left out, since the has_style relation can have
many manifestations in the text. The resulting pattern is:

{[painter;disj]∧ 〈word; capt〉}{|_} ...10 [style;disj]
The pattern was executed on the same 5000-document corpus. 970 different

artist-art style combinations were found in the corpus. Of these results, we
evaluated all candidate relation instances with a frequency of 5 or higher. Here
the evaluation criteria are not as clear as in the previous experiments. As we
have found in Chapter 2, it is often not clear from cultural heritage domain texts
whether or not an artist is considered part of an art style or movement. Here,
we adopted the same evaluation criteria as we have done in Chapter 2: For each
artist-art style instance candidate, we consulted the Wikipedia page of that artist
and the first ten pages that Google retrieved for that artist. If one of those pages
explicitly states that the artist produced art works in the art style, we evaluate it
as correct. If an artist has a different relation to the art style (e.g. ’was influenced
by’), the candidate relation instance is evaluated as incorrect. The first 18 results
are shown in Table 32.

When we compare the results in this table with results from previous experi-
ments, it is clear that even in the first 18 candidate relation instances, more false
positives are identified than in the previous two tasks (3 out of 18). For lower
frequencies the results get considerably worse. If we consider a threshold value of
5, we have 170 candidate relation instances, of which 94 are evaluated as correct.
This corresponds to a precision of 0.55, which is relatively low compared to the
results from the previous experiments.
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To calculate recall, the total number of relation instances that can be identified
in the corpus is required. We have no means of calculating this number directly
and manually counting the possible relation instances in the 5000 documents
is not feasible. We therefore are restricted to estimating this number. First of
all, not all of the 1808 artists have the has_artist relation to one of the ten arts
styles from the ontology, since these styles are not exhaustive. To calculate recall,
we only consider the artists whose dates of birth is within 50 years of the time
periods of the ten art styles (1800-2000), leaving us with 1239 artists. We also
need to estimate the average number of art styles an artist can belong to (Dali is
considered a cubist, a dadaist and a surrealist) similar to the domains of deities
in Section 4.3.1. We estimated this number by taking the average number of art
styles for the correctly evaluated candidate relation instances, 1.06. This method
yields an estimation of 1313 relation instances that should be retrieved by the
method.

This high number results in again very low values for recall. At the threshold
value of 5, 94 correct candidate relation instances are found, resulting in a recall
of 0.072. Combined with the precision value (0.55), the value of the F-measure
is 0.13. At a relatively high threshold of 23 where the precision is 0.75, recall is
0.014, resulting in an F-measure value of 0.027.

A number of the errors can be attributed to mistakes made in the second phase
of the method, where pattern matches are mapped to incorrect instances. The
artist ’Jules Breton’ in the third most frequent candidate relation found is not
a surrealist but a 19th Century Realist painter. However, in the corpus, both he
and the Surrealist Andre Breton appear with their full name. Because of this,
they both are retained in the pre-processed list of 1808 ULAN painters found in
the corpus. As both ULAN painters get their surname (’Breton’) added as extra
label. In the pattern matching phase, each occurrence of the name ’Breton’ is then
mapped to one of these painters. The matching then chooses the instance that
appears earliest in the list and in this case, this is the wrong instance: Jules Breton,
whereas most documents in the corpus describe the surrealist Andre Breton.
Here the disambiguating preprocessing step of filtering the ULAN painters is not
enough, additional disambiguation steps would be necessary to resolve this false
positive.

A similar error occurs for the candidate relation instance that identifies Vincent
van Gogh as an impressionist. In fact, van Gogh is considered to be a post-
impressionist, but that art style did not occur in our ontology (it was not one
of the ten used art styles). Because of this, a sentence such as ’van Gogh is is
considered part of post-impressionism’ is mapped by the method to the faulty
candidate relation instance where ’post-’ matches the ′...10 ′ part of the pattern.

The other dominant type of error is made because the pattern used does not
adequately represent the target relation but retrieves a number of instances of
similar, but different relations between artists and art style. A good example of
such an error is the candidate relation instance from ’Manet’ to ’Impressionism’.
In the domain texts that we used for evaluation, Manet was often mentioned in
the context of impressionism, not as a member of the art movement but as a main
influence on that art style. The phrase ’Edouard Manet was a great influence
on impressionism’ matches our pattern and produces the incorrect candidate
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relation. Other incorrect relations between artists and art styles, (’is influenced
by’, ’painted in a style similar to’, etc.) are also found in this manner.

We can conclude that the pattern we used is too general for this specific relation
instantiation task. For this task, it is very difficult to come up with a pattern that
is not too general yet captures the many different ways in which the relation is
written down in the corpus.

4.3.2.5 Artists and artists

We investigated a last relation instantiation task in this domain. Here the goal
is to find unspecified relations between two artists (is_related_to). We do not
restrict the type of relation, therefore as the sub-pattern for the relation we simply
use ...10 and ...10. This results in the following pattern:

{[painter;disj]∧ 〈word; capt〉}{|_} ...10 and ...10 {[painter;disj]

∧〈word; capt〉}
Since the semantics of the relation are unclear -every artist is related to every

other artist in one way or another- evaluating the results is not useful task. We
here present only the unevaluated results as an illustration. The ’is_related_to’ is a
symmetric relation and therefore the frequencies of relations R(i, j) and R(j, i) are
added in the post-processing phase. The method retrieves 3103 candidate relation
instances, 952 of which occur with a frequency of 2 or higher (the frequency
distribution again closely resembles a Zipf-distribution). Looking at the results
showed us that the retrieved relations between artists include ’collaborated with’,
’teacher of’ and ’worked in the same style as’ relations. In Table 33, we show the
18 results with the highest frequencies.

These candidate relation instances could be further processed to identify the
different types of relations (teacher/student relations, family relations , etc.)
before adding them to the knowledge base. A second use is to construct a sort
of social network for the cultural heritage domain with these candidate relation
instances. The results could also be used as background knowledge to improve
other Information Extraction tasks. For instance, if two artists are strongly related,
the chance of them belonging to the same art style increases. In Chapter 5,
we discuss how background knowledge and results from ontology enrichment
methods can be combined.

4.4 conclusions and future work

In this chapter, we have described a method for the extraction of relation instances,
a subtask of ontology enrichment. The method is set up in such a way that it can
work with very large lists of instances. It uses handcrafted patterns executed on
an text corpus retrieved from the World Wide Web. The results are retrieved using
the tOKo text analysis tool and are analyzed using that tool’s API. Contrary to
our method from Chapter 2, we do not generate a new corpus for each instance i,
but extract a corpus for the entire domain, that is, for the whole set Ii. This makes
it possible to have a large number of instances in that set without increasing the
’Google complexity’ of the method [Geleijnse et al., 2006].
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artist place freq.

ulan:Picasso ulan:Braque 303

ulan:Gauguin ulan:van Gogh 74

ulan:Picasso ulan:Matisse 66

ulan:Signac ulan:Seurat 63

ulan:Monet ulan:Renoir 59

ulan:Grosz ulan:Dix 52

ulan:Derain ulan:Matisse 40

ulan:Marc ulan:Kandinsky 38

ulan:Sisley ulan:Renoir 37

ulan:Pissarro ulan:Monet 33

ulan:Cezanne ulan:Gauguin 33

ulan:Degas ulan:Renoir 33

ulan:Picasso ulan:Gris 31

ulan:De Kooning ulan:Pollock 30

ulan:Derain ulan:Vlaminck 30

ulan:Cezanne ulan:van Gogh 27

ulan:Picabia ulan:Duchamp 25

ulan:Signac ulan:Cross 25

Table 33: The first 18 results of extracting instances of the artist-artist relation

In two domains, we did experiments on how the generality of the extraction
patterns, when combined with a threshold on the frequency of the occurrences
influences the performance. We showed in both cases that using more general
patterns provides the user with a choice to either focus on recall or precision. With
more specific values the options are limited. Also, using more general patterns
in combination with a threshold on the frequency of the occurrences results in
a higher value of the F-measure than when more specific patterns are used. By
using a threshold on the frequency, we exploit the redundancy of information
on relation instances in the corpus to increase the recall values while retaining a
high precision.

In both experiments that explore the effect of varying pattern generality, the
values of the F-measures are mainly determined by the relatively low recall values.
These low recall values are caused mainly by the large amount of instances
for which relation instances are to be found that occurred in both the Roman
Deities and cultural heritage extraction tasks. Even with the relatively large
corpus of 5000 documents in the latter experiment, the artist-birthplace relation
occurs very sparsely and with much textual variation in the corpus, resulting in
the low recall. In general, because most occurrences of natural language facts
follow a Zipf-like distribution, this means that the majority of the facts that are
to be extracted (those in the ’long tail’ of the distribution) will occur with a
very low frequency. If the corpus is finite and the list of instances to be found
is large enough this data sparseness will occur for all patterns. In that case,
using more general patterns in combination with a threshold, thereby exploiting
the redundancy will have a beneficial influence on the performance. For small
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toy-world extraction tasks where small amounts of relation instances are to be
found, using redundancy will not necessarily boost performance. For relation
instantiation tasks where manual enrichment is not feasible due to the large
number of target relation instances, using redundancy will be beneficial. For
real-world ontology enrichment problems for which semi-automated extraction
methods are needed, these large sets of instances are a realistic task feature.
For smaller sets of instances semi-automatic methods will not be needed as the
manual effort is limited.

We have shown that the method is applicable in multiple domains and, within
these domains, across a range of extraction tasks. Although recall values are
relatively low for larger sets of instances, the corresponding precision values are
satisfactory across the extraction tasks.

An observation that can be made across the different domains, tasks and
patterns is that frequencies of the resulting candidate relation instances show an
adherence to the Zipf distribution of term frequencies [Zipf, 1949, Li, 1992]. That
is, for each relation extraction task, we observed a very small amount of relation
instances that occur with a high frequency and a very large amount of relation
instances that occur with a low frequency.

The method described in this chapter relies heavily on the manual input,
consisting of both the Google query that is used to extract the working corpus and
the actual extraction patterns used in the tOKo tool. The quality of the extracted
relation instances relies mainly on the quality of the handcrafted patterns. In
this chapter, we have provided a number of guidelines to construct extraction
patterns for finding relation instances.



5
U S I N G H E T E R O G E N E O U S S O U R C E S T O I M P R O V E
O N T O L O G Y E N R I C H M E N T

In this chapter, we investigate if combining information from different
sources leads to improved Information Extraction results for Ontology En-
richment. We combine the results from multiple Information Extraction
methods with background knowledge available in the target ontology to
further filter the results. Combining information from these different sources
results in a higher quality Ontology Enrichment output. We here present
the generic method for combining these different types of information and
present a number of general rules that are used to process the background
information. The information from the different sources can be combined
using information integration methods. We present three of such possible
methods here and discuss the benefits and advantages. We test these methods
with three experiments in different domains that illustrate how the method
and the rules are used. We report a significant gain in performance.

5.1 introduction

In the previous chapters, we have introduced a number of methods that extract
information from the web for the enrichment of ontologies. In the discussion
of these methods and the experimental results, we have made the observation
that using background knowledge that is available in the target ontology will
improve the performance of the methods. This background knowledge can be
used to filter ontology constructs suggested by the various Information Extraction
methods. One solution to exploiting the available background knowledge is to use
it directly as filters in the individual Information Extraction modules. An example
of this is given in Chapter 4, where we use background information that an artist
can have only one birthplace in combination with a geographical taxonomy to
filter out multiple suggested Artist - Birthplace relation instances. However, in
this chapter we describe a method for combining background information with
Information Extraction results in such a way that it is independent of the exact
Information Extraction sources. In other words, these sources are treated as ’black
boxes’ that provide a candidate ontology instance.

The use of multiple, heterogeneous sources will improve the performance of
the Ontology Enrichment process. For this to work, the information sources used
for the Information Extraction will have to overlap for a considerable amount so
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that the aggregation of the evidence actually strengthens the evidence for correct
candidate instances. At the same time, the information sources must be different
enough so that they actually add new information to the process. They should
not make the same errors, so that omissions and false positives extracted by one
source can be corrected by the other information sources. In other words, the
individual sources must have different biases so that they produce different false
positives and false negatives. In that case, combining the results from multiple
sources should improve the overall performance.

For example, errors that are the result of bad name matching in a Named Entity
Recognition-based Information Extraction method can be corrected by checking
it against background knowledge that uses temporal information stored in an
ontology. The hypothesis that we investigate through a number of experiments in
this chapter is that the combination of sufficiently different information sources
indeed results in an increased performance of the Ontology Enrichment process.

A special case is that of missing values. Correct instances can for reason be
missed completely by one information source, for instance because of faulty
term-matching or because the term is not present in the corpus used by that
information source. If these values can be found by one or more of the additional
information sources that uses a different matching procedure or a different corpus
altogether, the missing value can now be found.

In the next section, we investigate the task in more detail. In Section 5.3, we
then present our method of gathering information from different information
sources and present a number of example rules that can be used as background
knowledge. All this information is combined using an information integration
technique, which is dependent on the specific setting in which the method is used.
We describe three different options for integrating the information to provide
a true/false classification for a candidate relation instance. In Section 5.4, we
then show how the different incarnations of the method work for three different
relation instantiation tasks.

5.2 problem definition

The goal of Ontology Enrichment is to find new classes and relations (Ontology
Learning) and instances of both these classes and relations (Ontology Population)
for an existing ontology. We assume that this ontology already is partly populated
and therefore much knowledge is already available about the domain. As we have
done in previous chapters, we here focus on relation instantiation: identifying
new instances of ontological relations between class instances already stored
in the ontologies knowledge base. In this chapter, we assume that background
knowledge about the target instances is available in the ontology.

In the Ontology Enrichment process, Information Extraction methods yield
new candidate ontology constructs and associated likelihoods. These candidates
are then stored in the ontology either by hand or automatically (for instance, by
accepting all candidate constructs with a likelihood higher then some threshold).
By using background knowledge that is available for the candidate, we can adjust
the likelihood of the candidate relation instance or filter it out altogether.
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For example, when extracting instances of the has_artist relation between
classes Art Style and Artist, the available background information stored in the
knowledge base about both the individual art styles and artist can be combined
to filter the likelihood of a candidate relation instance. The likelihood that for
example, Vincent van Gogh is a Baroque artist is very low given that van Gogh
was born over a century after the end of the art style. Especially in the partly
populated cultural heritage ontologies described in the previous chapters, a lot
of this background information useful for improving Information Extraction is
available.

Using the ontology and rule languages used in the current Semantic Web,
ontology engineers are theoretically able to directly put these types of constraints
into the ontology (in the case of the above example a constraint saying that
no artist can be related to an art style if their time periods do not overlap). In
that case, when a faulty candidate ontology construct is added to the ontology’s
knowledge base, an inconsistency will occur. However, in practice most real-world
ontologies lack this high logical density. Many ontologies that are actually used
in the Semantic Web, including the MultimediaN E-culture ontology [Schreiber
et al., 2008], are relatively logic-light taxonomies and structured vocabularies.

Moreover, when modeling a realistic and large domain, these hard rules are
unwanted in the first place. Because of the uncertain nature of most real world
knowledge, adding too many hard constraints to the model will undoubtedly lead
to many inconsistencies, rendering the models effectively useless. In the artist-art
style example above, we might want to allow an artist born later than the ’official’
end of an art style period to still work in that art style. Rather than exploiting the
available background knowledge using hard, ontological constraints, we want to
use soft rules to adjust the likelihoods of candidate ontology constructs.

To further improve the Information Extraction process, we do not only want to
combine Information Extraction results with background knowledge through the
use of these rules but also combine the results of various Information Extraction
methods. Different methods have different biases and by combining the results
from various methods we can decrease the likelihood of false positives and raise
those of false negatives from a single method thereby raising precision and recall.
The proposed method can combine different information sources.

The framework described below facilitates the combination of results from
Information Extraction methods that yield uncertain information and information
regarding the candidate ontology constructs resulting from using the background
knowledge. We identify three different kinds of combinations:

case 1: Combine (uncertain) IE results with other (uncertain) IE results

case 2: Combine (uncertain) IE results with (certain) background knowledge

case 3: Combine (uncertain) IE results with background knowledge from un-
certain IE source

In combinations of type 1, the sources provide information about the same
candidate ontology construct. For example, a co-occurrence based IE method
and a pattern-based method run on separate corpora both return two different
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Figure 21: Outline of the three method variants

likelihoods for the (incorrect) candidate triple [Baroque, has_artist, Vincent

van Gogh].
In case 2, we combine the IE-derived likelihood for a candidate triple with

background knowledge about the subject and object of the triple. We use rules to
derive a new statement about the candidate triple from the available background
knowledge so that it can be combined with the IE results. Depending on their
generality, the handcrafted rules can be reused for other tasks/domains. In
the Vincent van Gogh example described above a rule is used stating that the
art_style-artist relation is less likely to hold when their two time periods do not
overlap. In this case the background knowledge about the individual artist and
art style are used to make a statement about the likelihood of the [Baroque,
has_artist, Vincent van Gogh] triple. In Section 5.3.1, we provide a number of
rules that are very general and can be used across different domains to exploit
background knowledge.

The rules that are used in the second case can also be used with uncertain
information derived from Information Extraction methods, corresponding to case
3. In the above example, the artist’s birth and death date might be available in
the ontology, but the art style period might not be. When the latter information is
retrieved using a IE method with a certain likelihood, the background knowledge
rules can be employed in the same fashion as in case 2, resulting in a statement
about the candidate triple. The uncertainty of the extracted information can be
taken into account.

5.3 method description

Figure 21 gives a graphical representation of the different steps of the method. In
the first two steps, information is collected. We identify two categories of infor-
mation sources: input sources and filter sources. Input sources provide candidate
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relation instances as well as some score indicating the likelihood of that relation
instance being true. Examples are the results from an Information Extraction
method such as the Redundancy Method described in Chapter 2, the associated
score in that case being the drop factor. In the first step of the method, this
information is collected. The method requires that at least one input source is
present to generate the candidate relation instances. Multiple input sources can
be used, in which case the new candidates are added to the set. We assume that
if an input source does not provide any likelihood score for a candidate relation
instances provided by a second input source, this likelihood is set to 0.

The second type of source is the filter source. This source does not provide
new candidate relation instances but only produces a likelihood score for the
set of candidates generated by the input sources. An example is using the
Normalized Google Distance [Cilibrasi and Vitanyi, 2004] for relation instances.
The large number of possible subject-object combinations make it unfeasible to
use it as an Information Extraction source (input source), but can be used to
generate likelihood scores for existing candidate relation instances. Background
knowledge is also used as a filter source to provide likelihood scores, either by
using information from the ontology (case 2) or by using extracted information
(case 3). In Section 5.3.1, we describe how we use the background knowledge.

In the third step, the likelihoods for a candidate relation instance are combined.
The candidate relation instance is then added to the knowledge base if it is classi-
fied as being correct or discarded if otherwise. Different methods of information
integration can be employed here, each one having their own bias, costs and
benefits. In this chapter, we discuss three possible methods: calculating an un-
weighted probability (3a), using a voting method (3b) or training a classification
model using a manually annotated portion of the data (3c). In Section 5.3.2, we
describe each of these methods in more detail.

5.3.1 Using Background Knowledge

To generate likelihood scores, background knowledge about subject, relation and
object of the triple are combined with general rules, instantiated for a specific
domain. The general rules apply to various domains and can be re-used across
tasks. In this section, we present a number of these general rules, which are
instantiated in the experiments described in Section 5.4. Other rules can be added
by hand and they might be either general or specific to the domain. For a given
Ontology Enrichment task where a relation is to be populated, the general rules
can be instantiated using the available knowledge in the knowledge base (this
corresponds to case 2).

The rules can also be used with knowledge extracted from a different source.
This corresponds to case 3. In that case, the uncertainty of the extracted infor-
mation can also be taken into consideration when determining the likelihood
of the candidate relation triple. In our experiments, we use a simplified version,
where we consider extracted information to be true if the likelihood is above
some threshold. It is treated in the same way as the certain knowledge that is
used in case 2. In the likelihood of an extracted triple is below that threshold,
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the triple is discarded and is not used as available background knowledge to
instantiate the rule with.

The rule format we use here consists of three parts. The first is a ’FOR’
part, that determines for which types of candidate triples [Subject, Relation,
Object]candidate the rule is defined. The second part of the rule lists a number
of preconditions, expressed in triples. The final part of the rule is the ’THEN’ part,
where a likelihood score L is calculated based on the values determined by the
preconditions. This likelihood can either be a distance score, where lower values
indicate a higher likelihood or a direct likelihood score, where a higher score
indicates a higher likelihood. In the information integration step, these values
can be used directly or normalized, depending on the integration method.

We here present a number of example rules for candidate relation triples of the
type [Person, member_of, Group]. This is a relation that can be found in many
domains and in many knowledge bases or ontologies. In previous chapters, we
have described methods that find instances of these types of relations including
extracting [Artist, has_style, Art_Style]¸ and [Football Player, plays_for, Foot-
ball Club] relation instances. We use these rules in the experiments described in
Section 5.4.

5.3.1.1 Temporal background knowledge rule

This rule corresponds to the intuition that it is unlikely for an agent (a person) to
be a part of a group of agents if the lifespan of the former does not coincide with
the lifespan of the latter. If the two time periods overlap, Ltime = 0. Otherwise,
it is equal to the length of the interval in between the two periods. Here, larger
Ltime correspond to less likely candidates.

FOR [Person, member_of, Group]candidate
AND [Group, has_StartTime, TGstart]

AND [Group, has_EndTime, TGend]

AND [Person,has_StartTime, TPstart]

AND [Person, has_EndTime, TPend]

THEN Ltime([Person, member_of, Group]candidate) =

max(max(0, TPstart − T
G
end),max(0, T

G
start − T

P
end))

5.3.1.2 Spatial background knowledge rule

The spatial background knowledge rule can be applied to relation instances
where both the subject and the object have a location and that closer locations
make a candidate relation more likely. We here present the rule for the [Person,
member_of, Group] relations. In the rule below, we assume that a group can
have multiple locations, and we use the minimum distance. In this rule any
geographical distance measure can be used, in the experiment described in
Section 5.4.3, we use a distance measure between nationalities, where the distance
between two nationalities is 1 if they are equal or if the countries share borders
and 0 otherwise. In other cases, more fine-grained distance measures can be used.
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FOR [Person, member_of, Group]candidate
AND [Group, has_location, Loc1]

FOR ALL [Group, has_location, Loc2] =⇒ Loc2Set

THEN Lplace([Person, member_of, Group]candidate) =

argminLoci∈Loc2setgeodist(Loci,Loc1)

5.3.1.3 Association background knowledge rule

This rule states that a person is more likely to belong to a group if that person is
associated with a second person, of whom it is known that he or she is related to
this group. For a single association, the association likelihood score is equal to the
total a posteriori likelihood that the associated person is a part of the target group.
If this relation is present in an ontology in which all knowledge is assumed to
be logically true, we can assume a maximum value for this latter likelihood. In
the experiment described in Section 5.4.3, the likelihood is the result of an input
information source, thereby corresponding to case 3 as described in Section 5.2.
If more associations are available, the acquired likelihoods are summed.

FOR [Person, member_of, Group]candidate
FOR ALL [Person, has_association, Person2]=⇒ P2Set

THEN Lassoc([Person, member_of, Group]candidate) =∑
Pi∈P2Set L([Pi, member_of, Group])

5.3.2 The Information Integration step

For a single candidate relation instance, different likelihood scores L are passed
to the information integration step. Here, the likelihoods are combined into a
total likelihood value, based upon which a candidate relation instance can or
can not be added to the target ontology’s knowledge base. Thus, the subtask
this module handles is that of Information Integration. Different solutions to this
Information Integration problem have been proposed in the literature and have
been implemented in working systems. These methods have different biases and
requirements such as manually determined thresholds or normalization steps. In
this section, we describe three different information integration procedures, each
of which is used in the experiments described in Section 5.4.

5.3.2.1 Average probabilities

One very straightforward manner of combining the likelihood scores is to trans-
form each of the scores into a probability (i.e. a value between 0 and 1, where
a higher value indicates a higher probability). The weighted average of these
probabilities can be used to determine the posteriori probability. A threshold on
this probability determines the classification of the candidate relation instance.
This corresponds to classification using a perceptron. In this case, the weights are
to be determined by hand. If we have no prior knowledge about the accuracy of
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the information sources, all weights can be set to 1. This results in an a posteriori
probability that is the average of all information source probabilities.

To transform a likelihood Lsource into a probability Psource, we perform a
normalization step. If the distribution of the likelihood scores is known, this can
be used for the normalization. For example, for likelihood scores that correspond
to frequencies in text, we can use a logarithmic normalization instead of a linear
one, since we know that term frequencies follow a Zipf distribution [Zipf, 1932].
If this distribution is unknown, we use a default linear normalization by dividing
the likelihood for a candidate relation instance by the maximum likelihood over
all candidates:

Pi,source =
Li,source

max(Lsource)

If the likelihood was a distance measure (higher is less likely), we use 1 minus
this value to achieve a probability.

This information integration method has the advantage that it has only one
parameter: the threshold on the a posteriori probability that determines the final
classification. In the experiments in Section 5.4, we choose a default value of
0.5 and report the performance at this threshold value. We also investigate the
optimal value for this threshold given the annotated data and compare the optima
across the different experiments. Because this method has only one parameter
it can be used when no information about the accuracy of the information
sources is available. In the case where we have no prior knowledge we use equal
weights, the method assumes that all sources equally determine the probability
for a candidate. Also, if the normalization step is performed using skewed
distributions, the probabilities might not correspond to the correctness of the
candidate.

5.3.2.2 Voting

For the voting procedure, we use a threshold Tsource on a source’s likelihood
score to generate a probability of either 1 or 0 for a candidate relation instance.
If the likelihood score is a distance measure, a candidate with a score lower
than the threshold value will be assigned a probability of 1 and 0 otherwise. For
direct likelihood scores, a score higher than the threshold value will result in
a likelihood of 1. A voting procedure determines the final classification of the
candidate based. Multiple voting settings can be used. Examples are majority
voting, where the candidate is classified as true if half or more of the sources have
a likelihood above the threshold value or unanimity voting, where the likelihood
of all sources must be above the threshold value.

This information integration method uses more parameters: for every source,
a threshold value must be determined by hand and the voting procedure must
also be selected. Using this information integration method allows for a lot of
possible adjustments and any knowledge or assumptions about the threshold
values can be used to influence the effect of specific information sources or to
choose a setting that favors either precision or recall. It also provides good insight
into the effects of the various information sources, since here we can examine the
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individual effects as opposed to the average probabilities method. In Section 5.4
we look at the effects of these different threshold values and voting settings and
attempt to come up with a good strategy for choosing these settings.

5.3.2.3 Training a Classifier

The third information integration method we describe here differs from the first
two in that we assume that a part of the candidate relation instances are already
classified as either true or false. If this data is available, we can train a model
to classify the candidate relation instances. Here the source’s likelihood scores
are treated as feature values. This method is very useful when a portion of the
data is already tagged as positive and negative examples. An example case is in
an Ontology Enrichment scenario, when a new set of instances is added to the
knowledge base in which a lot of relations are already present.

We can use either supervised or semi-supervised methods. For semi-supervised
learning methods, on each iteration we can add the most likely candidate relation
instance based on the current model to the seed set of known instances and adjust
the model parameters based on the newly constructed seed set. In the experiments
described in the next section, we use supervised methods. We train two different
types of models on the manually evaluated data to give an indication of the
performance gain that can be attained using this method. The first is a Naive
Bayes classifier [Mitchell, 1997]. The second model is a Decision Tree learned using
the J48 algorithm [Witten and Frank, 2005] which splits the data at each node
depending on the value of one feature, until a leaf node provides a classification.
These classifiers can be learned from available data or be constructed by hand.

5.4 experiments

We here describe three experiments that show the working of the method and the
benefit of considering multiple information sources for relation instantiation. In
each of these experiments, we show the effect of using three different information
integration methods: the average probabilities, the voting method and training a
classification model. The results are evaluated in terms of precision, recall and
F-measure using a gold standard. To measure the performance of the trained
model, we perform a 10-fold cross validation.

5.4.1 Roman Generals

5.4.1.1 Setup

The first experiment we describe here is used to illustrate the workings of the
method with a relatively small relation instantiation task. We also look at the re-
sults on the overall performance. Here, the target relation that is to be instantiated
is the relation [Roman General, participated_in, Roman War]. For this, we
retrieved 51 historical wars involving Rome and 210 Roman generals from their
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respective Wikipedia pages 1 and used these as instances of the classes Roman

War and Roman General. For both the generals and the wars we also extracted
their associated time period: birth and death year for generals and start and
end years for the wars. If only approximate years were available, we manually
decided upon a fixed start or end year.

We use three information sources: the tOKo-based Information Extraction
method described in Chapter 4 is used as an input source and the Normalized
Google Distance and temporal background knowledge as filter sources.

For the tOKo-based Information Extraction method, we first constructed a
corpus by querying Google with the search term "Roman Rome War General". We
downloaded the first 1000 hits and removed empty pages resulting in a corpus
of 678 pages. This corpus and the populated classes were loaded into the tOKo
tool. The co-occurrence of a Roman general and a war within twenty tokens of
each other in the corpus documents was treated as evidence for the existence of
the relation instance. We extracted all instances of the following tOKo queries:
〈RomanWar〉...20〈RomanGeneral〉 and 〈RomanGeneral〉...20
〈RomanWar〉 and combined the results. This pattern occurred with a very low
frequency: 59 results were found in the entire corpus spread over 23 individual
candidate relation instances. These candidate relation instances and their tOKo
frequency are used as the input information source.

The second type of information we used is the Normalized Google Distance
(NGD) which we use as a filter source. The NGD was calculated between the
label of the Roman general and the label of the war for each candidate relation
instance. The highest computed distance is that for the instance [Julius Caesar,
participated_in, Jugurthine War], with a value of 0.534 and the best scoring
candidate relation is [Publius S. Galba Maximus, participated_in, Second

Macedonian War] with a NGD of 0.146.
The third information source is the temporal background knowledge rule,

as described in Section 5.3.1.1, which we also use as a filter source. For each
candidate relation instance, the distance between the associated time periods was
calculated, with a value of 0 for the candidates whose time periods overlap.

To calculate the performance of the method, we manually evaluated each of the
23 candidate relation instances against the general’s Wikipedia pages or other au-
thoritative web sources. 11 out of the 23 candidate relation instances are evaluated
as correct. This gives us the precision of 0.49 for the unfiltered candidate relation
instance set. For comparing the recall results when using different information
sources, we consider the 11 correct candidates as the maximum. The ‘unfiltered
recall’ is therefore 1.00. This yields an F-measure value of 0.65.

Table 34 shows the 23 candidate relation instances, the evaluation result and
the values for the three information sources separately.

5.4.1.2 Results

Average probabilities. For this information integration method, we normalize each
of the likelihood scores. Both the time difference and the Normalized Google

1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Roman_wars and
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Roman_generals, retrieved November 2008
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roman general war eval. tOKo time NGD

freq. rule

Julius Caesar Gallic Wars 1 13 0 0.266

Scipio Africanus Second Punic War 1 7 0 0.458

Pompey Social War 1 6 0 0.246

Julius Caesar Second Punic War 0 4 102 0.308

Pompeius Strabo Social War 1 4 0 0.356

Pompey Gallic Wars 0 4 0 0.228

Scipio Aemil. Africanus Third Punic War 1 4 0 0.409

Scipio Africanus First Punic War 0 2 5 0.458

Fabius Maximus Second Punic War 1 1 0 0.400

Flavius Aetius First Jewish-Roman War 0 1 323 0.535

Gaius Cassius Longinus Sicilian revolt 0 1 0 0.462

Gaius Marius Jugurthine War 1 1 0 0.314

Gaius Marius Second Mithridatic War 0 1 3 0.095

Gaius Marius Social War 1 1 0 0.276

Gaius Marius the YoungerThird Mithridatic War 0 1 7 0.527

Gnaeus Julius Agricola Gallic Wars 0 1 91 0.499

Julius Caesar Jugurthine War 0 1 5 0.491

Lucius Cornelius Sulla Third Mithridatic War 0 1 3 0.146

Lusius Quietus Bar Kokhba’s revolt 1 1 14 0.241

Pompey Third Mithridatic War 1 1 0 0.507

Publius S. Galba MaximusSecond Macedonian War 1 1 0 0.281

Scipio Africanus First Jewish-Roman War 0 1 249 0.206

Sextus Pompeius Fulvia’s civil war 0 1 0 0.230

Table 34: The 23 candidate relation instances for the roman generals task. For each of the
candidate relations, the evaluation result is also listed as well as the values for
each of the three information sources. For time difference, higher values indicate
a larger interval between the lifespan and the war, making the relation less likely.
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Distance scores are distance measures, so we take the inverse of the linear
normalization. For the tOKo frequency, we use the logarithmic normalization.
The probabilities are averaged for each candidate. For example, the normalized
values for the first candidate relation instance in Table 34 is Ptoko = 1,Ptime = 1

and PNGD = 0.504, resulting in an average probability of 0.835. For the first
incorrect instance (Julius Caesar - Second Punic War ), the scores are significantly
lower with Ptoko = 0.610,Ptime = 0.684 and PNGD = 0.424 resulting in an
average of 0.572.

By varying the threshold value on this a posteriori probability, we can favor
either precision or recall. Any threshold value between 0.10 and 0.58 results
in a F-measure which is higher than the 0.65 of the unfiltered set. The default
threshold of 0.50 in this experiment coincidentally also produces a classification
with the highest F-measure. With this value, 16 instances are classified as correct,
10 of which are correctly classified. This corresponds to a F-measure of 0.74, a
significant improvement compared to the unfiltered set.

Voting method. For the voting method, the performance is determined by the
values of each of the thresholds on the likelihood scores. To illustrate this, we
look at the performance that is achieved using each source’s classification and
determine the best performing threshold values.

Using a higher tOKo frequency threshold (Ttoko) raises precision and lowers
recall. For these candidate relation instances, the highest F-measure value is
achieved with Ttoko = 0, which corresponds to the unfiltered setting.

For the time difference, the likelihood of the candidate relation instance is 1

if the time difference 6 Ttime and 0 otherwise. Possible values for Ttime range
from 0 to infinite, the latter corresponding to the unfiltered set. At Ttime = 0, the
F-measure is highest at 0.83 with 10 out of the 13 remaining candidates being
correct.

For the Normalized Google Distance, a voting likelihood of 1 is assigned to
candidates with NGD 6 TNGD and 0 otherwise. This filter is considerably worse
than the previous ones. The highest F-measure value is achieved at TNGD = 0.46:
here we retain 17 candidate relation instances, 10 of which are correct, resulting
in a precision of 0.59, a recall of 0.91 and an F-measure of 0.71. This is a only a
slight improvement when compared to the baseline.

Next, we combining all three information sources using the voting information
integration method. We use the best scoring threshold values for the three
information sources (Ttoko = 0, Ttime = 0, TNGD = 0.46) to generate three
information source likelihoods of 1 or 0 for each of the candidate relation instances.
In Table 35, we show the effects on the performance when either a minimum of
one, a minimum of two or all sources have to provide a likelihood of 1 to retain
a candidate relation instance. This table shows that the highest F-measure is
achieved for the strictest setting, when all three information sources are required
to produce a likelihood of 1. With a minimum requirement of two out of three
likelihoods of 1, we also achieve an increase in precision, while the recall stays
100%, resulting in a smaller increase in the F-measure.

Trained classification models. To train the two classification models, we imported
the data from Table 34 into the WEKA toolkit [Witten and Frank, 2005] and
trained the default Naive Bayes classifier. The information source values tOKo
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combi. method candidates correct precision recall F-measure

Unfiltered 23 11 0.48 1.00 0.65

Avg. prob.

T = 0.50 16 10 0.63 0.91 0.74

Voting

1 out of 3 23 11 0.48 1.00 0.65

2 out of 3 19 11 0.58 1.00 0.73

3 out of 3 11 9 0.82 0.82 0.82

Trained class.

J48 Tree 13 10 0.59 0.91 0.71

NaiveBayes 17 10 0.77 0.91 0.83

Table 35: Performance of the different combination methods. For the average probabilities,
the default threshold value also produces the best F-measure at 0.50. For voting
method, we show the results of varying the minimum number of "1" likelihoods
for the threshold parameter values Ttoko = 0,Ttime = 0,TNGD = 0.46. Shown
is the number of retained candidates, the number of correct candidates and the
resulting precision, recall and F-measures.

frequency, temporal difference and the NGD were used as features and the
evaluation outcome (true/false) was used as the target class. The model was
evaluated using a 10-fold cross validation. In the resulting models, only time
is considered in determining the class: all candidate instances that have a time
difference 6 1.5 are classified as "true", the rest as "false". This results in an
F-measure of 0.83.

We also learned a decision tree for this data using the J48 algorithm as im-
plemented in the WEKA toolkit using default settings and the results were
again evaluated using 10-fold cross validation. In the resulting best fitting tree
again time is the best predicting feature, classifying all instances with a time
difference> 0 as false. The remaining candidate instances are classified as ‘true’ if
their NGD > 0.23. This results in 11 true positives and 1 false positive (precision=
0.91, recall=0.91, F-measure=0.91).

We compare the results of the various information integration methods in
Table 35. In every case where information is combined, the performance is better
when compared to the baseline. In this specific task, time information provides
the highest gain. The Naive Bayes combination method outperforms all other
combination methods.

In this experiment, we showed that using background knowledge and addi-
tional Information Extraction results as filters on a set of candidate relations can
improve the quality of that set. The time filter especially provides good results,
which is not surprising given that it is very unlikely that a general participates
in a war that was fought before he was born or after he died. The only correct
candidate relation where the time difference is > 0 is [Lusius Quietus, partici-
pated_in, Bar Kokhba’s Revolt]. The reason for this is that the source used to
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determine the war’s time period and the source against which we evaluated the
relation have a different definition of the war: one included earlier uprisings while
the other was a more strict definition. This is a clear exception to the otherwise
strict time constraint on this relation. With the next two experiments, we show
the results for relations with less strict constraints.

5.4.2 Art Style-Artist

The previous experiment shows in that domain, the performance can be increased
by using multiple sources. With this experiment we examine the performance of
the method for a larger task: with much more candidate relations. We go back
to the relation instantiation task from chapters 3 and 5: extracting participating
artists for modern art styles in the context of the MultimediaN e-culture ontology
and knowledge base. We use again three information sources: as input sources we
use both the results from the redundancy method described in Chapter 2 and the
tOKo-based Information Extraction method. We again use temporal background
information as a filter source.

5.4.2.1 Setup

The relation that is to be populated is [Art Style, has_artist, Artist]. The artist
class is populated with the instances from the Union List of Artist names [The
Getty Foundation, 2000c]. We again used the 10 art styles also used in Chapter 2

2 from the Art and Architecture Thesaurus [The Getty Foundation, 2000a].
In this experiment, we use two different input sources. The first source of input

is the results of the experiment described in Chapter 2 where the redundancy
method is used to extract art style - artist relations for these ten art styles. We use
the 400 candidate relation instances that have been manually evaluated plus 30

seed set instances. For the likelihood score we use the drop value. For the 30 seed
set instances, the value is 1.

For the second input source, we again use the pattern based extraction method
to find instances of the relation. A more detailed description of this experiment
can be found in Chapter 4. A corpus of 5000 documents was extracted by querying
Google with the ten modern art styles. This corpus was loaded into the tOKo tool
together with the target classes and its instances. The two tOKo patterns used to
extract candidate relation instances are:

1 {[painter;disj]∧ 〈word; capt〉}{|_} ...20 [style;disj]

2 [style;disj]{|_} ...20 {[painter;disj]∧ 〈word; capt〉}
For evaluation purposes, we only added the candidates with a tOKo frequency

> 4, since these were already evaluated for the experiments described in Chap-
ter 4 plus the candidate relation instances that were already evaluated for the
redundancy method input source plus. In total, this input source provides 243

evaluated candidate relation instances.
The redundancy method and tOKo-based input sources provide all the can-

didate relation instances. In total 528 candidate relations instances are used as

2 Art Deco, Fauve, Art Nouveau, Impressionism, Cubism Neo-Impressionism, Dada, Neue Sachlichkeit,
Expressionism and Surrealism
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input. If for a candidate found with the redundancy method, no instances have
been found using the tOKo pattern, the resulting tOKo frequency is set to 0 and
vice versa. This generates a large number of ’missing values’ that can potentially
cause problems for the final classification as a value of 0 can now also be caused
by the non-occurrence of a candidate relation instance in one of the corpora or by
a faulty matching procedure.

Of the 528 candidates, 309 are correct, corresponding to a precision of 0.59.
Again, for further exploration, we assume that this is the maximum recall, so here
we set recall to 1.00, resulting in an F-measure of 0.74 for the unfiltered input set.

We here use one filter source in the form of the temporal background knowl-
edge rule. The ULAN lists birth and death years for artists. For the periods of
the ten art styles we use the same start and end years used to evaluate the time
period extraction in this domain as described in Chapter 3. For each candidate
relation instance, the distance between the associated time periods was calculated,
with a value of 0 for the candidates whose time periods overlap.

5.4.2.2 Results

Average probabilities. The normalization of the tOKo frequencies and the time
difference is performed in the same way as in the previous experiment. Since
the Redundancy Method’s drop value is already defined between 0 and 1, the
normalized probability is equal to this drop factor. We again measured the
effect on the performance of varying the threshold on the average of these
probabilities. For a threshold value between 0.14 and 0.40, the F-measure is higher
than that of the unfiltered candidate relation instance set. At the default value
of 0.50, precision is higher at 0.77 but the F-measure are both lower at 0.45 an
0.57 respectively. The default threshold value is in this case too strict and does
not produce a better set of candidate relation instances, as measured by the F-
measure. The maximum F-measure is achieved at a threshold value of 0.36. Here
568 candidates are retained, 355 of which are correct, resulting in a F-measure of
0.76. This is only a small increase. This is caused by the large number of ’missing
values’ for the tOKo and Redundancy method scores. A lot of relation instances
receive a high probability for the one source, while the other source provides a 0.
This is the case if a relation is not found in one corpus, but is found in the other.

Voting. For the voting-based information integration method, we now have
three threshold parameters: TRM on the redundancy method’s drop factor score
(higher is better), Ttoko on the tOKo frequency (higher is better) and Ttime on
the temporal difference (lower is better). We again first discuss the individual
effects of these threshold values.

For both TRM and Ttoko, a higher value results in an increase in precision,
while recall deteriorates. The optimal F-measure for both threshold parameters
is achieved at a value of 0, when all 528 candidates receive likelihoods of 1.
Filtering out candidate relation instances based on time differences does increase
the F-measure and the best performance is achieved at Ttime = 0, where the
highest possible amount of candidates are filtered out. With these parameter
settings, two of the three sources assign a likelihood of 1 to all candidates. This
has as a consequence that the voting settings where one or two out of the three
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combi. method candidates correct precision recall F-measure

Unfiltered 512 305 0.60 0.99 0.74

Avg. prob.

T = 0.50 214 164 0.77 0.45 0.57

T = 0.36 568 355 0.63 0.98 0.76

Voting

1 out of 3 512 305 0.60 0.99 0.74

2 out of 3 387 284 0.73 0.92 0.82

3 out of 3 93 74 0.80 0.24 0.37

Trained class.

J48 Tree 367 265 0.72 0.86 0.78

Naive Bayes 516 309 0.60 1.00 0.75

Table 36: Performance of the different combination methods on the art style - artist relations.
For the average probabilities integration method, the optimal threshold value is
0.36. For voting method, we show the results of varying the minimum number
of "1" likelihoods for the threshold parameters TRM = 0.17, Ttoko = 1 and
Ttime = 0. Shown is the number of retained candidates, the number of correct
candidates and the resulting precision, recall and F-measures.

sources are required to provide a likelihood of 1 for a candidate result in the same
performance, namely that of the baseline. When three out of the three sources
are required to produce a 1, only 93 candidates remain, 74 of which are correct,
resulting in a the precision of 0.80, a recall of 0.24 and a F-measure of 0.37.

Better results with the voting method are obtained when slightly higher values
for the threshold parameters are chosen and some candidates actually receive a
likelihood of 0. The best performance is achieved at TRM = 0.17, Ttoko = 1 and
Ttime = 0. Table 36 shows the performance for different voting settings using
these parameter settings.

Trained classification models. We again also learned the two models on this data.
The results of these two learned classifiers is also shown in Table 36. Both models
achieve a very slight improvement with respect to the unfiltered set.

In this experiment, the gain in F-measure of using multiple information sources
is relatively low for all combination methods and settings and for some settings
such as the default threshold value for the average probabilities method, the
F-measure is lower than for the unfiltered set. The highest found F-measure
is achieved by discarding a lot of candidate relation instances based on the
combination of their Redundancy Method drop factor and the Time differences.

One explanation for this lack in improvement is the ’missing values’ problem
discussed earlier. A second problematic property of this data set is that most of the
false candidate relation instances are between art styles and artists that actually
occurred in the same time periods, since they occur in the same ’modern art’
corpus. This big overlap in time periods for the ten art styles has as a consequence
that time difference is not as good a classifying feature as it could be. In the
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experiment described in Section 5.4.3, we use different art styles with less overlap
in time periods.

A third problem is that the 430 evaluated candidate relation instances that
come from the Redundancy Method already have a relatively good precision and
the incorrect instances are relatively hard to identify by either the tOKo frequency
or the Time difference. Even so, we can achieve some increase in performance
with a number of information integration methods.

5.4.3 Regional Artists

With the third experiment, we show the workings of the two remaining back-
ground knowledge rules as we combine information from five different sources:
the tOKo-based Information Extraction method as the only input source, the Nor-
malized Google Distance and the Temporal, Spatial and Association background
knowledge rules as filter sources. With this experiment we show how much the
performance can be increased if all these sources fit the task.

As in the previous experiment, the target relation is [Art Style, has_artist,
Artist]. As our input information source, we again use the pattern-based relation
extraction method. We also use Normalized Google Distance [Cilibrasi and
Vitanyi, 2004] between the relation’s subject and object as a filter source and
we use three types of background knowledge as additional filter sources: the
Temporal, Spatial and Association Background Rules. The temporal and spatial
information about the art styles and artists is provided by the knowledge base,
corresponding to case 2 as described in Section 5.2. The association information
is provided by an Information Extraction module, corresponding to case 3.

5.4.3.1 Setup

For this experiment, we selected a subset of the AAT tree containing European
regional art styles, making it possible to use the spatial rule from Section 5.3.1.2.
From this subtree we selected 10 art styles. Information about the regions asso-
ciated with the styles is present in the AAT, we manually normalized these to
at least one nationality. We also extracted the time period (in start year-end year
format) for these art styles from the AAT scope notes or by extracting them from
the Web. The ten art styles were selected such that there was some variation in
their associated time periods. In Table 37, we show the ten art styles along with
their associated regions and time period.

We use only one input source for this task. This is again the tOKo candidate
relation extraction from Chapter 4. For each of the ten art styles, we created a
Google query consisting of the style label (shown in Table 37 and the disam-
biguating term "art style". These queries were sent to the Google search engine
and for each style, the first 100 retrieved pages were downloaded. After filtering
out error-producing web pages, this resulted in a corpus of 795 documents which
was loaded into tOKo. The ten regional art styles, instances of the Art Style

class, were also loaded into the tool.
For the candidate artists, we loaded the ULAN [The Getty Foundation, 2000c]

painters into the tool. As we did in Chapter 4, we first determined the subset
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style name region time period

De Stijl Dutch 1917 - 1934

Goût Grec French 1755 - 1768

Jugendstil German 1896 - 1905

Neo-Grec French 1852 - 1871

Poetist Czech 1920 - 1930

Sezessionstil Austrian 1897 - 1905

Strapaese Italian 1920 - 1949

Vibrationist Spanish/S-American 1890 - 1973

Young Poland Polish 1890 - 1918

Zopfstil German 1760 - 1799

Table 37: The ten regional art styles, the associated region and the time period as used in
the artist-art style population experiment.

of these painters that occurred anywhere in our corpus with their full name.
This resulted in a subset of 1066 artists. For these artist instances we added an
extra label consisting of only the last name. This was done to increase the recall
when searching for the relation instances in the corpus. We then used the same
two tOKo queries as described in the previous section to extract the candidate
relation instances. A total of 122 separate candidate relation instances were found,
occurring with frequencies ranging from 210 to 1.

We use four filter sources: NGD, time difference, spatial background knowledge
and the association background knowledge. For the first two sources, we extract
likelihood scores in the same manner as described in the previous experiment,
we here only elaborate on the latter two.

Spatial background knowledge. For the spatial rule from Section 5.3.1.2, we use
the information from Table 37 as the locations of the art styles. We retrieved the
artist’s nationalities from the ULAN. We here use a very simple distance measure:
the distance is set to 1 if the two nationalities are the same, if one is a subset of
the other or if the two countries share borders.

Association background knowledge. For the Association rule from Section 5.3.1.3,
we here use extracted information (corresponding to case 3 from Section 5.2. This
information consists of the associations between artists extracted in the same way
as we have described in Chapter 4. For this, we searched for the following pattern
in our corpus:

{[painter;disj]∧ 〈word; capt〉}{|_} ...10 and ...10 {[painter;disj]

∧〈word; capt〉}
This resulted in a list of related artists with an associated frequency correspond-

ing to the strength of the association. Every candidate relation instance received
an associated frequency score which is the sum of the tOKo frequencies of other
candidate relation instances containing the same art style and an associated artist.
In this case, all extracted information is considered to be ’true’ and we do not
use information about the strength or probability of the association. However,
the associated frequency score is still a good indication of the correctness of a
candidate relation instance.
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art style artist eval. tOKo NGD time place assoc.

Young PolandF. Young 0 210 0.381 24 0 12

De Stijl P. Mondriaan 1 71 0.449 0 1 118

De Stijl I. K. Bonset 1 69 0.476 0 1 137

Strapaese G. Morandi 1 66 0.495 0 1 44

De Stijl S. Jaffe 0 26 0.597 0 0 0

Neo-grec J. Read 0 16 0.896 42 0 0

Jugendstil G. Klimt 1 12 0.453 0 1 17

Vibrationist R.P. Barradas 11 9 0.623 0 1 16

De Stijl B.A. van der Leck 1 9 0.536 0 1 47

Jugendstil Orpheus 0 9 0.725 162 1 0

Neo-grec A. York 0 8 0.745 57 0 0

De Stijl C. Brincusi 1 8 0.689 0 0 8

Jugendstil H. van de Velde 1 8 0.481 0 1 8

...

Table 38: The first thirteen candidate relation instances, ordered by tOKo frequency. Listed
are the evaluation result and the values for each of the five information sources.

We manually evaluated all 122 candidates. Of these candidates 35 were evalu-
ated as correct, resulting in a unfiltered precision of 0.29. Again, we set maximum
recall to 35 correct instances, so here recall is 1.00. This corresponds to a F-measure
of 0.45. For illustration, Table 38 shows a subset of the 122 candidate relation
instances. The first thirteen instances, when ordered by their tOKo frequency
are shown. The table shows that some of the errors are matching errors ("Frank
Young" and "Young Poland", while other incorrect candidates are more complex
(S. Jaffe is not a member of De Stijl, although she painted in related art styles).

5.4.3.2 Results

Average probabilities. We normalized the tOKo, NGD and time difference scores
as before. For the place value, no normalization is required since the values are
already between 0 and 1. For the association, we used the logarithmic normal-
ization since it is based on term frequencies. After averaging, the a posteriori
probability for the first (incorrect) relation instance in Table 38 is 0.63, whereas
the probability for the second (correct) instance is 0.88.

Threshold values between 0 and 0.68 produce a gain in F-measure, which is a
much greater interval than in the other two experiments. A threshold value of
0.50 produces a F-measure of 0.72, which is a significant increase compared to
the unfiltered set. The highest F-measure is achieved for a threshold of 0.56. Here
36 candidates are retained, 28 of which are correct, resulting in a F-measure of
0.79. This is a very large increase when compared to the unfiltered set.

Voting. We again first discuss the individual effects of using the each of the
information sources separately. For each of the information sources, we use a
threshold parameter to produce a likelihood of either 1 or 0. In Table 39, we show
the best performing threshold parameter values for the five information sources.
The table shows that using each of the information sources significantly boosts
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inform. threshold candidates correct precision recall F-measure

source value

Unfiltered - 122 35 0.29 1.00 0.45

tOKo 5 30 18 0.60 0.51 0.55

NGD 0.58 54 28 0.52 0.80 0.63

Time 0 81 34 0.42 0.97 0.59

Space 1 55 29 0.53 0.83 0.64

Assoc. 7 29 20 0.69 0.57 0.63

Table 39: Performance measures for the baseline and the effect on the performance of using
each of the information sources as a filter in the regional art experiment.

combination method candidates correct precision recall F-meas.

Unfiltered 122 35 0.29 1.00 0.45

Avg. prob.

T = 0.50 46 29 0.63 0.83 0.72

T = 0.56 36 28 0.78 0.80 0.79

Voting

1 out of 5 110 35 0.29 1.00 0.48

2 out of 5 72 34 0.33 0.97 0.64

3 out of 5 36 29 0.52 0.83 0.82

4 out of 5 22 22 0.85 0.63 0.77

5 out of 5 9 9 1.00 0.48 0.41

Trained class.

J48 Tree 32 23 0.72 0.66 0.69

Naive Bayes 28 20 0.71 0.57 0.64

Table 40: Performance measures for the baseline and the effect on the performance of using
different voting thresholds. The threshold parameter values for the individual
sources are Ttoko = 5,TNGD = 0.58,Ttime = 0,Tplace = 1,Tassoc = 1.

precision at the expense of some recall of the retained set of candidate relation
instances and that the overall quality as indicated by the F-measure increases.
The largest improvement is achieved by the spatial background knowledge rule,
raising the F-measure from 0.45 to 0.64.

We combined the information of all sources described above using the voting
procedure. For each candidate relation instance, the threshold values of Table
39 are used. We again explore the effects of different voting settings (minimum
amount of 1-likelihoods to retain a candidate) on the performance. Since there
are 5 information sources, a threshold of 5 corresponds to a unanimous voting
policy, while a threshold of 3 corresponds to a majority vote. Table 40 shows the
effect of the various voting thresholds on the quality of the remaining candidate
relation instances when all tOKo results are considered.
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Figure 22: Decision Tree best fitting the regional art data using the J48 algorithm with
default settings as implemented in the WEKA toolkit. Leaf nodes show the
number of correctly and incorrectly classified instances respectively between
parentheses.

Table 40 show that voting thresholds of 2 and 3 produce a significant increase
in performance. When considering all 122 candidates, a value of 3 results in the
highest gain. For that value, 86 candidate triples are discarded, 6 of which are
evaluated as correct. This results in a F-measure score of 0.82, which is almost
twice the F-measure score for the baseline. A voting threshold value of 2 provides
a less strict filtering, removing 50 triples, only one of which was evaluated as
correct. The lower the voting threshold value, the more recall is favored over
precision. Depending on the specific type of application or post-processing the
desired point on the precision/recall tradeoff can be chosen using this voting
threshold parameter.

Trained classification models. We again also learned a Decision Tree and a Naive
Bayes classifier on this data using 10-fold cross validation. The best classifying
decision tree is considerably more complex than the previously learned trees with
a depth of 4. It uses all types of information to classify the candidate instances.
We show the resulting decision tree in Figure 22. The best classifying Naive Bayes
classifier also uses all information sources to determine the probability of the
evaluation class. The performance of both learned models is also shown in Table
40.

In this experiment we have seen that using the separate information as filters
can boost performance up to a F-measure of 0.64. Using multiple information
sources can drastically improve the performance, to a maximum F-measure of
0.82, almost double that of the baseline. By using the voting procedure, one
can also choose to retain a high recall, but reduce the total number of false
positives. In a scenario where extraction results are filtered out by hand, this can
significantly reduce the workload.
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5.5 related work

The idea of combining multiple information sources to improve Information Ex-
traction is not new. For example, in the Armadillo system described by Ciravegna
et al. [2004], target information is collected from different web sites using various
wrappers. This results in multiple extractions of the same instances with minor
variations. Armadillo integrates this information to identify these identical enti-
ties and merges them. Spelling variants, for example, are mapped onto the same
entity. The fact that an entity is discovered using different extraction methods or
the fact that the entity is extracted from multiple web sites is additional evidence
that the extraction is correct. In our proposed method, we combine not only
Information Extraction results about a single entity, but also combine it with
background knowledge found in the target ontology.

Korst et al. [2006] describe how filtering results using background knowledge
improves Ontology Population results. To filter candidate person names, addi-
tional Google queries are generated that check whether or not a candidate term
is indeed a name. In our system, we use actual ontological information about
relations through the background knowledge rules.

In the OntoSyphon system developed by McDowell and Cafarella [2006], In-
formation Extraction queries are directly derived from an input ontology. The
results of these queries, retrieved from various places in the web are then com-
bined, together with information from the ontology, to automatically verify these
candidate instances and relations. Here, ontological background information is
directly used as input for the specific Information Extraction procedure. In our
approach, we use background knowledge as a filter on results of some unspecified
Information Extraction method.

Different methods and systems exist that use ontological background knowl-
edge to improve Information Extraction. One method is to enhance extraction
patterns with other terms extracted from Wordnet hyponym relations [Fellbaum,
1998] to improve pattern recall.

The method used by Cimiano et al. [2004] combines evidence from heteroge-
neous sources for learning subsumption relations. Here, multiple heterogeneous
sources are used to gather evidence for a instances of a subsumption relation. One
of the Information Extraction methods used is for example using Hearst patterns
[Hearst, 1992] on a textual corpus. The system also uses hyponym information
from Wordnet as evidence for a subsumption relation instance. The evidence for
the target subsumption instances are combined to calculate a final likelihood for
the instance. In Cimiano et al. [2004] method, structured background knowledge
(in this case from Wordnet) is used to improve Information Extraction. However,
the method is only defined for subsumption relations whereas the method here
describes rules for using more domain-specific information to improve identifying
the domain-specific relation instances.
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5.6 conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented a method for combining information from
multiple Information Extraction sources with background knowledge about a
target relation instance. We identify two types of information sources: input
sources and filter sources. The background knowledge is combined with general
rules to produce likelihood scores for candidate relation instances and is therefore
a filter source. In the information integration step, the different likelihood scores
are combined through one of three methods to derive whether a candidate
relation instance is correct or incorrect: unweighted average probabilities, a
voting procedure and learning classification models. We have done three separate
experiments in which we show the effect of combining information from different
sources on the quality of the set of candidate relation instances.

We here use simple rules to generate likelihoods out of background information
directly related to the subject and/or the object of the target related. Although
a lot of background information can be exploited using this method, as we
show in the experiments, this format is not the only way in which background
information could be used. For instance, by cascading multiple rules, information
that is located further away from the target relation could be exploited. Also,
more complex combinations or comparisons of different types of information
could lead to additional beneficial information. In this Chapter, we do not claim
that our rules are complete but do show that through the use of these simple and
general rules we can already exploit a good part of the available information.

When using average probabilities, no parameters have to be set other than
the final threshold on the a posteriori probability. It is therefore a very useful
method when one has no knowledge about the amount that the different sources
should contribute to the final classification. In all three experiments, we see that
a well chosen value for this parameter raises the performance, although in the
second experiment only by a small amount. The default value of 0.50 increases
the overall performance in the first and third experiment but is too high for the
second experiment as it produces a drop in F-measure.

If we take for a threshold value the average of the F-measures of the three
experiments as an indicator for the overall quality, the best value is 0.42. Using
this value the F-measures for the Roman Generals, Modern Art Styles and
Regional Art styles are 0.73, 0.72 and 0.68 respectively, averaging at 0.71. Further
experiments could be done to determine whether this optimal value is somewhat
robust, but the value of 0.42 is a good starting point for this parameter.

With the voting procedure, we have shown the effects of using the individual
information sources as filters on the data and compared this to the effect of using
multiple information sources. For all three tasks, we saw that using individual
information sources raises the performance, but that by combining information
from multiple sources, even higher boosts in performance can be obtained.

The best performance gain is reported for the third experiment, where we
extract the relation between regional art styles and artists. Here the various
types of background information and Information Extraction modules provide
a drastic performance boost, more than doubling the F-measure. This is caused
by the specifics of the task (both time, place and association information have a
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significant effect) and by the fact that the baseline F-measure was relatively low,
leaving much room for improvement.

We have seen some overlap in the optimal threshold values for the different
information sources across the different experiments. This indicates that these
optimal values are somewhat robust across domains. For the Temporal and
Spatial background knowledge rules, the extreme values of 0 and 1 can be used
respectively. The threshold on the tOKo input source varies from 1 to 5, making
it difficult to give an indication of what value should be used. The same holds
for NGD and the redundancy method drop factor.

The choice of information integration method determines the amount of control
that one has over the outcome. Using the voting method, one can choose a setting
on the precision/recall tradeoff spectrum by setting the individual thresholds.
In the experiments above, we trained the J48 Decision Tree and the Naive Bayes
classifier directly on the manually evaluated data using 10-fold cross validation.
A decision tree or Naive Bayes classifier can be built by hand. In this case, the
decision tree node characteristics or the probability distributions will have to
be determined beforehand. Alternatively, if a subset of the candidate relation
instances are evaluated, the models can be learned on this subset. The results
from the first and third experiment show that using this method, the overall
performance can be increased without setting additional parameters.

For the second and third experiment, a lot of the performance gain stems from
the fact that missing values for one information source are indeed found by other
sources. Candidate instances that are for instance not found by the Redundancy
Method because of faulty matching are indeed found by the tOKo pattern-based
method. The background knowledge rules can then provide additional evidence
for that candidate. For dealing with missing values, the voting method works
better than the average probability method. In the latter, the ’0’ likelihood for the
missing value is always taken into account when determining the final likelihood.
For the (non-unanimous) voting method, a missing value can be completely
ignored, if a sufficient amount of information sources give it a high enough
likelihood.

The results from the experiments show that combining different information
sources indeed improves the overall performance of the Ontology Enrichment
task. This is especially clear in the experiment described in Section 5.4.3, where
five information sources are combined. Since each of these sources provides
different type of information, errors (both false positives and false negatives) are
not reproduced across the various sources. At the same time the probability of the
true positives remains high indicating that on average, the individual methods
all give high scores to the instances of the target relation. The combination of
information sources that on the one hand extract the same target class and
on the other hand have sufficiently different biases indeed results in a better
performance.
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C O N C L U S I O N S A N D D I S C U S S I O N

6.1 the research questions revisited

In this thesis we have described a number of methods for the (semi-)automatic
extraction of instances of relations and classes for the purpose of ontology
enrichment. Through this, we formulated a partial answer to the main research
question posed in the Introduction that asks how we can automatically enrich
ontologies with large knowledge bases from heterogeneous sources on the World
Wide Web. In the Introduction, we split this question into five smaller questions.
In this concluding chapter, we first revisit these individual research questions and
subsequently discuss what conclusions can be drawn based on these for the main
research question. In Section 6.3, we further discuss the scope and limitations of
this research.

1. Given a small set of instances of a relation, how can we use a semi-
supervised learning method to iteratively extract more instances of this
relation from Web documents using simple term matching methods?

In Chapter 2, we have presented a method for the extraction of relation instances
from the Web. This method assumes that the relation is a one-to-many relation,
where one instance i is related to many other instances j ∈ Ij and that for an
instance i, a number of relation instances are already available. These are used
as a seed set for a semi-supervised learning method. The method constructs a
working corpus for each instance i by querying a search engine with its label.
In the next step, instances j ∈ Ij from the knowledge base are identified in the
documents of this working corpus. The manner in which the method matches
target terms in documents is a relatively simple one, not relying on language-
or structure-specific features of the corpus. This makes it possible to detect
occurrences of relation instances in different documents of varying language and
structure, making it possible to exploit the redundancy of information. Next,
the identified instances, that are part of the candidate relation instances, are
ranked. The metric used for this is based on the frequency of co-occurrence
of terms with known relation instances in individual documents. Through this
we explicitly exploited the redundancy of information in the corpus. The best
scoring candidate relation is added to the seed set after which the ranking process
restarts, creating an iterative process.

We evaluated the method in two different domains extracting instances of the
art style-artist and football club-player relations. Results show that the Redun-
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dancy Method is able to extract relation instances resulting in good F-measure
values. The ranking method also outperforms a popular search engine-based met-
ric, the Normalized Google Distance. Moreover, we have shown that the method
is capable of extracting relations between two large sets of instances. For a relation
between two classes with N and M instances respectively a relation instantiation
method that requires a search engine-determined distance score (such as the
Normalized Google Distance) for each possible combination would require at
least N×M queries. Given reasonably-sized sets of instances, this will produce a
too large number of search engine queries [Geleijnse et al., 2006]. Static corpora
and optimized term matching methods can counteract this scalability issue, but
this removes the benefits of using the dynamic, multilingual and much larger
Web as a corpus. The Redundancy Method described in Chapter 2 generates a
working corpus for each of the instances of the left-hand class of the relation,
resulting in N search engine queries.

2a. How can we extract time periods from the Web.

In Chapter 3, we described a method that extracts time periods for historical
concepts from the web. Again, we extract a working corpus from the web by
querying a search engine with the label of the target historical concept. In this
working corpus, we search for year terms (four digit numbers) using simple
regular expressions. These steps correspond to those performed by the Redun-
dancy Method of Chapter 2. Here, we do not use co-occurrence with an existing
seed set, but fit a model directly onto the extracted years. We have seen that
normalizing the frequency distribution of years in the working corpus using the
Google hitcounts of those years results in a distribution corresponding to the
target historical concept’s time period. We then fit a statistical model to the fre-
quency distribution. We evaluated the method by extracting time periods for four
different historical concepts. The extracted time periods match the gold standard
with errors that are acceptable and relatively stable across different concepts. The
results show that a simple co-occurrence method that does not use language- or
structure-dependent features is indeed able to exploit the redundancy of temporal
information in a large web corpus.

2b. How can extracted probabilistic models of time periods be converted to
vocabulary instances, while still retaining their fuzzy nature.

The time periods extracted by the method from Chapter 3 are described by the
parameters of the statistical model fit to the frequency distribution of co-occurring
years. In that chapter, we also described a number of possibilities for rewriting
this into other formats. One such format is a discrete format using a start and end
year, which we compared to the gold standard for the evaluation. This format
however, is not able to represent the fuzziness that is present in a lot of historical
periods as we have noted in that chapter. We therefore suggest using a structured
vocabulary based on the TIMEX2 temporal annotation standard [Ferro et al., 2005].
To rewrite the extracted model parameters for a historical concept to this format,
we presented a number of rewriting rules. We then evaluated the whole setup
(extraction, model fitting and rewriting) by presenting the generated instances
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of the structured vocabulary to human evaluators. The results were satisfying,
indicating that using this method, we can effectively extract period descriptions
for historical concepts from the Web.

3. For pattern-based web Information Extraction methods whose patterns
contain references to semantic classes, how does the generality of patterns
affect their performance.

In chapters 2 and 3, we have shown that very general extraction methods that do
not assume a certain language or document structure can exploit redundancy of
information in the web corpus. However, it proved hard to compare these to more
specific methods as they often are designed for different tasks. In Chapter 4, we
investigated the effect of using a general extraction method on the performance
on the relation instantiation task. For this research, we developed a method that
uses the tOKo text analysis tool [Anjewierden, 2006]. This tool has the capability
of retrieving pattern matches from an offline document corpus. The tool has the
distinct feature that it can include semantic class descriptions in its patterns and
can therefore retrieve pattern matches from different instances of that class. This
feature allows the method to extract many instances of a target relation with a
single query.

Like the methods in chapters 2 and 3, the pattern-based extraction method
from Chapter 4 also uses a working corpus extracted from the web. The latter
method, however, extracts a single corpus for a whole set of left-hand side class
instances, further reducing the Google complexity.

We performed a number of experiments using patterns of varying general-
ity. More specific patterns use more (natural language) context and therefore
produce less false positives, resulting in a high precision. The recall however
is low. More general patterns extract more relation instances, but yield more
false positives, resulting in higher recall but lower precision. Using more gen-
eral patterns, information from multiple sources can be combined. By using a
threshold on the frequency of the pattern matches, we can still filter out errors.
Using more general patterns allows the user to either select a higher recall or
higher precision, depending on the specific task and levels of post-processing.
When the overall performance is measured using the F-measure, the more general
patterns outperform the more specific patterns, especially when large sets of
class instances are considered. With more general patterns, the target information
residing in the long tail of the Zipfian frequency distribution can be extracted. In
Section 6.2, we will further generalize this conclusion.

In the same chapter, we also observed that the use of background knowledge
for filtering candidate relation instances can raise the accuracy. This observation
leads to the research in Chapter 5, that attempts to provide an answer to the last
research question:

4. How can multiple Information Extraction methods and background knowl-
edge be combined to improve the Ontology Enrichment performance?

In Chapter 5, we presented a method for combining multiple Information Ex-
traction methods and different types of background knowledge to produce a
more accurate set of candidate relation instances. Information Extraction methods
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produce some likelihood score and we used background knowledge rules to
also produce such likelihoods so that they can all be combined in one informa-
tion integration step. We presented a number of such background knowledge
rules and argued that these are re-usable in other domains. For the different
Information Extraction methods, we distinguished between input sources that
can provide new candidate relation instances together with a likelihood score
and filter sources that only provide likelihood scores for a set of already found
candidates. Scalability issues can determine whether an Information Extraction
method is limited to being a filter method. For example, methods with a high
Google complexity will not be able to generate candidate relation instances for
relations between classes with large sets of instances. However, they can generate
a likelihood score for a fixed set of candidate relation instances and as such can be
used as filters for information extracted by more efficient methods. The methods
described in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 can be used as input sources as they require a
limited number of (search engine or pattern) queries.

We presented a number of possibilities for combining the likelihoods for
candidate relation instances. The exact method that is to be used for a new task
depends on which type of background knowledge is used and whether or not
labeled instances of the relation are available for learning model parameters.

Through a number of experiments, we showed that the accuracy of a set
of candidate relation instances can rise significantly when combining multiple
information sources from both Information Extraction methods and background
knowledge. This assumes that the different methods have uncorrelated errors
and that mistakes that stem from one information source can be corrected by
considering evidence from other information sources. For instance, a method
that uses pattern matching might extract a candidate relation instance based on a
faulty matching term. Temporal, spatial or other background information can be
used to filter out that candidate.

6.2 general conclusions

In the Introduction, we have identified this thesis’ main research question as:

How can we efficiently automatically enrich ontologies with large knowledge
bases from heterogeneous textual sources on the World Wide Web?

In the previous chapters, we have presented a number of methods that auto-
matically enrich ontologies by extracting information from different sources on
the web. We not only combine information from different sources, but also from
different Information Extraction methods. We have mostly focused on extract-
ing relations between known instances. Through experimental evaluation in a
number of domains, we showed that this extraction can be done efficiently and
effectively. The methods proposed in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 have in common that
they all rely on simple extraction methods. These extraction methods do not
rely on (deep) natural language processing or exploitation of specific features
of documents (such as lists or tables). This has the significant benefit that the
range of documents from which information can be extracted is larger than when
more specific extraction methods are used. Using these more generally applicable
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methods, we can extract information from different sources and are through this
able to more effectively exploit the redundancy of information on the World Wide
Web. The relative simpleness of the extraction methods also has the advantage
that the methods are less dependent on the language and the specific task.

Another way of extracting information from the web is to generate web search
engine queries directly. In this thesis, we have argued that for larger scale relation
instantiation tasks, this is not always a feasible approach as large sets of instances
can result in very large numbers of search engine queries. The general approach
that we have taken in the methods presented in this thesis is to first (semi-
)automatically extract a working corpus from the web and do offline queries
on that corpus to extract the candidate relation instances. This improves the
efficiency of the methods considerably, while still retaining the flexibility of
using a web corpus instead of a static corpus. We have shown that simple
methods that make use of the redundancy of information on the web can extract
instances for large, real world knowledge bases. An example of such a knowledge
base used throughout this thesis is the one used by the MultimediaN E-culture
demonstrator.

The use of these large knowledge bases also brings some complications that
the enrichment methods must be able to handle. In Chapters 2 and 4, we saw that
large lists of person names result in problems when matching these to a corpus. A
lot of names occur multiple times in the knowledge base and it is often ambiguous
to which instance in the knowledge base a term in the corpus refers. We also
encountered problems with loading large sets of instances into the tools used. For
both problems, some preprocessing steps were included in the method to ensure
that on the one hand the extracted terms refer to the target instance and be able to
load these lists into the extraction tools used. In general, the larger the knowledge
base, the more likely it is that instances will be ambiguous. Any method that
attempts to enrich the knowledge base by finding matches of the instances in
text documents will encounter this problem and some disambiguation method or
preprocessing step will most likely have to be employed.

The common element of the extraction methods discussed in Chapters 2, 3 and
4 is that they are all based on simple co-occurrence of knowledge base instances
with other terms in the working corpus. In the case of the Redundancy Method
from Chapter 2, this is the co-occurrence of instances with a seed set of labeled
examples. For the time period extraction task, we used co-occurrence of the target
instances with temporal terms such as years within documents that describe
the concept for which the time period is to be extracted. For the pattern-based
method, we expect that the terms of the relation instance co-occur within a given
distance of each other. In general, this indicates that simple co-occurrence is a
good source for extracting relation instances. With co-occurrence based methods,
we can extract relations in many domains and by exploiting the redundancy of
information on the web, good results can be obtained.

Even with the relatively large corpora used in the experiments of Chapters 2,
3 and 4, most relations occur very sparsely and with much textual variation in
the corpus. Since most occurrences of natural language facts follow a Zipf-like
distribution [Zipf, 1949, Li, 1992], this means that the majority of the facts that
are to be extracted (those in the ’long tail’ of the distribution) will occur with a
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very low frequency. For a finite corpus, using a more general extraction method,
thereby exploiting the redundancy will result in a higher recall and a better overall
performance. For relation instantiation tasks where manual enrichment is not
feasible due to the large number of target relation instances, using redundancy
will be beneficial. For real-world ontology enrichment problems for which semi-
automated extraction methods are needed, these large sets of instances are a
realistic task feature.

6.3 discussion

We finally discuss some additional aspects of the proposed methods, more
specifically the types of tasks for which the proposed methods are applicable and
the scalability of the methods.

The methods in chapters 2,3 and 4 all focus on a specific instance of ontology
enrichment: relation instantiation. More specifically, the Redundancy Method
is not capable of extracting any new class instances. The relation instantiation
method described in Chapter 4 is capable of extracting missing class instances
given a relation and is therefore applicable to more ontology enrichment tasks.
For the extraction of new class instances, similar co-occurrence methods can be
employed.

A crucial assumption that all methods discussed here rely on is that the
target information is available on the Web in redundant form. For tasks used
in the evaluation of these methods, this assumption holds: there is plenty of
information about cultural heritage, football players and historical concepts on
the web. However, we can easily set up relation instantiation tasks for which this
does not hold. For example, information about specific gene-protein interactions
might only be found in expert literature, whose documents are not reachable
by standard web search engines. For these types of relation instantiation tasks,
methods that perform natural language processing-based extraction using a
predetermined static corpus such as described by Katrenko and Adriaans [2007]
are more suitable.

We have argued in the previous section that more general methods are able
to extract target instances from the ’long tail’ of the frequency distribution of
information on the Web. Still, we know that with the presented methods, we
do not extract all possible relations. For instance, one could argue that almost
every artist in the ULAN should be related to one or more art style, yet in
the experiments we found only a few hundred relations. There are a number
of reasons for these limited results. The most obvious one is that the target
information is not available on the Web. The majority of artists in the ULAN
is relatively unknown and for most of them, no style information is present.
Furthermore, as we used (limited) working corpora extracted from the web, the
target information must also be present in that working corpus. For very obscure
pieces of information, this does not hold. Enlarging the working corpus does
indeed raise the chances that target information is present. The performance of
the method is dependent on the size of the working corpus. In Chapter 4, we
have seen that increasing the corpus size increases the frequency of the retrieved
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results almost linearly. The limited size of the working corpora was used because
of computer performance issues. Finally, even though the extraction methods are
designed to be as general as possible, even if the target information is present in
the working corpus, the method might fail to extract it due to various reasons
(term mismatching, co-occurrence window is too small, etc.) or the number of
extractions might not exceed the used threshold values.

The relation extraction methods in Chapter 2 and 3 and the most general
patterns used in Chapter 4 only use co-occurrence information of the two ar-
guments of the relation. The label of the relation itself is not used. An obvious
disadvantage of this is that when two or more relations can hold between the
argument types, the methods are not able to distinguish between these relations.
The relation that occurs the most in the corpus documents will be the one that is
extracted. For example, when extracting instances of a relation between Artists
and Art Styles, the most prevalent relation between the arguments appears to be
the ’is a member of’. Other relations can be defined between the arguments (such
as ’is influenced by’), but the method described in Chapter 2 and the most general
patterns in Chapter 4 will not be able to distinguish between those relations and
will extract instances of the most prevalent one. The same holds for the time
periods extracted in Chapter 3, where the relation we extract between a concept
and a time period is ’has time period’. In theory, other relations (such as ’was
most written about in’ can be defined between these attributes as well. We ob-
served however that for a lot of attribute pairs, a limited number of relations are
apparent in documents on the Web and most of the time, one relation occurs with
a much higher frequency than others. Katrenko [2009] argued that for relation
extraction, semantic constraints on the relation’s arguments can be used to verify
candidate relation instances and the authors identify for a number of general
relations (part-whole, producer-product, etc.) the types of arguments that can
be used. The findings in this thesis suggest that this also works the other way
around: that the relation is restricted by the type of arguments. The methods
in this thesis start out with semantic constraints on the arguments, since we
assumed that these possible arguments are in the knowledge base or given by a
structured vocabulary. It is however important to point out that here, we focused
on specific rather than general relations.

One thing to consider when using the web-based methods described here is that
they extract the consensus on the web about what is true and what is not. It can not
distinguish between different viewpoints, as the methods accumulate information
from many different sources and no provenance information is retained. For the
methods to perform well, there must be more correct information on the web
than incorrect information. Given the fact that the evaluations show that the
methods do perform reasonably well, we can infer that at least for the domains
in which we experimented, this holds.

New large knowledge bases and data sets are continuing to be added to
the growing Semantic Web in efforts such as the Linked Data initiative1. Links
between instances from different interconnected data sets will greatly improve
their usefulness. Semi-automatic methods such as those presented in this thesis

1 http://linkeddata.org/
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can play a significant role in connecting these resources, playing their part in
distilling a web of knowledge out of the Web of documents.
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S U M M A RY

This thesis is about semi-automatic methods that extract structured information
from unstructured documents on the Web.

The Semantic Web is a proposed extension of the current World Wide Web
(WWW). Where the WWW is a web of documents connected through hyperlinks,
the Semantic Web is a web of interlinked data. The documents on the WWW are
designed to be read and interpreted by humans. Since the information on the
Semantic Web appears in a formalized form, it can be interpreted and reasoned
with by computer applications.

An example of the advantages of having information available in this for-
malized form can be seen in the MultimediaN E-Culture demonstrator. This
application uses background knowledge to connect metadata descriptions of
objects of Dutch cultural heritage institutions to each other. The fact that the
terms that are used as metadata in the object descriptions are interlinked allows
the application to perform search and browsing tasks that can not be performed
by existing text-based search systems. If, for instance, we know that Vincent van
Gogh is considered a Post-Impressionist, we can deduce that his paintings have
some relation to this style and to other works of other Post-Impressionists.

problem and approach

The information or knowledge used in the Semantic Web can be divided into
two categories: The first category is that of meta-knowledge that describes
which classes exist in a domain and which relations hold between these classes.
For the cultural heritage domain these could include classes such as "Artist",
"Art_Style" and "Work". Possible relations are "has_painted" or "has_style". This
meta-knowledge is formalized in ontologies. The second category is that of the
specific instances of the classes and relations in the domain. These instances are
stored in a knowledge base. Here we can find which artists exist, to which specific
style they belong and which artworks they have produced.

In this thesis, we focus on enriching knowledge bases defined by ontologies.
We describe methods that automatically identify new instances of relations and
classes. Since in a lot of domains the target information is already available on
the WWW in human-readable form, the methods use the WWW as the source
from which to extract the target information. Information Extraction (IE) is the
standard name for the task of extracting structured information from unstructured
documents.

Current IE methods use extraction techniques that make use of extensive
Natural Language Processing (NLP) or are based on wrappers that exploit explicit
structures in documents. NLP-based methods try to model the natural language
sentences in order to understand the syntactic structure of the sencence. Using
the syntactic structure, the semantic information can be extracted. This approach
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has the downside that the learned syntactic model is language- and structure-
dependent. Wrapper-based methods try to extract the target information from
structures such as tables and lists. The performance of these methods is also
dependent on the availability of such structures in the documents.

In this thesis, we introduce a number of methods that are designed to be
less dependent on language and document structure. The methods use simple
matching techniques to identify potential target information in documents and
use simple term co-occurrence statistics to determine the likelihood of the in-
formation being correct. By using simple matching and co-occurrence methods,
the proposed Information Extraction methods are able to extract and aggregate
information from many documents. This increases the robustness of the methods
and allows us to exploit the redundancy of information on the Web. The proposed
methods all extract a working corpus of documents from the Web, for which the
co-occurrence statistics are calculated.

In chapters 2, 3 and 4 of this thesis, we present IE methods that extract
instances of relations and classes defined in ontologies. We evaluate these methods
by having them extract cultural heritage instances that are to be used by the
MultimediaN E-culture application. The effectiveness of the methods are further
evaluated using similar tasks in other domains.

a method for extracting relation instances

In Chapter 2, we describe a method that extracts instances of relations (of the form
[Subject, relation, Object]) from the WWW. We use a semi-supervised approach,
where we assume that we have a very small collection of example relation
instances which we aim to automatically expand. The method further assumes
that all instances of the subject and object class of the relation are known: with
this method, we do not extract new class instances, only instances of relations.

An example of this task is the extraction of instances of the relation [Art_Style,
has_artist, Artist]. Given are lists of both art styles and artists (both are indeed
available in the MultimediaN E-culture knowledge base) and a small seed set
of relation instances ([Post-Impressionism, has_artist, Vincent_van_Gogh], [Post-
Impressionism, has_artist, Gauguin], etcetera). The specific task is to expand this
list of relation instances.

The method described in Chapter 2 follows a number of steps: First a work-
ing corpus of documents is created. For this, the Google search engine is
queried with a search term that matches one subject instance (for example
"Post-Impressionism"). A limited number of resulting documents is saved in
memory. In the next step, the method identifies instances of the relation’s ob-
ject (for example: Artists names) in the working corpus’ documents. The found
instances are part of candidate relation instances. Next, for every document, a
Document Score is determined: the total number of object instances that are in
the seed set identified in that document divided by the total number of object
instances in that document. This score represents the level to which the target
relation is represented in the document. For each candidate object instance, the
Document Scores are added and normalized, resulting in an Instance Score. This
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Instance Score is the likelihood that a candidate relation instance is correct. The
relation instance with the highest associated Instance Score is added to the seed
set, at which point all scores are re-calculated. The iterative process expands the
seed set of relation instances step-by-step and this makes it possible to start with
a small seed set: in the beginning, the ’easy’ correct expansions will be extracted.
As the number of iterations grows, so does the seed set and new instances will
be identified using more and more knowledge. To stop this iterative process, we
introduce the Drop Factor: when we observe a relative drop in the Instance Score
below some threshold value, the method halts and presents the current seed set
as its final result.

We evaluated this so-called ’redundancy method’ using experiments in two
domains. In the first experiment, we extracted instances of the relation [Art_Style,
has_artist, Artist] introduced earlier. We extracted relation instances for ten
different art styles starting with initial seed sets of three artists. We manually
evaluated 400 extracted relation instances. The results show that the Drop Factor
allows us to select either higher precision (between 0.62 and 0.92) or recall (between
55 and 247 correct relation instances). We compared the rankings for the 400

relation instances based on our Instance Score with those of a popular semantic
distance measure, the Normalized Google Distance. The results showed that the
ranking based on Instance Scores is considerably better. In a second experiment,
we used the method to extract instances of the relaion [Football_Club, has_player,
Football_Player]. The results of this experiment showed that the method achieves
the same performance level as for the first experiment. The optimal drop factor
was also the same for the two tasks.

extracting time periods

In Chapter 3, we describe a method for a more specific extraction task. Here
the goal is to extract time periods for (historical) concepts. In the MultimediaN
E-culture vocabularies, this temporal information is not available (for example,
for art styles), even though such information can be of great value.

The method that we present has two main phases. In the first phase, we first
extract a working corpus if documents by querying the Google search engine
with the target concept’s label. The method then identifies potential occurrences
of years (four digit numbers) in all documents. The frequency distribution of
these years is normalized by the frequency distribution of years on the whole
Web. After this normalization step, we are left with a freqency distribution that is
representative of the search term. We fit a Normal distribution to this data. The
parameters of this model allows us to determine the start and end years of a time
period.

We evaluated this first phase by extracting time periods for art styles, wars,
historical periods and artists. We compared the results to a manually created gold
standard. The results show a relatively low error that is also stable for the four
types of concepts.

In the second phase the extracted time periods, represented by tge model pa-
rameters are transformed into instances of a structured vocabulary. The structured
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vocabulary used is the TIMEX2 annotation stancead that provides a normalized
representation of time expressions. In Chapter 3, we present a number of rewrit-
ing rules that convert a frequency model into a TIMEX2 instance. We evaluated
these rules by applying them to the extracted periods for the instances of the
four classes previously introduced. Manual evaluation shows that 88.75% of the
TIMEX2 periods where considered either completely or partly correct. Again, this
performance was stable for the different concept types.

pattern specificity for extraction patterns

In Chapters 2 and 3, we use very simple, general methods that are able to extract
information from different varying documents. In Chapter 4, we take a closer
look at the effect of using more general or more specific extraction methods. We
do this by introducing a extraction method that uses a text-analysis application,
tOKo. With tOKo, we can search in corpus documents using patterns, in which
semantic classes can be used. Using these, we can extract relation instances such
as [Art_Style, has_artist, Artist] from the documents.

To test the effect that the specificity of the patterns has on the performance
of the extraction method, we use patterns of varying specificity. Patterns that
are more specific make less errors and therefore result in a higher precision,
while more general patterns result in a higher recall, usually at the cost of
precision. However, when more general patterns are used, information from
different documents can be aggregated. When a threshold value on the frequency
of pattern hits is used, a high precision can be attained. Overall, when measuring
the performance using the F-measure, using general patterns produces better
results. The patterns were evaluated in multiple domains, for multiple relation
instantiation tasks.

combining background knowledge and information sources

In the evaluation of the previously described methods, we found that the use of
background knowledge for filtering out faulty candidate instances can raise the
performance of the overall extraction task. A second improvement can be obtained
through the combination of multiple information sources. This corresponds to the
idea in those chapters that using redundancy and multiple sources is beneficial
to the performance of IE methods.

In Chapter 5 we present a method that uses background knowledge and mul-
tiple information sources to lower the likelihood of faulty candidate relation
instances (and to effectively filter them out) on one hand and to raise the like-
lihood of correct candidate instances on the other hand. We use background
knowledge rules that produce a likelihood score for a candidate relation instance
using the background knowledge available in the ontology and knowledge base.
In Chapter 5, we present a number of example rules.

One of these rules states for example that it is unlikely that a relation of the type
"participates_in" holds between a subject and an object that have non-overlapping
time periods (e.g. it is unlikely that an artist belongs to an artstyle that started
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after his death). The rules generate a likelihood score. The different information
sources also produce a likelihood score for a candidate relation instance. In
Chapter 5, we discuss a number of methods through which all these scores can
be combined.

Through a number of experiments, we show that combining information from
different sources with available background knowledge indeed raises the quality
of a set of candidate relation instances. Errors that are made by one method can
be corrected by a different source of information such as temporal or spatial
background knowledge. More incorrect candidate relation instances are added to
the knowledge base and the scores of more incorrect instances drop below the
threshold and are filtered out.

conclusion

One observation that we made from the evaluation of the methods presented
in this thesis is that the simple, general extraction methods do indeed extract
information from different sources. By aggregating this information from hetero-
geneous sources and using threshold values on frequencies of occurrences, good
precision scores can still be obtained. We here use the redundancy of information
on the Web to our advantage. The simple extraction methods are indeed less
dependent on the language and structure of the documents and can be re-used
for different extraction tasks in different domains. Evaluation showed that the
performance for the methods is stable in different domains. By using multiple
sources, more information can be extracted, leading to a higher recall. At a meta-
level, multiple Information Extraction sources can also be combined, leading to
even more exploitation of redundancy. In combination with available background
knowledge, this can also be used to filter candidate information, in order to
achieve higher recall and precision.





N E D E R L A N D S E S A M E N VAT T I N G

Dit proefschrift gaat over (semi-)automatische methodes die gestructureerde
kennis uit ongestructureerde documenten op het Web halen.

Het Semantisch Web (Engels: Semantic Web) is een voorgestelde extensie van
het huidige World Wide Web. Waar het World Wide Web bestaat uit documenten
die met elkaar verbonden zijn door middel van hyperlinks, is het in het Se-
mantisch Web geformaliseerde kennis die een netwerk vormen. De documenten
op het WWW zijn ontworpen om door mensen gelezen, bekeken en doorzocht
te worden. Doordat de kennis op het Semantisch Web in een geformaliseerde
vorm aanwezig is kan deze door computerapplicaties worden geinterpreteerd en
gecombineerd worden.

Een goed voorbeeld van het voordeel van de beschikbaarheid van kennis
in deze vorm kunnen we vinden in de MultimediaN E-culture browser. Deze
browser gebruikt allerhande achtergrondkennis om beschrijvingen van kunsto-
bjecten uit verschillende Nederlandse musea aan elkaar te koppelen. Doordat
de gebruikte termen in de objectbeschrijvingen aan elkaar gerelateerd zijn kun-
nen door de applicatie ingewikkelde zoekopdrachten uitgevoerd worden die
resultaten opleveren die niet met standaard tekst-gebaseerde zoeksystemen ge-
realiseerd kan worden. Als we bijvoorbeeld weten dat Vincent van Gogh tot de
post-impressionisten gerekend wordt, kunnen we afleiden dat zijn schilderijen
ook een relatie hebben met het post-impressionisme en weer een andere relatie
met werken van andere post-impressionisten.

probleem en aanpak

In het kader van het Semantisch Web zijn er twee soorten kennis te onderscheiden:
meta-kennis die voor een domein beschrijft wat voor soort concepten er in een
domein bestaan en welke relaties daartussen gelden. In het geval van het kun-
sthistorisch domein zijn dat bijvoorbeeld de concepten "Kunstenaar", "Schilderij",
en "Stijl". Mogelijke relaties hier zijn "heeft_geschilderd" en "behoort_tot_de_stijl".
Deze meta-kennis is geformaliseerd in ontologieën. De specifieke instanties van
deze concepten en relaties zijn opgeslagen in zogenaamde kennisbanken. Hierin
is gedefinieërd welke kunstenaars er zijn, bij welke stijl zij horen en welke werken
ze gemaakt hebben.

In dit proefschrift houden we ons bezig met het (aan)vullen van een kennisbank
voor een gegeven ontologie. We beschrijven methodes die automatisch instanties
van relaties en concepten proberen te vinden. Aangezien veel van deze kennis
wel op het Web te vinden is in een voor mensen leesbare vorm, gebruiken de
methodes documenten op het World Wide Web als bron voor de te extraheren
kennis. Information Extractie (IE) is de standaard naam voor de taak van het
extraheren van gestructureerde informatie uit ongestructureerde tekst.
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Huidige methoden maken vaak gebruik van extractietechnieken die gebaseerd
zijn op natuurlijke taal ofwel op exploitatie van vaste structuren in de documenten.
Natuurlijke taal-gebaseerde methoden proberen de taal in de documenten te mod-
elleren en zo de zinnen in de tekst te begrijpen. Uit deze begrepen zinnen kan dan
de doelinformatie geextraheerd worden. Een probleem is dat een geleerd model
maar voor één taal of documenttype werkt. Methoden die vaste structuren zoals
lijsten of tabellen in documenten proberen te vinden en daaruit de benodigde
informatie halen worden wrappers genoemd. De werking van deze methoden is
ook sterk afhankelijk van het type document.

In dit proefschrift introduceren we methodes die op een verscheidenheid van
documenten werken, in meerdere talen en in verschillende mate van gestruc-
tureerdheid. Deze methoden gebruiken simpele matchings-technieken om poten-
tiele informatie in documenten te herkennen en gebruiken vervolgens de mate
waarin de termen samen voorkomen met andere termen als een aanwijzing voor
de correctheid van de informatie. Door dit soort simpele methoden te gebruiken,
zijn de methoden in staat om informatie uit veel verschillende documenten te
halen. Dit vergroot de robuustheid van de methode en het maakt het mogelijk om
de redundantie (het veel voorkomen van informatie in verschillende bronnen) van
kennis op het Web te gebruiken om tot goede prestaties te komen. De methodes
hebben verder gemeen dat ze allen een werk-corpus uit het Web extraheren
om hierop de verschillende co-occurrence-maten van geextraheerde termen te
berekenen.

In hoofdstukken 2, 3 en 4 van dit proefschrift ontwikkelen we IE methoden
die instanties extraheren van concepten en relaties die gedefinieerd staan in
ontologieën. We testen deze methoden in eerste instantie door cultuurhistorische
informatie te extraheren die gebruikt kan worden door de MultimediaN E-culture
applicatie, maar de effectiviteit van de methodes wordt ook in andere domeinen
geevalueerd.

een methode voor automatische extractie van relatie-instanties

In Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijven we een methode die instanties van relaties extraheert
uit het WWW. De methode volgt een semi-supervised aanpak, wat wil zeggen dat
we uitgaan van de aanwezigheid van een beperkte hoeveelheid voorbeelden van
de te vinden relatie. Verder wordt aangenomen dat de mogelijke subjecten en
objecten van de relatie in de kennisbank aanwezig zijn. We extraheren met deze
methode dus geen nieuwe instanties van concepten, maar alleen instanties van
relaties.

Een voorbeeldtaak is het extraheren van instanties van de relatie [Kunststijl,
heeft_kunstenaar, Kunstenaar]. Gegeven zijn lijsten van Kunststijlen en Kunste-
naars (beiden zijn aanwezig in de kennisbanken van de E-culture applicatie) en
een klein aantal voorbeelden van de relatie die samen de seed set vormen ([Post-
Impressionisme, heeft_kunstenaar, Vincent_van_Gogh], [Post-Impressionisme,
heeft_kunstenaar, Gauguin], etc.). De specifieke taak is om deze lijst van relatie-
instanties verder uit te breiden.
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De methode die beschreven wordt in Hoofdstuk 2 doorloopt een aantal stappen:
allereerst wordt een klein (werk)corpus van documenten samengesteld. Hiervoor
wordt een zoekmachine als Google bevraagd met een zoekwoord dat overeenkomt
met een kunststijl ("Post-Impressionisme"). Een beperkt aantal pagina’s wordt
opgeslagen in het geheugen. Vervolgens wordt in deze pagina’s gezocht naar
voorkomens van kunstenaars. De gevonden kunstenaars worden aangemerkt
als onderdeel van potentiele relatie-instanties. Voor elk document wordt een
Document Score vastgesteld: het aantal gevonden kunstenaars die in de seed
set aanwezig zijn gedeeld door het totale aantal kunstenaars op die pagina.
Deze maat geeft weer hoe goed een document de doelrelatie weergeeft. Voor
elke nieuw gevonden kunstenaar worden al zijn Document Scores opgeteld en
genormaliseerd, resulterend in een Instance Score. Dit is de uiteindelijke maat voor
de waarschijnlijkheid van een relatie-instantie. In de iteratieve variant van de
methode wordt voor een kunststijl de beste kandidaat toegevoegd aan de seed set,
waarna de Document Scores en de Instance Scores opnieuw berekend worden.
Door dit iteratieve proces wordt de lijst met relatie-instanties stap voor stap
uitgebreid. Door deze iteratieve aanpak is maar een kleine initiele seed set nodig:
in het begin zullen de makkelijke instanties gevonden worden, na elke iteratie is
meer informatie voorhanden om de moeilijkere relatie-instanties een hoge score
te geven. Om te zorgen dat het proces niet te lang door-itereert en dus steeds
meer fouten maakt introduceren we de Drop Factor. Zodra de relatieve daling van
de Instance Score onder een drempelwaarde komt stopt het iteratieproces.

Deze zogenaamde redundantiemethode is getest in twee domeinen. In het
eerste experiment werden instanties van de eerdergenoemde relatie [Kunststijl,
heeft_kunstenaar, Kunstenaar] geextraheerd voor tien verschillende kunststijlen.
Voor elke kunststijl werd een seed set van drie kunstenaars toegevoegd. 400

gevonden relatieinstanties werden handmatig geevalueerd. Uit de resultaten
blijkt dat met behulp van de Drop Factor gekozen kan worden voor ofwel een
hogere precision (tussen 0.62 en 0.92) ofwel een hogere recall (tussen de 55 en 247

correcte relatie instanties).
We vergeleken de door de redundantiemethode gebruikte scoringsmaat voor de

waarschijnlijkheid van een relatieinstantie met die van een populaire semantische
afstandsmaat Normalized Google Distance. Aangezien de laatste methode wegens
computationele redenen niet in staat is om kandidaatrelaties te extraheren werd
de Normalized Google Distance voor de 400 eerder gevonden relatieinstanties
uitgerekend. De rangschikking van de redundantiemethode bleek beter te zijn
dan die van de Normalized Google Distance.

De methode werd ook getest in een tweede extractietaak in een ander domein.
Hier was het doel om instanties van de relatie [Voetbal_club, heeft_voetballer,
Voetballer] te extraheren. De resultaten van de experimenten lieten zien dat de
methode voor deze taak vergelijkbaar presteert. Ook de optimale Drop Factor
komt overeen.
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het vinden van tijdsperiodes

In Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijven we een methode voor een specifieke extractietaak:
het vinden van de tijdsperiodes bij (historische) termen. In de MultimediaN E-
culture vocabulaires is voor een aantal termen (zoals kunststijlen) deze temporele
informatie niet aanwezig, hoewel deze wel degelijk nuttig kan zijn.

De methode die we beschrijven kent twee fasen. In de eerste fase worden
voor een term wederom een werkcorpus samengesteld door een zoekmachine te
bevragen met deze term. Vervolgens wordt uit deze documenten alle voorkomens
van jaartallen geextraheerd. De frequentieverdeling van deze jaartallen wordt
genormaliseerd door deze te delen door de verdeling van jaartallen op het gehele
web. Op die manier blijft een frequentieverdeling over die representatief is voor
de zoekterm. Op deze verdeling wordt een normaalverdeling gefit. Aan de hand
van dit model kunnen de begin- en einddata van de tijdsperiode behorende bij
de zoekterm bepaald worden.

We testten deze eerste fase door tijdsperiodes voor kunststijlen, oorlogen, his-
torische periodes en kunstenaars te extraheren en te vergelijken met de handmatig
gedefineerde correcte periodes. De resultaten laten een relatief lage fout zien die
stabiel is voor de vier verschillende typen termen.

In de tweede fase wordt de gevonden verdeling omgezet naar een gestruc-
tureerde vocabulaire. Hiervoor gebruiken we de TIMEX2 annotatiestandaard die
een genormaliseerde vorm van temporele expressies definieert. In Hoofstuk 3

geven we een aantal herschrijfregels die van een normaalverdeling over de fre-
quenties van jaartallen een instantie van de TIMEX2 standaard maken. We passen
deze toe op de eerder geextraheerde tijdsperiodes. Uit handmatige evaluatie
van de gevonden TIMEX2 instanties bleek dat 88.75% van de periodes geheel of
gedeeltelijk correct zijn. Ook hier bleek de correctheid stabiel voor verschillende
typen termen.

de mate van specificiteit bij extractiepatronen

In Hoofdstukken 2 en 3 gebruiken we zeer simpele, generieke methoden die
daardoor informatie kunnen extraheren van zeer verschillende documenten. In
Hoofdstuk 4 kijken we preciezer wat het effect is van het gebruik van zulke
algemeen toepasbare methoden in vergelijking met meer specifieke methoden.
We testen dit met behulp van een tekst-analyse applicatie, tOKo, waarmee we
in documenten kunnen zoeken met behulp van patronen waarin semantische
klassen kunnen worden gebruikt. Hiermee proberen we instanties van relaties
zoals [Kunststijl, heeft_kunstenaar, Kunstenaar] te extraheren uit een werkcorpus.
We testen patronen van verschillende specificiteit.

Uit de experimenten blijkt dat het vaak beter is om algemenere patronen te
gebruiken en zo voorkomens in verschillende documenten te kunnen combineren.
Door een drempelwaarde op de frequentie te gebruiken kan een precision behaald
worden die overeenkomt met die van een specifieker patroon, maar tegelijkertijd
kunnen wel meer relaties gevonden worden, wat een hogere recall tot gevolg
heeft.
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achtergrondkennis en verschillende bronnen combineren

Hoofdstukken 2, 3 en 4 presenteren methodes om informatie van het Web te extra-
heren ter aanvulling van een kennisbank van een ontologie. Bij de evaluatie van
de (relatie-)instanties die door deze methodes aangeleverd worden merkten we
op dat achtergrondkennis aanwezig in de ontologie gebruikt zou kunnen worden
bij het filteren van de kandidaten. Ook kan informatie uit verschillende bron-
nen gecombineerd worden om de waarschijnlijkheid dat een kandidaat-instantie
correct is aan te passen. In Hoofdstuk 5 presenteren we een methode waarmee
informatie uit verschillende bronnen gecombineerd kan worden met achtergrond-
kennis om kandidaat-relaties te filteren. De achtergrondkennis wordt omgezet in
een waarschijnlijkheidsscore door middel van regels. We presenteren een aantal
voorbeeldregels. Een daarvan geeft bijvoorbeeld aan dat het onwaarschijnlijk is
dat er een relatie van het type "participeert_in" zal zijn tussen twee instanties die
niet-overlappende tijdsperiodes hebben (zo zal een kunstenaar waarschijnlijk niet
behoren tot een kunststijl die pas na zijn dood ontstond). De achtergrondken-
nisregels genereren net zoals de informatiebronnen een waarschijnlijkheidsscore
voor iedere kandidaat-instantie. We laten een aantal manieren zien waarop deze
scores gecombineerd kunnen worden.

In een aantal experimenten laten we zien dat het combineren van informatie
uit verschillende bronnen met achtergrondkennis inderdaad verschillende foute
relatie-instanties uit de set van kandidaten filtert. Tegelijkertijd worden instanties
die gemist zijn door een methode wel gevonden door een andere methode. Alle
geteste manieren van het combineren van de waarschijnlijkheidsscores leveren
een prestatiewinst op.

afsluitend

Een observatie die we kunnen maken uit de evaluatie van de hier gepresenteerde
methodes is dat we met simpele, algemeen toepasbare methodes inderdaad in-
formatie uit verschillende bronnen kunnen extraheren. Door deze vervolgens te
aggregeren en drempelwaardes op de frequentie van voorkomens te gebruiken,
kunnen goede precision-scores verkregen worden. Hier wordt de redundantie
van informatie op het Web gebruikt. De simpele extractiemethodes zijn minder
afhankelijk van de in de documenten gebruikte taal en de structuur van de docu-
menten en leveren voor verschillende extractietaken in verschillende domeinen
vergelijkbare resultaten op. Door verschillende bronnen te gebruiken kan meer
informatie geextraheerd worden wat leidt tot een hogere recall. Op een meta-
niveau kunnen ook verschillende informatie extractie-methodes gecombineerd
worden, wat leidt tot nog meer exploitatie van redundantie. In combinatie met
beschikbare achtergrondkennis die gebruikt kan worden om kandidaatinformatie
te filteren kan zowel een goede recall en precision bereikt worden.
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